
BUILDING BRIDGES BETWEEN
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE R&D
CONGRESS WANTS NATIONAL LABSTO SHARE THEIR
TECHNOLOGYWTIH INDUSTRY-FOR PROFIT

Lawrence Livermore, and .Brookhaven,
there are 700 more lesser-known lights.
Collectively, they spend more than one
third of the government's annual re
search and development budget-$55 bil
lion in fiscal 1986. Their work has
produced some important commercial
technologies: clean rooms for the semi
conductor industry and nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging, to name just two.

That's why Congress told the national
labs in 1980to get more bang for the tax
buck by identifying R&D with commer
cial potential and passing it onto indus
try. Most labs, however, still aren't
adept at spinning off R&D. Technology
transfer has often meant little more
than publishing research results and hir
ing someone to stage seminars. "It's
catch-as-catch-can," admits Ronald W.
Hart, director of the National Center for
Toxicological Research.
SALES INCENTIVES. NASA, for example,
spends $11 million a year to peddle its
technology to industry. But since it be
gan charging for technology licenses
only in. 1981, it collects a paltry $100,000
a year in royalties. Even lab officials
admit they haven't been very effective
at transferring technology. Partly that's
because their researchers have little in
centive to .tliip~k .,~!o,n,g7C;9l1)\!.l.~r~ial lines,
since they ·don't share' m'patent royal
ties. Eugene E. Stark, chairman of an
action group called the Federal Labora
tory Consortium for Technology Trans
fer, concedes that "at best, we're only at
20r, of the optimum level of transferring
technology."

But Washington is about to crack the
whip again. This month, Congress will
probably send President Reagan new
legislation aimed at fostering even

believe the systems will grow progres
sively. smarter, to the point where an
engineer need only describe what he
wants a chip to do, and the computer
will take over from there. When that
day comes, compilers will return full
control to the systems engineers, who
used to rule before the electronics indus
try became dependent on the semicon
ductor industry's standard chips. •

By Richard Brandt in. San, Francisco,
with Otis Port in New York and bureau
reports

For Richard A. Cortese, it's a dream
coming true. The president of Al
pha Microsystems has long-and

longingly-admired the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. After all, that National
Aeronautics & Space Administration lab
in nearby Pasadena, Calif., is a -techno
logical powerhouse: But even though his
little computer company is just 45 mi.
away in Irvine, Cortese never figured he
stood much chance of tapping JPL's tech
nology storehouse.

But thanks to Rimtech, a nonprofit
company that aims to push JPL tecimol
ogy into the commercial arena, Alpha
Microsystems and other Southern Cali
fornia companies are getting a crack at
pulling JPL'S space-age developments
into their businesses. "The JPL expertise
may give us a leg upon the competi
tion," says Cortese, who wants to learn
about JPL'S techniques for compressing
computer data. That could boost the ca
pacity of Alpha's tape-based storage sys
tern for personal computers.

Rimtech-which is short for Research
Institute for the Management of Tech
nology-is a new twist in the way the
country's national labs interact with in
dustry. For an entry fee of $25,000, Rim
tech helps lind solutions to specific prob
'ems. It asks a company to list its
echnical hurdles, then checks with JPL

researchers to see if they can help. The
company also markets JPLtechnology to
likely prospects. uWe see ourselves as a
catalyst," explains Rimtech President
Steven M. Panzer.

The new program at JPL is the latest
step in an effort to better utilize the
enormous scientific resources of the fed
erally funded labs. In addition to such
venerable institutions as Los :Alamos,

he says, is designing better robots or
telephone switching equipment and get
ting them to market as fast as possible.
In the fast-paced electronics industry,
the rule of thumb is that a six-month
delay in getting to market costs one
third of potential profits.

The compiler companies are respond
ing by delving into the realm of artificial
intelligence to fashion programs that
will automatically insert test circuits.
Look for the first "smart" compiler to
arrive within a year. Moor that, experts

uur~ry of de- IRESEARCH

most advanced and high-volume res re
sides in automated work stations that
any engineer can use, semiconductor
producers will have to scramble .harder
to. earn a buck. To avoid becoming mere
silicon foundries for other's.designs, the
chipmakers are creating their own pro
prietary compilers. Silicon Design Labs
and SDA, Systems Ine., a newcomer in
Santa Clara, Calif., offer systems that
enable chip desiguers to save their best
work as building-block modules within
the company's proprietary compiler. The
chipmaker with the best "L
sign modules would presumably secure
an edge over the competition. SDL re
ports it has already shipped 40 systems
to 17 semiconductor companies, includ
ing Motorola Inc. and NCR Corp.

Hardest hit of the chipmakers will be
producers of so-called standard cells.
These are semicustom chips that contain
small circuit modules-such as those
that do multiplication and keep time
that can be mixed and matched to pro
duce an !C. Boston's Technology Re
search Group Inc. predicts that compil
ers, which work by assembling much
larger and more flexible "megacell"
building blocks, will completely displace
standard cells by 1995.

Standard-cell specialists such as LSI
Logic, VLSI Technology, and Gould's
Semiconductor Div. are rapidly building
their compiler capabilities. European Sili
con Structores, a startup in Munich,
claims that the semiconductor factory of
the future will fabricate compiler-de
signed chips to order. SO ESS formed an
alliance with Lattice Logic Inc., a compil
er company in Edinburgh, Scotland.
SKEPTICISM. Compilers have limitations
that draw continued skepticism, howev
er. The biggest issue is their inability to
incorporate test circuits into the finished
chips. Semiconductor engineers routinely
include test circuits in their lCS, but that
is possible only with an intricate knowl
edge of how the chip works-which is
exactly what the compiler is designed to
eliminate. For that reason, the excite
ment about compilers. is "much ado
about not much," declares' Gerard H.
Langeler, executive vice-president of
Mentor Graphics Corp., a supplier of
computer-aided engineering systems.

The size of compiler-desigued chips is
the other main criticism of the technol
ogy. The new tools usually yield chips at
least lOr, larger than hand-crafted de
signs. In the semiconductor industry,
where chip size is measured in square
millimeters, such Uwaste"· is a sure tick
et to financial ruin. But Andrew S. Rap
paport, president of Technology Re
search Group, argues' that silicon size is
"no longer an issue" for custom chips. 
What's important to the system builders,
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tighter links between the labs and indus
try. The ticket to mobilizing the labs in
defense of U. S. interests, Congress be
lieves, is to make them more business
like-and what better way to do that
than to apply the profit motive? A key
provision of the House bill, passed last
December, will give each lab director the
authority to sell licenses to his facility's
work-and allow the lab to bank the:
royalties. An amendment in the Senate
version would compel the labs to pay at
least 15% of all royalties to the research
ers who patented the technology.

Some labs are already implementing
new mechanisms for technology trans
fer. In New Mexico, both Los Alamos
National Laboratory and Sandia Nation
al Laboratories have emulated a recent
.university practice and set up "incuba
tor" operations to nurture entrepre
neurs. Tennessee's Oak Ridge National
Laboratory even has its own for-profit
venture capital group. IlWe've spun off
seven companies in the last year,"
boasts E. Jon Soderstrom, director of
technical applications, And if Rimtech is
successful at JPL, NASA plans to roll out
similar programs at all of its labs.
AN AcnVE VENDOR. The National Bureau
of Standards has long been effective at
transferring its techuology. That agen
cy's secret: encouraging industry to as
sign researchers to temporary duty in
NBS labs. As many as 900 industry-spon
sored researchers have augmented the
NBS staff of 1,400 professionals. "Tech
nology is in the minds of people," ob
serves Alfred S. Joseph, chairman and
founder of startup Vitesse Electronics
Corp. in Camarillo, Calif. IIYou can ei
ther send your people to the labs, or you
can bring the federal-lab people out."

Industry, however, is hardly without
blame for the poor results of technology
transfer. Many companies are ignorant
of the new openness of federal labs.
Others remain unaware that Washing
ton has changed the rules governing li
censes to permit exclusive deals. As a
result, says Robert H. Pry, a, technology
consultant who advises Washington,
"you have to do a lot of evangelism just
to get them interested."

Foreign companies don't need prod
ding. Overseas businesspeople are flock
ing to the natioual labs. 8- 'fie hb offi
cials confide that the numb 'of visitors
from offshore, especially, japan, is
frightening: They far outnumber the
representatives from U. S. companies. So
unless more executives like Cortese take
advantage of such programs as Rim
tech, promising new technologies may
go begging in America, while foreigners
become the first to reap the benefits of
U. S. tax-supported research.

By 8""tt Ticer in Los Angeles
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Biotechnology in Europe
MARK D. DIBNER
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'Ilion for recombinant DNA
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and development, large
aonships with academic
in order to more quickly
eoducrs of biorechnolo
he United Staresand in

.. -,ore composed of both small
_ _<J~porations. The products of recombinant

__ lIot easily gained, however, because of high costs,
development time, competition, and regulation. Recently, many of
the small firms have reduced the sizes of their staffs, and a fewhave
been bought by large corporations amidst predictions that many
small biotechnology companies will not survive the next 5 years
(13).Thus, the biotechnology industry is changing, and strategies of
governments and individual companies play an important role in the
struggle for commercial success.

M. D. Oibneris a neurobiologist: in the Central Research and~opment ~"r .
menlo E. I. du Pontde Nemours& Company, Experimental Stanon.E400.w~·
ton. OE-19898, andasenior fellowintheManagement and Technology Programof the
Whanon School at the Uni~eb;ity of Pcnnsylvar:ua. . -

European Biotechnology
As in the United States, the 1980's brought the formation of

small companies in Europe to pursue the commercialization of
biotechnology (14). Although the origin of many of these compa·
nies was the same-basic research laboratories-their original
sources of funding were considerably different. 10 the absence of
significant venture capital, many new European firms were funded
'with money from traditional industrial corporations and financial
institutions, or by direct or indirect government support (1, 14-16).,
10 addition, many large European corporations iniriated major
programs in bioteehnology (14).
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laboratories, the commercial applications of these processes were
The countries of the European Economic Community dear, and new companies were formed to take advantageofthe new
have recently mounted considerable efforts to eommer- opportunities (4). Thus, in the 1970's, the bioteehnology industry
cialize biotechnology. Together, these efforts approach was formed. Between 1979 and 1983, more than 250 sueh compa·
the same number of companies and level of government nies were founded in the United States alone, bolsrered by an
spending as those in the United States. In Europe there is abundance of venture capital (1,3,5). Although venture capital was
more government emphasis on support for industry- not readily availablejl).p·~/"w biotechnology companies were
university collaborations and industrial projects than in appeati!U'.tl--/ "
the United States, where basic research is emphasized, ,,-
European efforts are often not easily d,,!iD.,..«:»/
those in the United States; l1!;IIlvP---
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European-based coml
nology and, although I , _. cc considered
a major competitor to ~..a. or Japan, a coordinated
effort in Europe couldi, , ,,'gllly competitive.

The success of European biotechnology will depend on multifac
eted strategies. Eaeh country has individual programs for govern
ment funding, education, and targeted areas of support. Also,
specificprograms unite the biotechnological efforts ofthe European
Economic Community (EEC). Companies have individual strate
gies for their success which, in tum, affect the overall strength of
European biotechnology. Programs employed by European coun
tries and companies to gain success in the commercialization of
biotechnology are described in this article and strategies compared
with those in the United States.

Historica1Perspective
The new biotechnologies can be related to advances in genetic

researeh during the past 30 years, rnostly in the United States or in
the United Kingdom (3). Recombinant DNA teehnologies that
evolved from basic discoveries enabled the engineering of cells to
produce protein products with great commercial importance. The
lure of new products spans many industries; chemical, agrieu1rural,
pharmaeeurical, and energy, among others. Although many ad
vances in 'basicresearch 'were made in- academic or govenunent
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Table 2. Involvement in specific areasofbiorcchnology, Data are selectedn
indicate the number of companies working in the indicated areas ('I

concentration.U.S. and Japancsedata arc'provided for comparison (16,20)"

Wcst
ji;

United United
Area Prance Italy Germany Kingdom Stares Iapa,

Agriculture 5 I 2 15 73 12
Antibiotics I 2 4 I 4 8
Chemicals 1 - I 4 37 31
Diagnostics 3 5 6 10 141 15
Fcrrncnrarion 3 - - 6 21 13
Food 2 - 1 12 18 17
Hvbridomas 2 4 4 4 50 13
Pharmaceuticals 2 5 4 5 28 28

Total 31 16 18 79 319 161
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Government Coordination and Support of
Biotechnology

With the lure of high revenues, governments in some Europe;'
countries have sponsoted multifaceted progranlS to achieve suco,
in biotechnology. Government strategies include support for ac
demic programs in relevant sciences, support for new compani,
entering the industry, support for large corporation-based projec
in biotechnology, and support for industry-industry or industr
academic interactions (21). In contrast, U.S. government support
primarily for basic research with little for the private sect,
although the presence ofventure capital may obviate this need (1,
5, 16). Further, European government progrm are aimed at [ar:
targeted projects or commercial goals, whereas U.S. goverrun(
programs have less direct focus on commercial success (1, 5, 1""1
However, recent U.S. funding of a large Center on Biotechnolo
Process Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technolo
and other smaller progranlS may indicate a broadening of U.
government focus in support of biotechnology (2, 5).

The combined government support in all European countri
approaches the same level as U.S. government support, but ['
focus of support of the largest government progranlS is qUi
different (Table 3) (15). Some individual government progranlS ,
described below.

United Kingdmn. Support fur biotechnology in the United Ki.
dom was minimal before 1980, when the Advisory Council ,
Applied Research and Development published their report
biotechnology-(22), outlining shortcomings in the abiliry to devei
biotechnology.in the United Kingdom and recommending-spec-

nies are not just domestic, but worldwide. In tum, many Europeai
biotechnology companies are attempting to address world market
to be known simply as "biotechnology companies," not just a
"French" or "British" companies, for example; (17).

Larger companies, with "their multinational presence and immense
resources, have access to facilities that transcend national boundarir
(15). One exampleis the West German chemical and pharmaceutic.
giant Hocchst, which has donated a total of $100 million t

Harvard University and Massachusetts General Hospital in order t

gain access to basic research in molecular biology and to train" it
scientists (16, 20). Hoechst also has subsidiaries In the United Stat,
and France. In addition, Hoechst has formed coventures in biotecl
nology with firms in the United States, the United Kingdom, an
Japan (16). Being able to work on all these fronts enables Hoech
and other large companies to gain expertise and increase the
chance of commercial success. The smaller European biotcchnolog
companies usually compete without the benefits of access to glob"
resources (15).

The actual nwnber ofEuropean companies involved in biotech
nology is an elusive figure because there are many types of involve
ment. A recent compilation of companies with research, develop
ment, and production activities in biotechnology contained more
than 250 firms located in Europe (Table 1) (16). Because of small
size or improper categorization some companies may have been
omitted (17). The greatest involvement in biotechnology in Europe
is in the United Kingdom, followed by West Germany and France
(1). With large pharmaceutical companies based in Switzerland, it
also has considerable biotechnology efforts. Because of concerted
government involvement, the Netherlands and Italy also have
government efforts related to biotechnology (1, 16, 18).

European companies in biotechnology have interests ranging
from food processing to chemicals to pharmaceuticals (1, 3, 16).
Some are pursuing products of their own whereas others perform
contract research employing hybridoma or recombinant DNA tech
nology. Table- 2 contains the nwnber of companies in selected
European countries listed by specific areas of concentration. These
areas Wereprovided by the companies, and many companies report
ed involvement in more than one area (16). Agriculture, diagnostics,
and pharmaceuticals are the strongest areas of concentration. When
normalized as a percentage of total companies, the percentage of
companies in the United Kingdom and Japan working on fermenta
tion technology is higher than that in the United States, possibly
because ofthe historical involvement ofthese countries in fermenta
tion (I, 14).

In addition to the newly formed companies, many larger estab
lished ones have significant involvement in biotechnology (14). Of
the 20 largest pharmaceutical companies worldwide, eight are
European and have major biotechnology progranlS (11 ate in the
United States and one is in Japan) (16, 19). These companies,
Hoechst, Bayer, Ciba-Geigy, Hoffmann-La Roche, Sandoz, Boeh
ringer Ingelheim, Glaxo and Imperial Chemical Industries (from
West Germany, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom), represent
over $13 billion in 1984 pharmaceutical sales (19). The largest
pharmaceutical companies in Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy, the
Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden also have major efforts in
biotechnology (16, 19, 20). As with large U.S. pharmaceutical
companies, the target markets for the large European-based compa-

Table 1. European biotechnology. The number ofcompanies with biotech
nology researchefforts in 1985 are listed. For comparison, there were 312
U.S.companies (16).

Country
Number of Representative companiescompanies

Austria 4 Biochemic
Belgium 15 Celltarg, Plant Genetic Systems
Denmark 8 Novo Indusrri
Finland 8 Gcnesit, Labsystcms
France 31 Elf Aquitaine, G3, Genetica,

Lafarge-Coppce, Transgene
West Gennany 18 Applied Biosystcms, Bioferon,

Biosyntceh
Greece 1 Biohcllas
Hungary 7·
Ireland 12 Biocon, Bioquest
Israel 16 Interphann Laboratories
Italy 16 Erbamont, Surin Biomedica
Netherlands 12 Gist Brocades
Norway 3
Spain 5
Sweden 17 Cardo, KabiViaum, Phannacia
Switzerland 16 Ares~Iied Researcb
United Kingdom- 79 Ce Fermcntecb,

Microbial Resources:
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·Oara are approx1macc foryears 1983-1985 (1, S, 14-16).

Table 3. Government funding of biotechnology (1, 16, 20).

si.rategies to counteract them. ParticuIarly encouraged were the
transfer of technology from the public sector to industry and the
enlargement of programs for basic research and innovation (22).
The British government responded with a broad program of
support (23).

Public funding in the United Kingdom comes from a number of
sources. Thc Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) funds
training programs, innovative industrial projects, and is establishing
centralized database and cell depository centers (16, 23). Ute
Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) is developing a
program to advance nine priority sectors (15, 23). The Medical
Research Council (MRC) funds extramural programs as well as in
house research at its various units, including the Laboratory of
Molecular Biology in Cambridge that has been the home of many
Nobel laureates including Francis Crick, Frederick Sanger, lames
Watson, Cesar Milstein, and George Koehler (3).

The British Technology Group (BTG), a public corporation, was
funded by DTI to assist in the transfer of biotechnology from the
basicresearch laboratory through commercialization. Assuch, BTG
is a public source of venture capital. For example, Celltech was
formed in 1980, funded by BTG and four corporations, and given
the first right of refusal for patents related to genetic engineering
and hybridoma technologies that came out of in-house MRC
research (1, 24). Thus far, Celltech has had considerable success,
especially with monoclonal antibody technology and the scale-up
production of custom-made antibodies. In 1984, Celltech's exclu
siveaccess to MRC patents was renegotiated andsuspended, leading
to their transition from government control to becoming a public
company (24). This is an excellent example of a government
coordinated effort to foster the development of technology and,
with its success, allowing private enterprise to take over. Another
example is the transfer of the Centre for Applied Microbiology and
Research (CAMR) to the Porton International Group, a private
investment group with industrial and banking shareholders (16).
CAMR was started as part of the Public Health Laboratory Service
with eight laboratories related to microbiology and biotechnology.

A major focus of the British government's strategy is to scale up
biotechnological processes. By making an effort to concentrate on
production, the United Kingdom is hoping to attract foreign

580
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5120

$750

Annual
funding
(X 10")*

GoaIs and favored technologies

Academic-industry' collaboration
Commercial processes

Bioprocess scale-up
Academic-indusrry collaboration
Technology transfer

Basic biotechnology
Scale-up
Pharmaceuticals
New compounds

Five-year plan to foster collaborations
Scale-up

University-industry collaboration
Bicreactor designs

Fund industrial projects
Technology transfer to industry

Scale-up
Fermentation
Downstream processing

Basicreseaich (95%)
Apphed genetic research «5%)

companies to locate manufacturing facilities within the British Isles
or to gain revenues and employment by contract production. This
strategy is apparently working; at least four foreign pharmaeeutical
manufacturers have gone to the United Kingdom for produaion
(20). However, it is possible that the United Kingdom and other
European nations cannot be competitive in scale-up production
because of high costs of fermentation nutrients due to EECpricing
policies (25).

West Gmnany. The Federal Ministry for Research and Technolo
gy (BMPT) funds biotechnology research in West Germany with
specific goals, such as basic technology development and technology
transfer from academia and government to industry (1, 26). Espe
cially supported are projects that address West Germany's traditional
strength in fermentation processes (14). The BMPT also funds
grants to institutes (such as the Max Planck Institute), universities,
and government laboratories. The most notable govenunent re
search center is the Society for Biotechnological Research (GBF),
which has a research staff to perform basic studies and provide
services to the public and private German community. A major
focus of the GBF is to foster technology transfer to industry (1, 14,
16, 26). The goals of the GBF include bioprocess and scale-up
technologies, joint projects with industry, and interdisciplinary
training. The GBF is now considered one ofthe best biotechnology
research facilities in Europe (1).

France. Despite a late entry into biotechnological research, the
French government has stated a goal ofcapturing a 10% share ofthe
world market fur biotechnology by 1995 (14, 16). Government
funding is provided by the Ministry of Research and Industry and

, specific government institutes. In an effort to support future com
mercialization, the major focus ofgovernment support is technology
transfer to industry. Research centers, such as the Centre National
de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and the Institut de la Sante et
de la Recherche MCdicale (INSERM) have research programs in
molecular biology (27). Despite these efforts, technology transfer
from academia to industry in France has been reported to be far less
than optimal (1).

In contrast, a number of institutions with a large percentage of
government support have gained significant strength in biotechnol
ogy. The Institut Pasteur receives almost half its funding from

Government branch or institute

Institut de laRecherche ee l'Industric; otherbiomedical
agencies

Ministry for Research andTechnology; Society for
Biotechnological Research

Ministry of Science Policy

Federal Institute of Technology

Department ofTrade and Industry; Medical Research
Council; Scienceand Engineering Research,Council;
BridshT~~~Gro~ '

National Institutes of Health; NationatSciencC Foundation;
departments of Agriculture, Energy; Defense .

Country

Netherlands

France

West German)'

United Kingdom

United States

Switzerland

(
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Table 4. European presence in the United States. European pharmaceutical
companies with major U.S. operations and their world rank in 1984
pharmaceutical sales (1, 19, 20).

Scientific.Manpower
Two distinct categories of manpower requirements are necess,ary

in biotechnology, For basic resean:h, aecess to laboratory scientists
. engaged in molecular biology, genetics, and immunology is neces'
sary. For commercialization and scale-up there must be sufficient
manpower in bioproccss engineering. To achieve success in biotech
nology, a country must have training programs and trained person
nel in both areas. A few-years ago, there was a projectedshorrage of

.researchers-in the United States: trained in molecular biology (28).
Although this situation: has abated, there is increasing-concern that

'1370

government grants. Institut Pasteur Production, a private company
jointly owned by the Institut Pasteur and Sanofi (part of Elf
Aquicaine, a nationalized pharmaceutical and chemical corporation)
receives first right of refusalfor discoveries in many areasofresearch
conducted at the Institut Pasteur (16). Two other large pharmaceu
tical and chemical companies with substantial biotechnology pro
grams are owned by the French government: Roussel Uclaf (a
subsidiary of Hocchst, 40% owned by the French government) and
Rhone-Poulenc (100% government owned) (1, 16). With the
nationalization of these corporations, the French government is
directly involved in the business of biotechnology and thus plays a
large role in the commercial success of biotechnology in France.

Other countries. A few other European countries, such as the
Netherlands, Switzerland, Belgium, and Italy, have government
programs ro develop biotechnology. These programs are more
modest than those in the United Kingdom, West Germany, and
France, but the goals arc similar-rechnology transfer to industry
and conunercialization. Of course, there are individual approaches.
The Netherlands, for example, has launched a program of support
for biotechnology that includes tax and funding incentives to recruit
biotechnology companies to locate facilities within its borders (16,
21).

Although government intervention in the conunercialization of
biotechnology has been predicted to play an important role in
national success, the strength of individual companies also lends to
that success. One company considered a leader in biotechnology in
Europe is Novo Industri, which is based in Denmark, a country
with no major national policy for supporting biotechnology (16).
Novo, in collaboration with Squibb, has begun marketing its human
insulin produced from genetically altered porcine insulin, a potential
challenge to Lilly's recombinant DNA insulin market (16). Never
theless, the greatest benefit of European government programs is
likely to come from the transfer of people and ideas between the
university and corporate sectors. This transfer generally does not
occur easily without intervention (IS).

Subsidiary

Cutter Labs
Miles Labs
Molecular Diagnostics
Biocon (United States)
Boehringer-Mannheim Biochemicals
Ceva Labs
United Diagnostics
Gist Brocades (United States)
American Hoechst
Hocchst-Roussel Pharmaceuticals
Smart Pharmaceuticals

Company

Bayer

Table 5. European companies with U.S. subsidiaries involved in biotechnol
ogy (16, 19, 20).

only few programs of instruction in bioprocessengineering are
located in the United States (1, 2, 29). Japan reportedly has an
ample supply ofbioprocess engineers, which may contribute ro their
predicted commercial success (2).

In Europe the availability of trained personnel varies by country.
The United Kingdom has sufficient training of basic research
personnel (1). However, personnel trained in scale-up may be in
short supply, in part due to a low salary scale and leading to a "brain
drain" to other countries (1, 14). The outlook is brighter for West
Germany, which has been training personnel in bioprocess engineer
ing and in the new basic technologies for many ye~ (1, 14). In
France, the picture is much less optimistic, with predicted serious
shorrages in both categories of manpower (1). How this situation
affectsa country's success in biotechnology should become apparent
within the next few years, as more products reach the marketplace.
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Buropean-U'B. Interactions
Many of the companies involved in biotechnology in Europe are

large corporations with a considerable presence in the United States.
Table 4 lists ten European corporations, including some of the
world's largest multinational chemical and pharmaceutical compa"
nics, that have major U.S. operations (such as research ormanufac
turing facilities). For example, Ciba-Geigy has located its agricultur
al biotechnology research group in the United States (16). In Table
5 are eight European corporations involved in biotechnology that
own U.S. subsidiaries. The Japanese presence in the United States is
less obvious (2). With major research and development operations
in the United States, European companies gain immediate access to
trained manpower and proximity to the hundreds of U.S. biotech
nology companies.

Just as the large U.S. and Japanese corporations wotk with U.S.
biotechnology companies to gain access to basic research and
development, so, roo, do European corporations (2, 8). Joint efforts
between European companies and U.S. biotechnology firms involv
ing pharmaceuticals are shown in Table 6. The list of products
involved is virtually identical to products being developed in
conjunction with Japanese and U.S. corporations (2, 20, 29). Mosr
ofthe European corporations listed in Table 4 already have substan
tial U.S. marketing operations and are well poised to capture a
substantial U.S. market share for their products,

Many U.S. corporations have significant European subsidiaries or
facilities. Also, many U.S. and Japanese companies have joint
ventures with European biotechnology companies. For example.
Cellrech has joint agreements with Interferon Sciences and Serono
Laboratories of the U.S., as well as with Sankyo and Sumimoro 01 .

Japan (16). However, there are no clear examples of U.S. firms with ~

RankCompany

Ammham (United Kingdom)
Bayer (We$( Germany)
Ciba-Geigy (Switzerland)
Glaxo (United Kingdom)
Hoechsr (West Germany)
Hoffinann-La Roche (Switzerland)
ImperialChemicalIndustries (United Kingdom)
Rhone-Poulenc (France)
Sandoz (Switzerland)
Wrllmml" Poundaricn (United Kingdom)
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Table 6. Jointagreements between U.S. biotechnology companies andEuropean companies. Joint efforts involving pharmaceutical produces between 1982
and 1985. Abbreviations: IFN. interferon; mAb. monoclonal antibody; KPA, kidney plasminogen activator; IL-2. interleukin-2; hGH. hwnan growth
hormone; HSA, hwnan serum albumin; andCSF.colony-stimulating factor (1, 16,20).

~-~_._---------~--------

the' majority of their biotcchnologyresearch facilities in Europe.
Current drug export laws in the United States do not generally

allow the export, for purposes other than clinical testing, of drugs
that have not received. full Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approval. However, regulatory agencies insomeEuropean countries
mayapprove the release ofa compound before approval is complet
ed in the United States. To gain access to European markets before
FDA approval is granted, many U.S. pharmaceutical companies
have built manufacturing facilities in Europe and other pans of the
world (30). One U.S. biorechnology finn, Cenrocor, recently built a
manufacturing faciliry in the Netherlands, at least in part for the
same reason (31). If the U.S. drug exportation laws are not
modified, this trend will likely continue (18). In addition, with
European labor costs at 40 to 75% ofthose in the Unired States, and
with European government programs to attract industry, U.s. firms
have further incentive to locate facilities abroad (22, 32).

Product
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IFN
Vaccine
Factor VIII
mAb's
Vitamin BIZ

KPA
mAb's
IFN
Urokinase
IL-2
hGH
Faeror VIII
IL-2
mAb diagnostics
Diagnostics
mAb's
HSA
Blood protein
mAb diagnostics
mAb's
CSF
Diagn~cs

ness,emigration ofscientistsand isolationofindividual efforts,thus
preventing the attainment of "critical mass" (33, 34). Steps had to
be raken to allow the European Communiry to create a concerted
effort in biotechnology (34). The Biotechnology Action Program
wasestablished, along with the Concertation Unit for Biotechnolo
gy in Europe (CUBE), to help monitor and coordinate the program
(33, 35). This six-point program was proposed in late 1983 and
included support of research and training, concertation of govern
ment policies .involving biotechnology processes, uniform regula
tory policies and patent laws, and other special projects (34).
Although not approved until March 1985 and funded at about $50
million (two-thirds ofthe requested budget), many research projects
have already received support, especially transnational projects (IS,
34). It is, however, too early to tell whether these programs will
enable European biotechnology to coordinate efforts and allow
Europe to catch up with the United States or Japan.

One program with funding from the European Commission is the
European Biotechnology Information Project (EBIP), housed in
the Science Reference Library in London. According to its director,
John Leigh, the main purpose of EBIP is to "act as a focus for
biotechnology information within the European Community" (36).
Toward this end, EBIP conducrs seminars in biotechnology infor
mation since "there is a need for a more cohesive approach to
biotechnology information within the European Communiry ... a
federation of countries with different customs and languages, the
EEC lacks the ftuid exchange of information which Japan and the
United States do have," according to Leigh (36).

Another group working on coordinating biotechnology in Eu
rope is the European Federation of Biotechnology. Founded in
1978, this group now has 52 member societies from 17 European
countries. Their goal is to promote the interdisciplinary nature of
biotechnology and its development in Europe through working
parries, conferences, and documentation (37). In addition, they
organize a European Congress of Biotechnology every 3 years, next

scheduled for May 1987 in The Hague (37).
Alsoserving biotechnology in Europe is the European Molecular

Biology Organization (EMBO), based in West Germany. The
primary funetions ofEMBO are to promote transfer of information
about molecular biology and to promote basic research (38). The

European company

Bioferon (West Gennany)
Burroughs-Wellcome (United Kingdom)
KabiVirrum (Sweden)
Hoffmann-La Roche (Switzerland)
RousselUclaf(France)
Sandoz (Switzerland)
Hoffinann-La Roche
Bioferon
Gruenenthal GMBH (West Gennany)
Hoffmann-La Roche
KabiVirrum
Speywood Labs (United Kingdom)
Sandoz
Cutter Labs (B'yer)
Institut Pasreu«France)

.Miles Labs (Bayer)
KabiVinum
ScheringAG (WestGennany)
Recordari S.pA. (Italy)
Boehringer·Mannheim
Behringwerke (Hoechst)
Sigma-Tau S.pA. (Italy)

Consolidating European Efforts
Individual European countries have resources and industrial

efforts in biotechnology that are overshadowed by those in the
United States, However, as an aggregate, European biotechnology
is almostaslarge in number ofcompanies, training, andgovernment
funding. Historically, the unification of European countries has
been difficult, but specific programs are directed at consolidating
biotechnology efforts in Europe. ..

Realizing that European biotechnology might lag seriously be
hind programs in the United States and Japan, the Commission of
the European Communities created programs to assist long-term
research and development priorities in Europe (33). The Biomolec
ular Engineering Program, first proposed in 1976, was initiated in
1982 to support specific research projecrs (IS). This program, due
to end this year, has spent about $15 million on 100 contracts,
yielding highly successful research, especially in the area of plant
molecular biology. Another 5-year program, FAST (Forecasting
and Assessment in Science and Technology), was initiated in 1978
to determine futures in science and rechnology (15, 33). Weaknesses
in European biotechnology were noted, including lack ofcohesive-

tl JUNE 1986

U.S. company

Biogen
Biogeo
Bingen
Centocor
Cetus
Collaborative Research
Damon Biotech
Flow Labs
Gcncnrcch
Genenoech
Genemcch
Genentech
Genetics Institute
GeneticSystems
GeneticSystems
GeneticSystems
Gene<
GenCx
Hana Biologics
Hybritech
Immunex
Uni~,lC Labs
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6t,t function is accomplished by sponsoring workshops, courses,
~ .."andother educational programs. The second important function is

the basic research taking place in their centralized facilities, the
European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) in Heidelberg. A
third function is the funding of short-term and long-term fellow
ships for study in molecular biology totaling about 400 each in
1985 (38). According to its Executive Secretary, John Tooze,
"EMBO does not see itself responsible for promoting biotechnology
in Europe as such, but rather for promoting basic molecular biology
in Europe. Ofcourse, the biotechnology programmes and biotech
nology companies recruit from the academic molecular biologists
who benefit from EMBO's activities" (38).

Lastly, with a worldwide concern about the safety of molecular
biological processes, the Organization fur Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) is in the process of creating a uniform
set ofguidelines to govern the use ofthese technologies. Along with
many'EEC countries, the United States has participated in this
process. By providing a uniform set of regulations, the OECD
guidelines should facilitate the transfer of biotechnology between
countries and assist the commercialization process. On the other
hand, the OECD guidelines will be in the form ofadvice rather than
law. Also, it is not certain whether forthcoming U.S. government
guidelines will encompass OECD guidelines and thus place U.S.
firms in a favorable competitive position in Europe (39).

Conclusions
The term "European biotechnology," like "U.S. (or Japanese)

biotechnology," is highly misleading. Clearly;European biotechnol
ogy is· the summation of many efforts in biotechnology; it encom
passes the activities of hundreds of companies and many govern
ments. However, with billions of dollars and thousands of jobs at
stake, ifanyone ofthese "entities" can achieve a competitive edge in
biotechnology, considerable reward should follow. What distin
guishes European biotechnology is that many different nations make
up the aggregate effort, with their distinct programs, levels of
support, targeted research areas, and so on. There are also strong
individual company efforts in Europe, such as those by Novo
lndustri, Cellteeh, Elf Aquitaine, Hoechst, Bayer, Transgene, and
others. Government progranis in the United Kingdom, West Ger
many, and France appear strong, but, as with most ventures in
biotechnology, the full extent of their success remains to be deter
mined.

Three key features of European biotechnology bear repeating as
they may lead to the success of the aggregate program. First,
European programs that transcend national boundaries should
enhance the aggregate program. Most notable in this eategory are
the programs ofthe EEC Commission, which will provide common
resources and foster collaboration, as well as the EMBO programs,
which provide aunified source of training. Second, is the common
focus on technology transfer seen in individual government pro
grams as well as the EEC programs. By supporting academic
industry joint projects and the transfer ofresearch from government
laboratories to industry, these programs should facilitate the com
mercialization process. Although a passive transfer ofbiotechnology
to industry in allcountries normally exists, there has beenlittleeffort
on the parr ofthe U;S. government to assist in thisprocess, possibly
decreasing the future competitive strength of U.S. biotechnology.
Third; the distinction between U.S. and European biQteehnology is
nor as line as that between U.S. andJapanese biOtechnology. Many
large European-based companies, such as Bayer, Hoechst, Ciba
Geigy, Hoffmann-La Roche, Wellcome, and Sandoz, have previ
,ously penetrated U.S. markets and have U.S. facilities for research
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anddevelopment. These companies thus have ready access to U.S.
trained personnel, as well as access. to scale up in their home
countries.

The race for success in the commercialization of biotechnology
will have no clear winners for many years. Recent reports have
predicted a close race between the United States and Japan.
European biotechnology, although a dark horse, should not yer be
eliminated from the running. Already, individual efforts from
European companies are showing the first signs of success. If
cohesiveness and cridcal mass can be achieved. in the aggregate
program, European biotechnology has the potential to become a
strong competitor in the long run.
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- - - - ,. tigrner iinks between the labs and indus
try. The ticket to mobilizing the labs in
defense of U. S. interests, Congress be
lieves, is to make them more business
like-and what better way to do that
than to apply the profit motive? A key
provision of the House bill, passed last i

December, will give each lab director the I
authority to sell licenses to his facility's ,
work-and allow the lab to bank the .
royalties, An amendment in the Senate
version would compel the labs to pay at
least 15% of all royalties to the research
ers who patented the technology.

Some labs are already implementing
new mechanisms for technology trans
fer. In New Mexico, both Los Alamos
National Laboratory and Sandia Nation
al Laboratories have emulated a recent
university practice and set up "incuba
tor" operations to nurture entrepre
neurs. Tennessee's Oak Ridge National
Laboratory even has its own for-profit
venture capital group. "We've spun off
seven companies in the last year,"
boasts E. Jon Soderstrom, director of
technical applications. And if Rimtech is
successful at JPL, NASA plans to roll out
similar programs at all of its labs.
AN ACTIVE VENDOR-the Nati9n~1 BUrrilll

of §~pdnrd§ has long been ((ective at
trans errmg Its technology. That agen
cy's secret: encouraging industry to as
sign researchers to temporary duty in
NBS labs. As many as 900 industry-spon
sored researchers have augmented the
NBS staff of 1,400 professionals. "Tech
nology is in the minds of people," ob
serves Alfred S. Joseph, chairman and
founder of startup Vitesse Electronics
Corp. in Camarillo, Calif. "You can ei
ther send your people to the labs, or you
can. bring the federal-lab people out."

Industry, however, is hardly without
blame for the poor results of technology
transfer. Many companies are ignorant
of the new openness of federal labs.
Others remain unaware that Washing.
ton has changed the rules governing Ii·
censes to permit exclusive deals. As a
result, says Robert H. Pry, a technology
consultant who advises Washington,
"you have to do a lot of evangelism just
to get them interested."

Lawrence Livermore, and Brookhaven,
there are 700 more lesser-known lights.
Collectively, they spend more than one
third of the government's annual re
search and development budget-$55 bil
lion in fiscal 1986. Their work has
produced some important commercial
technologies: clean rooms for the semi
conductor industry and nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging, to name just two.

That's why Congress told the national
labs in 1980 to get more bang for the tax
buck by identifying R&D with commer
cial potential and passing it on to indus
try. Most labs, however, still aren't
adept at spinning. off R&P_ Technology
transfer has often meant little more
than publishing research results and hir
ing someone to stage seminars. "It's
catch-as-catch-can," admits Ronald W_
Hart, director of the National Center for
Toxicological Research.
SALES INCEHT1VE5. NASA, for example,
spends $11 million a year to peddle its
technology to industry. But since it be
gan charging for technology licenses
only in 1981, it collects a paltry $100,000
a year in royalties. Even lab officials
admit they haven't been very effective
at transferring technology. Partly that's
because their researchers have little in
centive to think along commercial lines,
since they don't share in patent royal
ties. Eugene E. Stark, chairman of an
action group called the Federal Labora
tory Consortium for Technology Trans
fer, concedes that "at best, we're only at
20% of the optimum level of transferring
technology."

But Washington is about to crack the
whip again. This month, Congress will
probably send President Reagan new
legislation aimed at fostering even

. kAt llPr~1·ng8::1~ed by the Public Information Division
Bus, ness Wee ugus , 0

BUILDING BRIDGES BETWt~N II ,_

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE R&D
CONGRESS WANTS NATIONAL LABSTO SHARE TIlEIR
TECHNOLOGYWITIl INDUSTRY-FOR PROFIT

F-or Richard A. Cortese, it's a dream
coming true. The president of AI·
pha Microsystems has long-and

longingly-admired the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. After all, that National
Aeronautics & Space Administration lab
in nearby Pasadena, Calif., is a techno
logical powerhouse. But even though his
little computer .company is just 45 mi.
away in Irvine, Cortese never figured he
stood much chance of tapping JPL'S tech
nology storehouse.

But thanks to Rimtech, a nonprofit
company that aims to push JPL technol
ogy into the commercial arena, Alpha
Microsystems and other Southern Cali
fornia companies are getting a crack at
pulling JPL's space-age developments
into their businesses. "The JPL expertise
may give us a leg up on the competi
tion," says Cortese, who wants to learn
about JPL's techniques for compressing
computer data. That could boost the ca
pacity of Alpha's tape-based storage sys
tem for personal computers.

Rimtech-which is short for Research
Institute for the Management of Tech
nology-is a new twist in the way the
country's national labs interact with in
dustry. For an entry fee of $25,000, Rim
tech helps find solutions to specific prob
lems. It asks a company to list its
technical hurdles, then checks with JPL
researchers to see if they can help. The
company also markets JPL technology to
likely prospects. "We see ourselves as a
catalyst," explains Rimtech President
Steven M. Panzer.

The new program at JPL is the latest
step in an effort to better utilize the
enormous scientific resources of the fed
erally funded labs. In addition to such
venerable institutions as Los Alamos,



us. PATENT PRODUCTIVITY
Analysis shows a decline in inventive output for the u.s. chemical industry between 1965
and 1980 that may well be representative of industry as a whole.

Stephen F. Adler and Herbert H. P. Fang
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On the basis of trends in patenting activity, one of us
reported in an earlier study thatthere was compelling
evidence of a decline in innovative activity In the U.S.
for the period 1965-1975 (1). During the past decade
or more, other observers have reached the same
conclusion by other methods of measurement or
reasoning (2,3). Since no one has yet proclaimed a
renaissance of innovative activity, we may assume that
things are still as they were or that they may have
gotten worse.

The study reported in this article includes data from
the mid-1960s through 1982-83 to get a longer view of
this phenomenon. We have also examined several
variables not studied in the first paper to see if we can
better understand what accounts for the patterns of
patenting activity both by U.S. industry and within
various segments of the industry.

Recognizing that there are year-to-year variations in the
patents issued by the U.S. Patent Office, most of the
data used in this paper are running three-year averages
reported for the second year of the period. The
smoothed data for 1966-1982 (Figure 1) show that the
total number of patents per year rose from ca. 60,000
in 1966 to ca. 75,000 in the early 1970s (4,5). Since
about 1977, the level of activity has again declined to
ca. 60,000. The data contain an important underlying
mess.age about the nationality of the inventors. Non
U.S. mventors have increased their absolute rate of
generation from ca. 10,000 to ca. 25,000 patents per
year. During the same period, U.S. inventors'
production declined from ca. 50,000 to ca. 35,000
patents per year. In 1965, about 20 percent of U.S.
~atents were issued to non-n.s.: inventors (Figure 2); by
983, that figure had risen about 41 percent and the

Patent Office reports that for 1985 it was 43:9 percent.

~he decline in U.S. inventive output is the most
ndamental observation we have made. All of the

Stephen Adler is director of Stauffer Chemical Company's
Eastern Research Center in Dobbs Ferry, New York. .He went
to Stauffer in 1969. Adler got a Bachelors Degree in 19~1
from ~oosevelt University and M,S. and Ph.D. degrees in
chemiStry from NOrthwestern University in 1953 and 1954.
He has PUblishedarticles in the field of catalysis and holds
more t~n 10 U.S. patents. In 1980 he received an award from
the Phlladelphiapatem Law Association for an article about
the patent system by an author who is not a patent attorney.
Herbert H. P Fang is a program manager at the Eastern
ResearCh Center of Stauffer Chemical Company, where he has
Wor~ed SInce 1975. A chemical engineer by training, he
received his Ph.D. in 1972 from the University of Rochester
and B.S. from National Taiwan University in 1965.

other facts and observations that follow are merely
elaborations of this.

In the earlier study we analyzed patent generation and
R&D expenses over a decade for the 12 largest
chemical companies. The R&D expenses were
published figures corrected for inflation. The patent
data were obtained from Information For Industry. A
minor concern in the first study was that not all of the
patents issued to anyone company might have been
counted because of assignments to subsidiaries with
names that might not have been included. In the
present paper, the patent data are those that
were graciously supplied by each of the chemical
companies (6).

The so-called "Big 12" companies can be used to
monitor the activity of the chemical. industry because
they account for a large fraction of research
expenditures and patent activity for that industry. For
example, the "Big 12" spent ca. 40 percent of the
industry's research dollars and got ca. 30 percent of
the patents. Figure 3 shows how the "Big 12" share of
the U.S. patents granted to U.S. inventors has changed
between 1967 and 1980. Since 1974, that share has
been down to a nearly constant 5.1 percent starting
from ca. 6.5 percent at the beginning of the period.
There is, thus, a double decline to be noted-(a) U.S.
invented patents have declined both in absolute terms
and as a percent of the total patents, and (b) the
chemical industry is getting a reduced share of that
smaller pool. .

Patent Productivity
"Patent productivity" is the rario of patents isslJed in
any' year to the money expended on R&D in the same
year. It has uruts at number of patents/$MM of R&D.
Admittedly, this"productivity quotient is simplistic
because it ignores expenditures that do not have
patents as an expected outcome. It also sidesteps the
question of the time lag between the doing of the
research and the issuance of the patent. Nevertheless,
patent productivity is a concept that is useful for
tracking an industry or a company to spot trends over
a period of time. In this paper, the number of patents
will always be the smoothed average and expenditures
will always be reported as constant 1967 dollars by
correcting actual figures with GNP·price deflators (7).

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the patent productivlty for the
"Big 12" asa function of time in groups of four
companies arranged according to sales volume. The
four largest companies (Du POnt, Union Carbide, Dow 29
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Figure 3.-Percent of u.s. Patents Issued To
"Big 12" Chemical Companies.

and Monsanto) show a similar pattern. The data show
an inverse relationship between patent productivity
and company sales. This fact is examined in more
detail in a following section. The middle group (Allied,
Celanese, American Cyanamid and Hercules) follows a
somewhat different pattern with time, with a more
distinct maximum for each curve in the mid-1970s
followed by a steep decline. There is once again the
observation that patent productivity is apparently
larger when sales volume is lower. In the third group,
the curves for Ethyl and Stauffer havethe maximum in
the mid-1970s as noted in Figure 6, but Olin and Rohrn
and Haas have very different shapes. Also, one cannot
say for Figure 6 that there is an obvious correlation
between productivity and company size.

In the view of people who see research as a vital
function of a corporation, sales might be expected to
increase with more research (of the right kind). The
same might be said of patents. That is, more research
should lead to more patents. Figures 7 and 8 show
how patents vary with R&D e.xpenses for the "Big 12"

30 (in constant 1967 dollars). The expected relationship of

more patents with greater research expenditures is
readily seen.

When the same analysis is made once more for patent
productivity (number of parents/smm of R&D), the
picture is entirely different. We plot patent
productivity against sales for two periods, 1971-75 and
1976-80 (8). Figures 9 and 10 show that productivity
varies inversely with sales volume. What this says is
that the efficiency of the R&D organization in
producing patents goes down as the size of the parent
corporation in constant 1967 dollars gets bigger. Is
there no efficiency of scale in this process? We will
return to this question again.

Figures 11 and 12 show the relationship of patent
productivity to the percent of sales allocated to R&D.
The two periods are once again 1971-75 and 1976-80,
respectively. Although some scatter is seen in both
plots, the predominant feature is an inverse
relationship of patent productivity to R&D as a percent
of sales. Both the abscissa and the ordinate refer to
quantities that are the ratio of an output to an input:
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Figure 9.-Patent Productivity Vs. Sales
(1971-75 Average).

I
It is also possible to see whether patent productivity
increases with the absolute level of R&D expenditure.
This is the most direct way to test the efficiency of the
"process" of producing patents. In other words, if
there is efficiency of patent productivity, we should see
it reflected in the absolute size of the R&D organization
and, therefore, in its annual expenditures. Figures 13
and 14 present these data. There is no d bt that, for
both time periods, atent roduc(vit ses as the
absolute level of R&D expegdjwre increases. It is no at
all clear why patent productivity does not increase

I
instead. The expected increase in efficiency is simply
not there. 10. fact, larger R&D units become less
efficient in the context of this paper.

One might wonder whether the findings about patent
productivity for the chemical inudstry can be
explained by the position of the "Big 12" relative to
the U.S. as a whole. Table 1 shows the sales, R&D
expenditures, sales volume, patents and patent
productivity of the "Big 12" compared to total U.S.
figures.

The table shows that sales, as a fraction of GNp,
increased 17 percent but that R&D expenditures rose
only about one-sixth as much from the early 1970s to
the late 1970s. During that period the fraction of U.S.
patents assigned to the "Big 12" declined 5 percent.
(The patent statistics of the years 1982-84 show a
modest upturn in the number of patents for the
companies in the "Big 12." However, the ratio of
patents to constant dollar R&D has continued to
decline to ca. 1.2 for the group.) The large chemical
companies invested more in research and got fewer
patents out of the process. The data, when stated in
terms of patent productivity, show that the "Big 12"
had a decrease in the period studied that was half

32 again as big as the 27 percent reduction experienced

R&D expenditure
Sales volume

and
Number of patents
R&D expenditure

Figure 1O.-Patent Productivity Vs. Sales
(1976-80 Average).

by the entire U.S. That is to say, the "Big 12" (and thel!
chemical industry by extension) behaved like the
whole country, just more so.

A comparison of the patent activity of the chemical
industry with other industries is beyond the scope of
this paper although it might lead to some important
conclusions. However, one can choose, representative
companies from other business sectors and look for
similarities in patent productivity. Table 2 presents such
information for a group of companies compared to the
"Big 12" and to Du Pont as a representative of the
chemical group, and for the U.S. on average.

The data in Table 2 show that most of the companies
have had reduced patent productiviry and in three
cases a larger reduction than is true for the "Big 12."
Only one company in this group, General Electric,
shows an increase of 14 percent. Further; the absolute
level of productivity for the "Big 12" is higher in both
periods than for any of the other companies reported.
The picture that emerges is that most sectors of U.S.
industry were declining in patent productivity over the
decade of the 1970s and that the chemical industry is
not atypical. Thus, if there is an innovation malaise, it
is very widespread, and all sectors of U.S. industry
need to be concerned.

Interpreting the Data

Before proceeding to a detailed examination of U.S.
patent productivity, we should note that Gilman
described another concept in 1981 which he called
"patent inventivity" (9). This quantity is the ratio of
patents issued to sales volume. He concluded from an
analysis of patent inventivity that the largest cgmpanies
were less inventive than smaller ones. This result was
disputed by Jackson et al. who fat that Gilman had
used a sample that led to an incorrect conclusion (10).
Gilman and Siczek subsequently reported on a
function that is the same as the one that we had
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previously called "patent productivity" (11). They
looked at a broad range of companies whereas we
looked in detail at the chemical industry. In this paper,
we have examined only a handful ofcompanies in
other industries (Table 2).

In the earlier study, we speculated about the most
likely cause or causes of the slowing in U.S. patent
activity. Among the causes proposed and rejected in
that study were the following:

• Companies are more careful or selective in
choosing patents to file.

• Less R&D money is available because of funds
diverted to meet regulatory requirements.

• There is more reliance on "trade secrets" vs.
patents.

• The U.S. market is viewed as not worth the cost of
getting patent protection.

• More stringent criteria are being applied by the U.S.
PatentOffice for allowing patents.

None of the above explanations makes any more sense
today than it did in 1980. The one explanation that
was thought to be most plausible then was that,.~t

in R&D orientation had taken place toward I -risk
researc sue as pro rocess development.
These activities are less likely to lead to large numbers
of patents because they are designed to fine-tune
formulations, discover new uses of a chemical or
improve the process by which the chemical is made.
We can test this hypothesis by looking at the record of
three chemical companies with very different patent
productivities. For each of three companies, Allied, Du
Pont and Stauffer, the patents in each of three years
were examined to find out what fraction were
"composition of matter" as opposed to those with use
or process claims only. It was assumed that larger
numbers of composition of matter patents would
correlate with higher patent productivity. Table 3
shows the results of this analysis. There is no obvious
correlation between the type of claims and the number
of patents per $MM of R&D for all three companies
taken together. There is, however, an apparent ,33
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Table I-Sales, R&D Expenses and Patent Productivity·

_..._-----._---

,.'

(Sales)12/(GNP)12
(R&D)d(R&D)us
(Patents) 121(Patents)us
(Patent Productivity)us
(Patent Productivityjij

1971-75 avg.

1.94%
2,76%
5.5%
2,2
4,4

1976-80 avg.

2.27%
2.84%
5.2%
1,6
2,9

% Change

17
3

-5
-27
-33

"Number of patents per million of 1967 dollars spent on R&D.

Table 2-Patent Productivity in 'Various Industries

Patent Productivity (# Pat/SMM R&D)

71-75 avg. 76--80 avg. % Change

"Big 12" (Chemical companies)
Du Pont (Chemical)
AT&T (Communications)
Hewlett-Packard (Electronics)
General Electric (Electrical)
Eastman Kodak (Photography)
Merck (Pharmaceuticals)
Motorola (Semiconductors)
U.S. Average

4.4
2,8
3,0
1.2
2,4
2,7
1.9
3,0
2,22

2,9
1.9
1.0
0,6
2,8
1,2
1.8
2,6
1.61

-33
-30
-67
~49

+14
-57
-8
-13
-27

Table 3-Relationsbip ofPatent Productivity To Type of Patent Claims

% of Patents with Patent Productivity
No. of Compo of Matter No. of PatentslSMM

Company Patents Studied· Claims R&D

Stauffer-1970 71 51 6,6
1975 127 60 9,0
1980 99 50 5.4

Aliied -1970 39 26, 9,7
1975 43 19 10,7
1980 38 11 4,0

Du Pont-I970 162 31 2,8
1975 112 39 2,6
1980 63 46 1.5

..All of Stauffer's patents were examined in the three years; one-third of Du Pont'S and Allied's patents were examined.

correlation for each company by itself (Figure 15),
Because of the few data plotted, it would be desirable
to extend this analysis to other companies over more
years to see if our observation is more than a
coincidence.

It is undeniable that chemical and other companies
have experienced a steady decline in both the number
of patents granted and in patent productivity, The latter
is a crude measure of the return on research
investment. One can find a variety of explanations.
Abernathy pointed the finger at management (2),
whereas Kline indicated that we are about to enter a
new age in chemistry (3), However, it is also possible
that we are experiencing an effect in research that is
analogous to the finding that "new oil is harder to find
than old oil." Any resource that must be mined out

34 becomes progressively more expensive because the

most easily reached deposits are taken first. Is there
such a phenomenon in industrial research? If there is,
we should find that the money will increase that must
be spent on R&D to achieve a fixed amount of
progress, This should lead to the observations reponed
here,

Among the factors making research progressively more
expensive is that the infrastructure required to do
research in the 1970s and 1980s is increasingly
sophisticated and expensive. For example, most
research laboratories of any significance have analytical
facilities that include NMR spectrometers, HPLCs,
ESCA-Auger spectrometers, SEMs and the like, This
equipment is typically run by highly skilled specialists,
In an earlier time, analyses were thought to be
adequate or acceptable with much simpler, less elegant
and far less costly techniques. Also, the laboratory of
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It is possible that we are
experiencing an effect in
research that is analogous
to the finding that "new
oil is harder to find than
old oil."
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Figure I5.-Patent Productivity Vs. Type of
Patent.

today is equipped with a full range of sophisticated
computers and database searching facilities. These are
only two examples that can be cited. No wonder R&D
costs are escalating. Furthermore, this is a factor that
affects the larger companies more than the smaller
ones. The large companies are the ones most likely to
feel the need for highly sophisticated facilities to match
the technological demands of their research areas.

H one now adds the economic criteria attendant to
new research, the picture of high COStS becomes even
more pronounced. The chemical industry has seen a
steady decline in profitability in the last two decades,
and new research must face far more hard-nosed
criteria of profitability and return on investment than
ever before. New chemicals that might have been
considered acceptable in an earlier time may now be
thought to be too unprofitable to develop, This leads
to R&D that has fewer commercial successes as a
fraction of the numbers of areas explored.

Finally, we should address the question of the
adequacy of R&D funding in the U.S. Between 1964

•
Numb... 01 P.tlll'lt.'SMM R&D

sc "
and 1978 the level of R&D funding as a fraction of
GNP dropped 25 percent, from 2.96 percent of GNP to
2.22 percent. By 1985, however, it had moved back up
to an estimated 2.7 percent. Increased spending on
R&D cannot of itself guarantee greater innovation, and
there is probably no "right" lever to ensure a
revitalized atmosphere of innovation. Nevertheless we
are encouraged by this dramatic turnaround. Now it
remains to be seen whether the U.S. patent output as a
measure of innovation also turns around and heads
back up. @
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German,

...but falling behind
HeallJU'" per worker
Average annual % growth. ,973'83

ave; three-quarters 0:- the television sets,
hajj the motor cars an: G quarter 0: the
steel used around the worll Yet. a mere
two decades iater , Jenan hac taken
America's place as the cormnan: supplier
of such products.

The aconv for American, does om end
there. Over' the pas! 2: year; Ihe~ have
seen:
• Their share of world trade fall from
2]% in 196uw }4O,o in ~985.

• The American trade balance zo from a
surplus 01$5 billion in 1960 to a-deficit of
$150 billion last vear.
• More worrvinzlv still. the countrv s
trade balance in riianufactured goods.slip
from a healthy surplus of $11 billion as
recently as 1981 to a deficit of $32 billion
last year-approaching 1t}·o of America's
total output.
• The volume, of its manufacturing ex
ports tumble 32~'o over the past" five
years-with every $1 billion of'exports
lost costing an estimated 25,OOO-Amen
can jobs.

Angry and confused, businessmen in
the United States have had to stand by
and watch .as "smokestack" industrv all
around them has been snuffed.out. Then
came the unthinkable: if the Japanese
could thrash them in mainstream manu-·
facturing.would-they give them a mauling
in high technology. too?

By the beginning of the 19805, it began
to look as if thev would. It became dear
that the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI) in Tokyo had "target
ed" not just semiconductors and comput
ers but all of America's high tecbnology
industries-e-from aerospace to synthetic
materials-for a blitzkrieg attack.

Six years on, Japan has scored some

" I , , "

~

~

1960 65 70 75 80 8S

Real GOP per worker relative to
theUS

Staying ahead...

teo states .. ,00

80

'00

major trading partners.
In the 196Os. American companies held

all the technological high cards and domi
nated the world's markets for manufac
tured" goods. The United States supplied
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After steel, motor cars, consumer electronics and cheap micro
chips, Japan has begun to challenge American pre-eminence in
the one industrial area the United States has long cherished as
its own: high technology, The two are girding up for a trade war in
high-tech that threatens to be bloodier than anything yet.
Nicholas Valery reports on the strengths and weaknesses of the
two technological superpowers

Clash of the titans

The recent movie "Gunz Ho" gets a lot of
laughs out of the many misti"nderstand
ings that ensue when a Japanese car firm
moves into a sad little town in Pennsvl
vania. Stereotypes abound: dedicated
Japanese managers putting in double
shifts. lazy American loudmouths slowing
down the assembly line-with the locals
winninz a baseball match between the
two sides only through brute force and
intimidation.

All eood clean fun. In real life. howev
er, American workers-despite the popu
lar myth-remain the most productive in
the world (see the feature on the next
page). In terms of real gross domestic
product (GDP) generated per employed
person. the United States outstrips all
major industrial countries, Japan includ
ed (chart 1), The problem for Americans
is that the rest of the world has been
catching up. In the decade from the first
oil shock to 1983. increases in annual
productivity in the United States had
been roughly a seventh of those of its

iHE ECO"lOM~STAUGUST 23 ~986
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Copycat turns leader?
Is Japan still a technological free-Ioader-or has it become a pacesetter in
high-tech? -, _ _ ' -
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Power to the elbow
Americans work even on as hard -as
(and often a jot harder than I the Jane
nese-e-and generate proporuonaielv
more wealth m the process. Tnt average
output oi American workers last year
was S36.800. The Japanese eouivalent
was $:~.500 t a; an 'averace 1985 ex
chanae rate of 1':2(110 the dollar).

But labour nroductivitv is onlv half the
store. The amount of cannal 3PDiJed 10 a
workers elbow is cruca.. toe: ."Tne rradi
tionai cefiniuon of oroouctivirv I cutout
per hour 0: ali wor.... ers r makes;t difficult
ro measure these inputs senaratelv.
True. the definition reflecrs aU' the fac

-tors that contribute to rising output
from advances in technotocv. better
utilisation 0: canacirv_improvements in
the wav nroduction is orcanisec and
sharper manaaement. to harder efforts
bv the workers themselves as well as the
impact of changes in the amount of
capital employed.

In 1983. the American Bureau of La
bour Statistics introduced a vardstick
called multifacror productivity. This
shows the chanzcs in the amount of
capital as well as~labour used in produc-

notable hits. A group of American econo
mists and engineers met for three days at
Stanford University. California. last year
to assess the damage". They concluded
that Japanese manufacturers were al
readv ahead in consumer electronics, ad
vanced materials and robotics, and were
emerging as America's fiercest competi
tors in such lucrative areas as computers,
telecommunications, home and office
automation, biotechnology and medical
instruments. "In other areas in which
Americans still hold the lead. such as
semiconductors and optoelectronics,
American companies are hearing the
footsteps of the Japanese", commented
the Stanford economist Mr Daniel
Okimoto.

How loud will those footsteps become?
American industry may have been deaf in
the past, but it certainly isn't any more.
And never forget that Americans are a
proud and energetic people. More to the
point, they are prone to periodic bouts of
honest self-reflection-s-as if, throughout
their two "centuries of nationhood, they
have been impelled forward by a "kick up
the backside" theory of history.

Once every couple of decades, Ameri
ca has received a short and painful blow
to its self-esteem; Pearl Harbour, Sput-

"Symposium on Economics and Technology
held at Stanford University,March 17·191985.
Now published as "The PositiveSum Strategy:
Harnessing Technology for Economic
Growth" by National Academy Press, Wash-
ington, DC. -

tion. Reworking its data for 1950-83, the
bureau found tha! multifactor producnv
itv In the United States increased a! an
averace annual rate of 1.7~[, for the
period. A~ output per hour over the
same oeriod increased bv an annual
2.5%. capital productivity -inched up by
onlv a modest O.8~'(J a vear.

Overall. America's' multifactor 'Dro
ductivirv has shown two distinct trends
over the DaS: 35 Years. Lr- till the firs! oil
shock o( 1973. the country experienced
an annual 2% multifactor zrowth: then
an annual averaee of onlv 0.1% from
1973 to 1981. Tne DOS!-OPEC slowdown

. seems 10 have resulted from high interest
rates keeping the brakes on capital
spending. while- more people were hav
jn~ to work longer hours to hang on to
their jobs,

How did the Japanese fare? The driv
ing force behind the Japanese economy
over the past 2.') years has been the high
growth in capital input. Mr Dale Jorgen
son and his colleauues at Harvard Uni-

- versity reckon i! has been roughly double
that in the United States. Growth rates
inJabour productivity have been much

nik , Vietnam are recent examples. What .
follows then is usually a brief and heart
searching debate along. with a detailed
analysis of the problem. then an awesome
display of industrial muscle coupled with"
unexpected consensus between old adver
saries-most notably between Congress,
business and labour, - ,_0,'·:,';·

With its ceaseless shipments of cam
eras, cars, television sets, video record
ers, photocopiers, computers and micro
chips, Japan unwittingly supplied the
latest kick up the broad American but
tocks, After witnessing Japanese export
ers almost single-handedly reduce Pitts
burgh's steel industry to a smouldering
heap, drive Detroit into a ditch, butcher
some of the weaker commodity microchip
makers of Silicon Valley, and threaten
America's remaining bastions of techno
logical clout-aircraft and computers-c.
then, and finally then, American lethargy
ceased, ,~,. , ~. "." ~ - . .

This survey tries to assess the strengths
and weaknesses of the world's two tech-

America may still have the largest share
of high technology exports, but Japan is
catching. up fast. It skipped smartly past
West Germany to become the, second
largest supplier of high-tech goods in 1980

the same for the two countries. All wid.
the growth in Japanese productivity out
stripped that in the United States until
1970, when productivity growth began to
slow dramaucallv in Japan. Thereafter,
WIth Vietnam behind' it and two oil
shocks ahead. tne American economy
flexed its muscles and coped more effec
tively. Then the competitive advantage
started to move back in America's
favour.

The interesting thing is what has hap- ~

pened SInce the last recession. Multifac
tor productivity in the United States has
been running a'! an average of 5~o a year,
while the growth in labour productivity is
now avcracins nearlv 4% a vear. That
means thal productivity of capital em
ployed is now growing at well over 6% a
vear. .
- Could this be the first sizns of the
productivity pay-oft from the ~$80 billion
thai Detroit spent on new plant and
equipment over the past half dozen
years; the combined" (additional) $]80
billion invested by the airlines since
deregulation, telecommunications firms
since the AT&T consent decree and the
Pentagon since President Reagan's de
fence build-up began in 19807 It looks
remarkably like it.

"
nological superpowels. For if the past
decade has seen some of the ugliest
recrimination. between Washington and
Tokyo over trade issues generally, imag
ine what the coming decade must have in
store. Henceforth, industrial competition
between America and Japan is going to
range fiercely along. the high-tech fron
tier-where both countries take a special
pride in their industrial skills and cherish
sacred beliefs about their innate
abilities, ' ." .,' .

The question that ultimately has to be
answered is whether America is going to
allow the Japanese to carryon nibbling
away at its industrial base without let,
hindrance or concession? Or are the
Americans (as some bystanders have be
gun to suspect) "about to take the Japa
nese apart"?

With the gloves now off, which of the
two technological heavyweights should
one put some money on? In the blue
corner, Yankee ingenuity? In the red,
Japanese production savvy?

(chart 2 on next page). Only in three
high-tech industries--eommunications
and electronics, office automation, and
ordnance-have American companies in
creased their market share,
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Japan moves on
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sectors. Todav. hiah technoloav. Tomor
row, services.... ~"\Vhich is~'the 'real'
Japan?" asks Mr Okimoto:

Is it a technological imitator and industrial
over-achiever? Or is Japan an astute learner
and unbeatable colossus? Will Japan dis"
lodge the United Slates from its current
position of dominance in high technology as
convincingly as it did in the smokestack
sectors? Or has it reached the limits of its
phenomenal postwar growth?

Japan is all these things and more. An"dto
understand what the future holds, and
whether America is up against a David or
a Goliath, _means looking closely at the
frontiers of modern electronics. For the
country that commands the three most
crucial technologies of all-semiconduc
tors, computing and communications
will most assuredly command the mighti
est industrial bandwagon of the twenty
first century.

eigners had grabbed three-quarters of the
world's current $300 billion in high-tech
trade, In the process, Japan has gone
from being a small-time tinkerer in the
1960s to becoming (as in everything else)
the Avis of high technology to America's
Hertz. ." . .

Even so, trade in high-technology
goods remains a crucial breadwinner for
the United States. Since the mid·1960s.
high-tech's share ·of American manufac
tured goods sold around the world has.
gone from a little over a quarter to close
toa half.. . ,.~ ,.;,.~.~.~",--':.. _: ....

Office automation is now America's
most competitive high-tech industry as
well as its biggest revenue-earner abroad.
Selling its trading partners computers,
copiers and word processors brought in
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High technology is an American inven
tion. Despite the near meltdown at Three
Mile Island, broken helicopters in the
Iranian desert and recent disasters on the
launch pad, Americans remain the su
preme practitioners of this demanding
and arcane art. And while the United
States has racked up large deficits on its
international trading account, it has en
joyed growing surpluses in its worldwide
sales of high-tech goods. Or, rather, it did
so until recently. Once again, blame the
Japanese.

Five years ago, America sold the world
$23.6 billion more technological widgets
than it bought. That handy surplus had
dwindled. says America's Department of
Commerce, to a token $5 billion. by 1984
(chart 7 on later page). Meanwhile, for-

T 01\\'0·:; financial mark ets. tor instance. is
forcing Japanese comparues to reduce
their level, of deb! (see accompanying
feature on next page). ThIS. in turn. is
makmg them more adventurous.rwhilc at
the same time helping ferment a number
of venture-capital funds.

Japan's "invisible" balance of techno
logical trade (its receipts compared with
payments tor patent royalties. licences.
etc) which had a ratio of 1:47 a couple of
decides a.g~~ came within 2. whisKer of
heine if, r aiance last vear , That said,
JaDa!J stiD ouvs ns hir.h-Iech goods and
kn'owhow predominantly in the"" V'/est and
sells them mainly to the developing
wor-ld.

In certain industries. however, Japa
nese manufacturers have aheadv started
bumping their heads against the ceiling of
current knowhow. There are no more
hizh- tech secrets 'to be garnered from
abroad in fibre optics for t~lecommunica
tions, gallium arsenide memory: chips for
superfast computers, numerically-con
trolled machine tools and robots, and
computer disk-drives. primers and mag
netic storage media. In all these, Japan
now leads the world. Today, Japanese
language word processors represent the
cutting edge of high-tech in Japan-tak
ing over the technological (but hardly
export-leading) role that colour television
played earlier (chan 3). .

Although it is no longer quite the
technological free-loader it was in the
past. is Japan's new reputation as a pace
setter in high-tech justified? A new image
has certainly emerged over the past few
years of Japan as an invincible Goliath,
capable of vanquishing any rival, what
ever the field. Yesterday, the smokestack

Just as Japan has begun to muscle into high-tech, America has raised the
technological stakes. The name of the game now is ultra-tech

Made in the USA
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The Japanese know they do riot have a
chance in fields that are either defence
related (for example. weapons. aircraft,
satellites and avionics) or 100 dependent
on imported energy or raw materials (like
petrochemicals). But they see everything
else as up for grabs. Even in lasers,
software and computer-integrated engi
neering-where American pre-eminence
was long thought unassailable-the Japa
nese have begun to make inroads.

Who would have thought it possible a
decade ago? Of the 500 breakthroughs in
tecbnolosv considered seminal durine the
two dec,,;cies between 1953and 1973,~onJy
5% (some 34 inventions) were made in
Japan compared with 63% (315 inven
tions) in the United States. Despite its
large. well-educated population, Japan
has won only four Nobel prizes in science:
American researchers have won 158. It is
not hard to see why Japan has been
considered more an imitator than
innovator.

Stanford University's Mr Daniel Oki
moto lists half a dozen reasons for Japan's
lack of technological originality in the
past:
• As an industrial latecomer, it has al
ways been trying to catch up.
• The Japanese tendency towards group
conformity has made it difficult to win a
hearing at home for radical ideas.
• Research in Japanese universities is
bureaucratic. starved of cash and domi
nated by old men.
• The venture-capital market is almost
non-existent.
• Lifetime employment, along with a
rigid seniority system, stifles innovation
inside industry.
• And the traditional heavy gearing
(high debt-to-equity ratio) of much of
Japanese industry has made firms think
twice about taking risks.

All these things-and more-have
been true to some extent in the past; but
all are also changing. The deregulation of
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"Of the ,4 other countries (apart from America) exporting high-tech goods. France, West Germany. Japan and Britain accounted
for t.'-,..ee-oosners of total trade.
Source: US Depar'.menl of Commerce.

Technology's top ten
products manufactured by large compa
rues rather than small nrms.

Third. because the data come of ne
cessirv from broad industrial categories,
anomalies crop ur-like. cuckoo "clocks
being labelled high-tech because they fall
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&:vIC(' us Oe;>arttne'l: of Commerce

within the- eighth-ranking group. profes
sional Instruments.

Fourth. and perhaps most damning.
the Commerce Denarrmenrs definition
is based on Standard lncustnal Ctassifi
cation (SIC) codes-c-manv of which have
been rendered irrelevant by technologi-.
cal changes that have occurred since the
SICcodes were last overhauled in 1972.

_,_", ·:--./4'"!"~:,:"""."";,'·

underlying technologies that have come
to drive the. computing, office automation
and communications industries. All three
provide the tools for handling informa
tion; and information-its collation, stor-

. age, processing, transmission and use
elsewhere-will, quite literally, be the oil
of the twenty-first century (see the survey
'on information technology in The Econo-
mist, July 12 1986), .

All that noisy jostling going on right
now between the lBMs,Xeroxs and AT&:Ts
of the corporate world is merely the

II In retreat °11
---------------,1 50 1

$00 II
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EXAMPLES OF PRODUCTS
ROCKeT. engines: sa..ellnes anc parts
Teleohone anctteleoranh apparatus. radio and TV'
receivmc and oroaricasi ecuoment. telecoms
ecurnrrtent. sonar and ether Instruments, semi
conductors, tape recorders
Commercial aircraft. fighters. bombers. helicopters,
aircraft engines, parts

Computers. mput-o.nout oevices. storaoe devices,
desk caicutaiors. ouohcaunp machines,"parts
Non-military arms. hunting and sporting
ammunition, blasting and percussion caps
Vitamins, antibiotics, hormones, vaccines
Nitrogen. sodium hydroxide. rare gases,
inorganic pigments, radioactive isotopes and
compounds. soscat nuciear materials
Industria! process controls. optical instruments
and lenses. navrcauonat instruments. medical
instruments. photographic equipment
Generator sets. diesel engines. non-automotive
petro! engines, gas turbines. water turbines
Various chemicals derived from condensation;
pclycondensatlon. pclyadditicn. polymensation and
copolymensation: synthetic resins and fibres

Others' experts-
Value % of total
$6,5bn - 14,5

$53Bbn 29,4
$15Abn 8,4
$27,Obn 14]
$26,5bn 14,5

~~g~g~ ~:g ,(;>
S10.7bn 5,9

$O.6bn 0,3
$O]bn OA

/"- ~",.•.

"

9 Engines. turbines and parts

8 Professional and scientific
instruments

10 Plastics. rubber and
synthetic fibres

6 Drugs ana medicines
7 Inorganic chemicals

4 OffIce automation

Table 1: Product range

5 Ordnance and accessories

, .
3 Aircraft and parts

HIGK-TEC~ SECTOR
1 Missiles ana spacecraft
2 Electronics and

telecoms

General Electric, Texas Instruments and
a host of brainy technological-based busi
nesses scattered around the West Coast,
Rockies, Sunbelt, Mid-Atlantic and New
England,

A common -cry in Washington is that
this "narrowing" of America's high-tech
base is one of the most disturbing prob
lems facing the United States today, Oth
ers see this trend as more or less inevita
ble-and perhaps even to be encouraged.
Trade ministers in Western Europe, for
instance, only wish they had such "prob
lems"; Japanese bureaucrats are doing all
they can to create similar "problems"
back home.

The reason is simple. These so-called
"problems" concern a focusing of all the

American exports
Value % of total'

$19.7bn 22A
$14Abn 22,0.
$13.5bn 20,7
$72bn 11.0 __
$4Abn 6].
$3-5bn 5,4
$3.2bn 4,9,.
S2.7bn 4,1
$1.0bn 1.5
SOBbn 1,3

How high is the high in high-tech? Diffi
cult to sav. Most economists at ieasr
agree that hir.h tecnnoiosv orooucrs em
bach an "above average" concentration
of scientific and encmeerine skills. As far
as the National SC'ience Foundation in
Washinzton is concerned. this means
anything produced by organisations em
ploytng :25 or more scientists arid engi
neers per l.OO(i ernpiovees and spending
over ::.5~" of net sales on R&D.

The American Department of- Com-.
merce is a bit more scientific. Its defini
tion of high-tech is derived from input
output analyses of the total R&D spent on
a spectrum of individual products. Thus
an aircraft eets credit for not onlv the
R&D done i"n deveionine the airframe.
but also the relevant 'contribution of the
avionics supplier and even the tyre mak
er. Using this definuion. high-tech indus
try is a ranking of the ten most "re
search-intensive" sectors. where the
tenth has at least double the R&D intensi
ty of manufacturing generally (table 1).

A laudable effort. but nor without
criticism. First. such a definition focuses
entirely on products. ignoring the boom
ing business in high-tech processes
and. increasingly. high-tech services as
welLSecond, it favours systems (that is,
collections of interdependent compo
nents) over individual widgets. as well as

Table 2: High-tech exports in 1984

High-tech sector

Office automation
Electronics & telecoms
Aircraft and parts
Protesa'l instruments
Plastics, rubber, etc
Inorganic chemicals
Engines and turbines
Drugs and medicines
Missiles and spacecraft 
Ordnance

$20 billion in 1984. Along with aircraft,
electronics and professional instruments,
these "big four" account for more than
three-quarters of the United States' ex
ports of high technology (table 2), De
spite the popular myth, America exports
only modest amounts of missiles and
aerospace products. But fears that for
eigners may eventually storm even the
high frontier of aerospace keep Washing
ton officials awake at night.

Of the ten industrial sectors designated
high-tech (see feature above), America
has managed to increase its share of the
global market in only two: office automa
tion and electronics. For which, it should
thank the likes of IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
Digital Equipment, Xerox, lIT, RCA,

;. ~,
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Crying aff the way to the bank
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Another thing Japanese manufactur
ers resent about some of these allegedly
cheap industrial loans are the strings and
hidden costs involved, The most punish
ing are the so-called vcompensating bal
ances" which a borrower has to deposit
(at a considerably lower interest rate)
with the bank offering the industrial
loan. And so he has to borrow more
money-at higher cost and with greater
restrictions-than he actuallv needs.

Yet another thing thatrnuddies the
water is the way debt in Japanese bal
ance sheets is grossly overstated by west
ern standards. For one thing. the com
pensating balances, though they are
actually deposits, are recorded as bor
rowings. Then there is the habit Japa
nese companies have of doing much of
their business on credit. especially with
suppliers and subsidiaries. This makes
their accounts payable and receivable
look huge-in fact, twice as large as in
America.

Other factors inflating debt among at
least the bigger Japanese companies are
things like non-taxable reserves for spe
cial contingencies and (if they pay them)
pensions. The last time figures were
collected in Japan.fin 1981). employees
in large corporations with established
retirement plans were divvying up 15
20% of their companies' capital through
their pension contributions. All of which
showed up in their corporate accounts as
debt.

All that said. Japanese companies are
on balance more highly geared than
American corporations: and. overall.
the cost of financing industry has been
lower in Japan than in the United States.
But at most only ].tno lower. and nothing
like the 50% lower claimed bv lobbvists
in America. _.

'965 70
$oufceOECD

nese interest rates are destined to be- -... -,~,

come more volatile. So who wants to be
biahlv aearec when interest rates are
rising "or \worse) becoming, less .
predictable? ' ',"","" ,-,",~.!i'A;ij'
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One thine Americans have learned is 19605 were substantially higher than in-
that havin2: the world's most productive vestments in financial instruments. while
labour force does not zuaramee mdustri- thincs were brieflv tot' other way round
.al competitiveness. At least three oth~.~..during the early f(;8u:-. (chart 6),' On the
things are needed. The first is to keep a'-<---'~:~ace of it. capital for buying. equipment.o
lid on waees. The second concerns ex- or building factories seems twice as ex-

.chaage .rares. The third involves the ,_.,pensive in"America as in Japan. -
-- return 'on' capita! employed, All three ""11", "Todav's most cited account comes>

have been seer, iate!v as manners in the from 1\1,. Georce Hatsonoulcs of Therrnc
American works. . . Electron Com·oratlo" If, Massachusetts.

Take waees. Durin>: the ten vears Comnarinc the COSt 0; (non-financial)
before '1973. real wages for American capital In the two countries between 1961
workers had increased steadily at an and 1983. Mr Hatsopoulos found real

'-'average rate of 2.6~o a year. But ever pre-tax rates ,angec-hetween 6~'~ and
.since the first oil shock. real wages in the .. .10% for Japanese firms and anything
United Stales have sraznated. So Ameri- from 13t;.~J 10 20~o for their American'
can labour is becoming more ccmpeti- counterparts.
tive. yes? The CO~\ entional explanation for this

Unfortunately no. When fringe bene- ,. difference is that Japanese firms are
fits are included. hourly compensation ':""more highly geared (leveraged) and thus
for blue-collar workers in the United _ benefit because debt generally costs Jess
States has cominued to rise. American . than equity-interest payments being

'labour .has sensibly been taking raises deducted from pre-tax profits. while div
less in cash thankind. Total compensa· r idends come out of taxed earnings.
tion for American industrial workers-a Then there is Japan's two-tier interest
modest $6.30 an hour in 1975-had rate structure. which is carefullv reaulat-

-climbed to $9.80 an hour by, 1980 and 10 ed to favour business debt at the expense
$12.40 by 1983.' of consumer credit. Throw in a banking

Compared with Japan, hourly labour syslem that is bursting at the seams with
costs in America went from being on yen being squirrelled away by house-
average a little over $3 mere expensive wives worried about school fees. rainy
in 1975 to becoming nearly $6 more so by days and the ever-present threat of their
1983 (chart 4). So much for narrowing husband's early (and often un pensioned)
the $1.900 gap between making a motor retirement. All of which. say American
car in Nagoya compared with Detroit. trade officials, adds up to a financial

Ah, yes. but hasn't the dollar tumbled advantage that makes it tough for Amer-
dramatically? It has indeed-from a 1985 ican firms to compete.
high of over Y260 to the dollar to a low \\bat is studiously ignored in the fi-
this year of Y150 or so. In trade-weight- nancial folklore about Japan Inc is the
ed terms. that represents a drop for the fact that. over the past decade. Japanese
dollar of 28% in 15 months. Meanwhile, manufacturers have he en getting out of
the trade-weighted value of the yen has debt as fast as decently possible (see the
appreciated by over 40%. survey on corporate finance in The

What about differences he tween Economist. June 71986). The most com-
America and Japan in terms of return on pelling reason right now is because To-
capital? Here things are actually better kyo's financial markets have joined the
than most American businessmen imaa- fashionable trend towards liberalisation.
ine. True, real rates of rerum earned bv With old controls over the movement of
American manufacturing assets in the capital going out of the window. Japa-
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Chips with everything
Gone are the days when Americah semiconductor iirms short-sightedly sold
their licences and knowhow to Japanese microchip makers
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chino; called EPKOMS. The price iell from
$i'/ each when the Japanese first entered
the American market with their EPROM
chips. early in 1985 to less than $4 SIX

months later. Intel. National Semicon
ductor and Advanced Micro Devices
promptly fiied a joim petition. accusing
the Jaoanese of dumninz EPROMS on the
American 'market at' below their manu
facturing costs in Japan (then estimated
to be $6.30 apiece). The issue is currently
being used by washington as a battering
ram to breach the wall Japan has erected
around its own $8. bini on' semiconductor
market back borne.

. For America, this get-tough policy has
come only just in time. Japan now enjoys
a 27% share (to America's 64%

) of the
world's $42 billion semiconductor mar
ket. And while cut-throat competition
may make memory chips a loss-leader,
acquiring the technology for producing
RAMS has given Japan's microcircuit mak
ers a leg-up in getting to grips with more
complex semiconductors used in comput
er graphics, communications and video·
equipment. .""::_:

So far ,however, it has not helped
Japanese chip makers to loosen the stran- .
glehold that American semiconductor'
firms have on the lucrative microproces
sor business. Where 256k RAMS have
become comrnodity vproducts that sell'
wholesale for $1 or so each. 32-bit micro
processors -from the likes'of Motorola,
Intel, National Semiconductor, Texas In
struments, AT&T and Zilog cost hundreds
of dollars apiece. Between them, these six
American chip makers control 90% of the
world market for the latest generation of
microprocessors, leaving just 10% for the
rest of the American semiconductor in-
dustry, Europe and Japan. " ' . ., ,:".,.

Fortunately for the Americans, micro-

,

'"'. '"' :-'--".~j,•. ;'~:c ..2"·'1...t..
~'-~·:tS-azn,m:~:B~a

't::....... -: ._'"' ··/~:.Fl' \""'~ .. \~
Street map for a microchip clrcult

multi-billion-dohar strir-liae of a nus-mess.
bur ov the vea- 20(J(J rorennauv 2. trillion
doJ:a~ leY~athan. .A.s such.' ultra-tech
alone will come to dwarf ali rnanufactur
inc sectors before the cenrurv is out.
America i~ well on the wav 10 makin2 that
happen. A lap or two behind. Jap-an at
least is getting up speed. Europe is barely
in the race.

men! banks) to huild VLSI plants. The net
result was massive over-capacity (first in
Mk RAMS and then in 256k versions),
abundant local supply for the domestic
consumer electronics makers and an im
pelling urgency to export (or dump) sur
plus microchips abroad.

This targeting ploy had been tried be
fore. Japanese manufacturers found it
worked moderately well with steel. much
better with motorcycles. better still with
consumer electronics and best of all with
semiconductors. The only requirement
was a steeply falling "learning curve"
(that is, rapidly reducing unit costs as
production volume builds up and manu
facturers learn how to squeeze waste out
of the process).. .

The trick was simply to devise a for
ward-pricing strategy that allowed Japa
nese manufacturers to capture all the new
growth that their below-cost pricing cre
ated in export markets, while underwrit
ing the negative cashflow by cross-subsi
dies and higher prices back home.

The Americans finally lost their pa
tience when the Japanese tried to do a
repeat performance with pricier memory

clatter c: these tn-ee i;1C!L~s-,:ia; verto-s
leach V>1tC; ns 0\Vr, drsrmctive s~yi:.' of
manufacturing. procurement and custom
er suppor:) being forged together bv their
underlvinc technolouies into 2. sincle , ul
tra-iech ~ acnvrrj -callec. iniormauo-;
services.

Yes. bevond high-tech in toe industrial
spectrum "lies ultra-tech-e-today a mere

America's electronics firms have main
tained their global leadership in all
branches of their business save one. They
kissed soodbve to consumer electronics
(teievisIon. hi-n. video recorders. etc) as
customers across the country voted with
their pockets for shiny boxes with flashing
lights and labels like Panasonic, Technics,
rvc and Sony.·~

, The American electronics industry
carne close to allowinc much the same to
happen in microchips. In 1982, Silicon
Valley took a caning when the Japanese
started flooding the market with cheap
64k RAMS (random-access memory chips
capable of storing over 64.000 bits of
computer data). Most beata hasty retreat
up or out of the market.

From having a dozen mass producers of
dynamic-RAMs in 1980, only five Ameri-' ~

can chip makers were still in the high
volume memory business by 1983. Today,
there are effectively only two or three
with the capacity to produce the latest
generation of memory chips (1 megabit
RAMS) in anything like ,economic vol
umes. Meanwhile. the six Japanese firms
that plunged into the memory-chip busi
ness back in the early 1970s are still
around-and now have a 70% share of
the dynamic-RAM market in America.

Microchips have been the engine
powering Japan's drive into high-tech
generally. But before it could join the
microchip generation, Japan had to find
a way of disseminating this vital Ameri
can technology throughout its fledgling
semiconductor industry. The trick
adopted was, first, to protect the home
market, and then to bully abler firms
into joining government-sponsored re
search schemes-c-one run by the J apa
nese telephone authority NIT and the
other by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry-to develop the
knowhow for making their own very
large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits.

Next, by "blessing" VLSI as the wave of
the future and crucial to Japan's survival,
the government triggered a scramble
among the country's electronics firms
(encouraged by their long-term invest-
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in manufacturing industry fell 2.5°io last
year to less than 20% of the civilian work
force.

But looking at jobs alone is misleading.
In terms of manufacturing's contribution
to GNP, for instance, little has changed. In
fact, manufacturing's share of value add
ed (at current prices) in America was
22% of GNP in both 1947 and 1984, and
has wavered narrowly within the 20-25%
band for close on 50 years. So much for
de -industrialisation.

Manufacturing still means big 'business
in anybody's book. It currently contrib
utes. $300 billion and 20m jobs to the
American economy; about $350 billion
(at today's exchange rate) and 15m jobs
in Japan. But manufacturing is really a
matter of how you define it. Traditional
measures based on Standard Industrial

ogle~-I:- one of the ke.\ driving force ,
bchmc the meraer between CG!T:PUIln£..

office auromauor, and telecommuruca
tions that is beginning to rake place within
the United States. Last year. computer
maker IBM absorbed Rolm. 2. Ieadinz
manufacturer of digital private-branch
exchanges: At the same time the tele- '<

phone giant, AT&T. broadened its grow-'"
ing base in computing and office equip
ment by buying 25% of Olivetti in Italy.
The leader of the office-automation oack.
Xerox. is still suffering from a surf~it of
exotic iechnoiozv dreamed UP bv enai
neering wizards a-t its PARe raboraroriesin
California.

Japan has no intention of being left
behind. The government in Tokyo is
pressing on with its; pian to privatise as
much of irs telecommunications services
as possibie. And while the big names of

. .the Japanese telecoms business (Fujitsu,
Hitachi, NEC and Oki) may have deficien
cies of their own. each is nevertheless a
big name in computing too. And though
smaller. all are more horizontally inte
grated than AT&T. IBM or Xerox.. ~

Will Japan close the technological gap
in telecoms with America? Quite possi
bly. But only through setting up shopin
the United 'States. The reason Concerns
one missing ingredient, now as essential
in telecoms as in computing: ingenious
software. Just as Motorola and Texas
Instruments have built semiconductor
factories in Japan to learn the secrets of
quality and cost control, Japanese firms
will have, to establish telecoms plants in
the United States if they are to acquire
the necessary software skills. NEC has now
done so--for precisely that reason.

Microchips, computers and telecoms
equipment will be to the next quarter
century what oil. steel and shipbuilding
were to the years between Hiroshima and
the Yom Kippur war. More than anything
else, these three technologies will fuel the
engine of economic growth in countries
that learn to manage their "smart" ma
chinery properly. This will hasten not so
much the trend towards service jobs, but
more the revitalisation of manufacturing
itself., -:,. _

Manufacturing? That 'grimy old metal
bashing business which the more prosper
ous have 'been quietly jettisoning for
better-paid office jobs in the service sec
tor? It is true that ,manufacturing jobs in
all industrial countries (save Italy' and
Japan) have been shed continuously since
lSl73_ In the United States, employment

• ~ SJ":V:;:Y HIGH TECHNOLOGY

exrx-cted 10 ern.... tz Sf;,::, bilhon (I~ 195'7. su.~e,~ at making the minute lasers. light-
.American m~nl.ii3::::urer:- have 4:~;{; of it: crnuung diodes and minuscule receivers
Jananese firms. ~_9c;( .. But rna: has no: used for projecting and catching the
orevemec Jaoan from bccommr a mater messaaes.
exporter of "telecoms products. It nov. Ha;d in glove with fibre optics is the
seil~ well over $1 billion worth of Ide- growing trend towards digital transmis
phone equipment abroad. a. quarter of it sian-sending spoken or picture rnes
even 10 the united Stales. Hoc did that saaes coded as the ones and zeros of
happen? ,,-,:,~, ._~ computerspeak. The-transmission part is

Tne main reason is the size of the easy. but optical switching has presented
American market itself. Though the horrendous headaches and the cornpeti
American share of the global telecoms tion here is fierce.
business is five times biaaer than Jaoan's, But American makers have used their
practicaliv all of it is at Kome, Some 90~c, knowhow to better commercial ends. In
~f the domestic market is controlled by particular, digital transmission has been
the mighty American Telephone and used to speed the growth in data traffic
Telegraph (t'Ma Bell"}. GTE has 10% of 'between big computer systems. especially
the American market, while ITT has tradi- those owned by airlines. banks. insurance
tionallv sold its telephone equipment al- companies and financial institutions,
most exclusivelv abroad. Here. the Federal Communications Com-

Until the derecuiation of the American mission has taken the initiative. bv free-
phone system in ~the wake of AT&T'S 1982 ing America's telecommunications net
consent decree, Ma Bell's manufacturing works so anyone can plug in, switch on
arm (Western Electric) directed its entire and sell .an information service. Other
production' effort at meeting just the countries-Britain and West Germany
needs of the various Bell phone cornpa- particularly-have been inexplicably
nies around the country. It got all its making life as difficult as possible for
inventions and designs from the legend- their own infopreneurs. _._
arv Bell Laboratories in New Jersev, and The lesson has not been wasted on
ne"ither imported nor exported a "single telecommunications mandarins in Japan.
transistor. - They have seen how getting the govern-

Bell Labs has been responsible for a ment off the back of the telephone com
blizzard of innovations (transistor, laser, panies in America has spurred a vibrant
stored-program control. optical fibres, free-for-all in "value-added networking",
etc) that have driven down the real cost of creating numerous jobs in information
communications and raised the quality services and giving local manufacturers a
and availability of telephone service headstart in carving out a piece of a brand
throughout the United States. But be- new high-tech business for themselves.
cause of AT&T'S preoccupation in the past This new communications freedom
with just the domestic market, the best of even more than the changes in digital
its technology has had little direct impact switching and new transmission technol-
on the rest of the world. The door to . _ ~

export sales was thus left ajar Jar tele- .. -G··-- ·tt- . ,.-'
corns suppliers elsewhere-from Europe e In9 smart
(Siemens, Encsson, Thomson, GEC and
Philips), Canada (Northern Telecomand Manufacturing is also going high-tech, threatening to turn today's dedicated
Mitel) and Japan (NEC, Oki, Fujitsu and factories full of automation into relics of the past
Hitachi),

American firms retain their dominant
position in supplying switching and trans
mission equipment. But the Japanese
have mounted a serious challenge based
on their growing expertise in transmitting
messages on the backs of light beams.
Made out of cheap silica instead of costly
copper, optical fibres can carry three
times the telephone traffic of convention
al cables, need few repeater stations to
boost the signals and send them on their
way, are immune to electrical interfer
ence and do not corrode like metal wires.

The early American lead in fibre op
tics, built up by Western Electric and
Coming Glass, has been chipped away by
scientists at NEe, Sumitomo and Japan's
telephone authority (NIT), Apart from
learning how to manufacture low-loss
fibres, Japanese companies have become
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Reach out and crush sorneorie
Even more than breakthroughs in telecommunications technology, America's
new deregulated freedom to plug in, switch on and sell an information
service is breeding a whole new generation of infopreneurs
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Americans also take' for granted the
choice of being able to dial long-distance
numbers using alternative carriers who

. offer cheaper rates. Liberating the phone
system from. the state.rnonopoly's clutch
es (so customers m~y"choose what they
want instead of what they are given) has
barely begun in Japan, ~".~_ .. _

The United States is the world's domi
nant supplier as well as its most prolific
user of telephone equipment. The global
market, worth $57 billion in 1982, is

sur-er-speed computing project or their
fifth-s enerauon nrozramme."

At~ least a 'dozen "fifth-generation
bashers" have surfaced as research oro
jeers around the United States. mainly in
university laboratories. but also in small
start-up companies founded by academ
ics. entrepreneurs and engineering erni
gres from the mainframe computer indus
try. The latest supercomputer to go public
(the prototype was shipped last year to . .
the American navy) is a cluster of boxes a '.r:~
yard square capable of calculating over a
billion instructions per second (the Japa-
nese government hopes to have a similar
greyhound of a computer by 1992). The
group that built it spun off mainly from
nearby Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology- to form their Own company,
Thinking Machines, The finn is now
taking orders for a bigger brother with
four times the processing power. .. , ..

. If only a handful of the score or so of -...•
American groups building advanced com-
puters survives, the United States is going ./,.
to enlarge its existing technology base in '
computing over the next decade by as
much new engineering talent as its rivals
have in totality. And that, not least for'
the Japanese, is a sobering thought."--·

Americans complain about it, but if truth
be told they still have the best and cheap
est telephone system in the worldJapan's
is a good one too-about as good as the
Bell System was in the late 1960s. Which
means it is reliable and cheap when
making calls within the country. but not
particularly good at performing electronic
tricks like automatic call-forwarding, call
waiting, short-code dialling, credit-card
billing, conference calling-all things Bell
users take for granted today,

OUClOr companies. MCC nas 250 scientists
carrying. ou: research a- its neacouaners
in Austin. Texas. to the tune of $:Sm a
vear. What is fer sure. savs .Mr Bobbv
inman. MCC'-S' chief executive and forme-r
denurv director of the CIA_ "Mccwouldn't
have occurred except for MIn:'

But the most orchestrated response of
all to the Japanese challenge in comput
ing comes not from IBM. Silicon Valley or
collaborative consortia of American chip
makers and computer firms. Though it is
rarely in the public headlines. the Penta
gon has been pouring: bands of cash into
computing. Its Defence Advanced Re
search Projects Agency (DARPA) in
Washington has been playing busy mid
wife to some of the most exotic technol
ogy of all for computers. communications
and electronic equipment generally.

Its VHSlC (verv hiah-soeed intezrated
circuit) project alonenas pumped S300m
over the past five years into advanced
methods for making the superchips need
ed for radar, missiles. code-breaking and
futuristic computers. Also earmarked far
DARPA is a reponed Sl billion for spon
soring a range of supercomputers Which,
say insiders, "will outperform anything
the Japanese can de_velop under their

has tnrowr the niuc-comoatible makers
or. the defe nsive . forcing them TO devote
more 0; their development resources than
the) can afford to trying tc anticipate
IB.\fs next round of operating system
chan2e~ and to trv to match them with
hurrredlv enaineered modifications to
their nardware. That involves, digging
ever deeper into their profit margins.

America's other computer firms are
also pushing this trend towards replacing
hardware with software wherever oossi
ble. Writina and "debuaaina" the' oro
crams now ¥accoum~ for 5c-~-8Co", of their
budgets for developing new computers.
Two reasons. then. why American com
puter executives are smiling:
• At a stroke. the trend towards greater
use of software helps neutralise the one
great advantage their Japanese competi
tors, have long possessed-namely, the
abilitv to manufacture well-made me
chanfcal components at a modest price.
• And it changes the business of manu
facturing computers from being heavily
capital-intensive to becoming mare brain
intensive. The large pool of experienced
programmers and diverse software firms
in the United States puts the advantage
firmly in American hands.

The Japanese response has been to
launch another government-sponsored
scheme, this time to help the country's
computer makers invent "intelligent"
machines for tomorrow. The ten-year
fifth-generation project, based largely on
"dataflow" concepts pioneered at Mass
achusetts Institute of Technology, will
have cost $450m by the time it is complet
ed in 1992. The aim is to create computers
able to infer answers from rough informa
tion presented to them visually or orally.
Even Japanese scientists workirig on the
project are not sure whether such goals
are realistic. -

The Americans are not leaving any
thing to chance. Congress has been per
suaded to relax the antitrust rules so that
rival manufacturers can collaborate on
advanced research without 'running foul
of the law. Two of the first collaborative
research institutions to spring up aim to
match any challenge the Japanese might
offer in computing, software and compo
nents for the 1990s. In one, the Semicon
ductor Research Corporation, 13 micro
chip companies have clubbed together to
form a non-profit consortium for support
ing research on advanced integrated cir
cuits at American universities. The con
sortium is now doling out $35m a year to
designers of tomorrow's microchips,

The other institution. the Microelec
tronics and Computer Technology Cor
poration (MCC), is an interesting experi
ment in its own right. Set up as a joint
venture in 1983 by initially ten (now 21)
rival American computer and semicon-
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ufactured goods be replaced every four or
five years; in consumer electronics, every
two or three years.

The Japanese factory devoted solely to
turning out 10.000 video recorders a day
with a handful of operators is the end of

- the Iine-c-not quite.yet, but destined
shortly to become. a magnificent anach
ronism and epitaph to the age of mass
'production. It was a brief and grimy era,
spanning just: the single lifetime from'
Henry Ford to Soichiro Toyoda. To take
its place, a whole new concept of manu
facturing is being hustled out of the
laboratory and -on to the factory floor.
This is the final melding of microchips,
computers, software, sens~rs and tele
coms to become in themselves the cutting'
to~ls of l11:anufactur~n& ~n~ustry.

·~.:''''.~'~I,

across America.

:C;;,.-'i>.-

"';5; .~;'""'-;

··onmore sophisticated elM equipment. By
1990, investment in computer-integrated
manufacturing will have doubled to $30
billion or more, forecasts Dataquest of
San Jose, California.

General Motors has spent no less than
$40 billion over the past five years on
factories of the future. Even its suppliers
are being hooked into GM'S vast comput
erised information net, allowing them to
swap data with the giant motor maker as a
first step towards integrating them wholly
within its elM environment. IBM has been
spending $3 billion a year on computeris
ing its manufacturing processes. In - so
doing, it has been able to bring numerous"
jobs, previously done offshore, back into
the United States. Pleased with the re
sults so far, IBM. has raised its investment
in elM to an annual $4 billion.

The heart of a ClM plant is a flexible
manufacturing shop which can run 24

American engineers call it elM. Comput
er-integrated manufacturins-c-hurried
into the workplace by a kind ofCaesarian
section-has arrived before managers
have had a chance to find out what they
really want or are able to handle. The
trouble-and there have been plenty of
teething troubles-is that .CIM has a
grown-up job to do right now. To corpo
rate America, it is the one remaining way
of using the country's still considerable
clout in high technology to claw back
some of the manufacturing advantage
Japan has gained through heavy invest
ment, hard work and scrupulous atten
tion to detail. _

American companies "began pouring
big money into high-tech manufacturing
around 1980, All told, firms in theUnited
States spent less than $7 billion that year
on computerised automation. Today they
are spending annually $]6 billion, mostly

From smokestack ~'f~·~t·'-

C2.5S1flCatl0n C0,Je" rontmue 10 give the
irnfl!"t'SSIOr: tha: mai..:mf a;:~·.hmf In a
factory 1:;:. gOlnf the same way as smoke
crack industry generali~'-up in smoke.
Yet software .engmeenng alone 1:' an
explosive new "manufacruring" industry
th;~ barely enters the American Treasury
DeDanmenfs calculations of growth. let
alone its vision. of what ~ constitutes
industry. ".:- .. ~_.~/.... .

What is for sure is that the new battle in
manufacturing competitiveness and pro
ductivirv is coinc to be fouzht in the fields
of process and design technology _H ere is
what Mr Daniel Roos of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology has to say:'

Over the next 25 vears. ali over the world.
semi-skilled labo~r-whether cheap or ex
pensive-will rapidly give way 10 -smart
machinerv as the kev element i:c comneti-
tiveness."Neither cheap Ko-ear. i<lrK1U; nor 1 •... , • . •
expensive American labour is our real a.1 c,?st? ~eIng In m\'en~ory, a 'just-in-
problem. Rather the challenge lies in rapid- time delivery system (like t~e Japanese
Iy introducing and perfecting the new gen- kanban method for supplying compo-
erations of design and process equipment-c- nents 1O motor manufacturers) could im-

_' and the complex social systems that must prove the real return on investment bv as
. accompany them. much as .15%. ~

It does not require an MIj professor to Getting manufacturing volumes right is
explain why conventional manufacturing. trickier. Here high technology is making
is limping out and new computerised the whole notion of the special-purpose
forms of design and fabrication are rnus- factory-with its automated equipment
cling in. Using the favoured yardstick of purring smoothly along as it churns out

Productivity (return on investment after millions of identical parts all madetothe, .
discounting for the current cost of money)' same high standard of precision-s-a "relic
even back-of-the-envelope calculations . of the smokestack past. The marketplace
show only two factors really count. Ener- 'is much more competitive today, no long
gy costs are irrelevant. being typically 3- er accepting the 10-12 year product life
4% of factory costs. Much the sameTs. cycles needed to justify the investment of
true for labour, which now accounts for such dedicated plants. Thepace of tech-
only 5-15% of total costs. nological change is demanding that man-

"The onlv siznificant. and controllable, . ::;~_;. ..~, ..-.

factors are material costs and production Th .' _.... I' f Arneri
~~I~:ee'~!~~:~:esrfe~a~;~~t~~rrg~~~ .' e retoo Ing or Arnenca
merce. Thus,with roughly 30% of materi- Flexible make-anything factories are beginning to sprout

bringing back jobs that had slipped offshore
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American strengths
Basic research -.
Breakthroughs and inventions
Military applications
New product design
Systems inteqraticn'
Software .
Less predictable technologies
New functionalities
New architectural designs
Customisation .

t

no, lust for mdustria: giants like General
Eie~tric. Westinghouse or IBM. but even
more so for the tens of thousands of tiny
workshops across the country. While Ja
pan has TWo-thirds of its industrial output
within the grasp of broad-based keiretsu
manufacrurina Q'TOUOS, American indus
try by contrasthas always relied heavily

.on its 100.000 or so independent subcon-j
tracting firms. In metal working. for in
stance. 75% of the pans made In the
United States are manufactured bv small
independent workshops in batches of 50
or less,

The American Commerce Department .-
sees no antitrust reasons whv smaller
firms should not band together to share a.
flexible manufacturing centre, making
spindles for washing machines one min
ute. wheel bearincs the next. then switch
'ingtc precision mounts for a microscope
maker, crankshafts for diesel engines•.
microwave cavities for radar equipment, 
'nose-cones for missiles and so on. This
would reduce the investment risk for the ~

individual firms. while providing a higher
return for the elM plant as a whole. It
could also help rebuild much of the indus
trial base of rustbowl America. ;·~L -I'"'.;' .l.:;"

. '-.,

Japanese strengths
Applied research and development
Incremental improvements
Commercial applications
Process and production technology
Components
Hardware
Predictable technologies
Quality control
Miniaturisation
Standardised,' mass volume

Table 3: Balance of forces

Source: 'Th& Positi ..e Sum Strategy'". National Academy Press. Washington DC. 1980

Let the daisies grow,

H.loCIM·· "

, -
Bureaucratic quidance is still no match for a fertile economy where anything

can take root and flower. .-- .. y ~;: :.~:.;:_' ;._.~.: ~~ ",:~_1:i~R:.~~~~~:~~t ~.;

wso, then, is better suited to life on the tic,'ofte~ erratic ~~d ai;aYs·i~onoclastlc.
high road of technology-America or Japan's, if anything: is pragmatic, geared
Japan? The answer is complicated by the primarily to problem-solving and bustled
way the two "industrial superpowers have along by a herd-instinct.
honed their separate skills in Whollysepa- To date, Japan's high-tech success has
rate ways (table 3). American technology been almost exclusively with develop
is overwhelming in big systems, software. rnents that were predictable-like pack
computing and aerospace. But nobody ing more and more circuits into dynamic
can touch Japan in the process technol- RAM chips, or making video recorders
ogies that underlie conventional manu- "smarter and smaller. This is a result of
facturing. American technology reaches' having total mastery of the process tech
out for the unknown: Japan's bends down nologies. While all the basic break
to lend the commonplace., . . . throughs for making semiconductors-e-

The differences in style mirror the electron beam lithography, ion implanta- .
differences in ideals that the two peoples tion, plasma etching. etc--came from the
hold dear. The Japanese have a saying: United States, Japanese firms improved
"The nail that stands up will be ham- the ideas step by step until their equip
mered flat." The Americans say: "Let the ment was a match for anything made
daisies grow." So it is hardly surprising abroad.
that American technology is individualis- By carrying o.~t dev~lopment continu-,

. '.;., :.~:~:::~:.~

manufacturing into American factories.
Togovernment gurus like Dr Bruce Mer
rifield, the attraction of these flexible
manufacturing plants is that they are ideal

16 SURVEY HIGH TECHNOLOGY

hours 2 dav. out .....nich l~ canabie of bcina
retooled i~ minutes rather than days. and
able to turn OU! hundreds of different
products instead of being dedicated to
lust one line. Toe difference between the
best of traditional automation (for exam
ple. Toyota's Corolla line in Nagoya} and
the best of new style elM plants (for
example, Genera] Electric's household
appliance centre in Kentucky) is that the
former automates iusr the flow of materi
al tnrouah the fa~torY _ while the latter
aUlOffiat;S the total flow of information
needed for manaainc the enierprise-e
from ordering the materials to paying the
wages and shipping the finished goods out
of the front door.

The aim of elM is not simply to reduce
the. amount of direct labour involved in
manufacturing a product (only 5-15~~ of
the cost). The real savings come instead
from applying strict computer and com
munications controls to shish the amount
of waste (typically 30% of the cost)
through having up-to-the-minute infor
mation on tool wear, while minimising
the handling, management and overhead
charges (rarely less than 40%) by know
-ing precisely where items are at any
instant during the manufacturing process.
The net result is that a CIM factory has a
much lower breakeven point than a highly
automated conventional plant. The ma
jority of the CIM plants now onstream -'in
the United States break even at half the
level of a conventional plant (typically 65:
70% of full capacity). And because it
does not have to operate flat out from the
start to be efficient; aCIM plant makes it
easier and cheaper to launch new prod
ucts. That spells shorter life cycles-and
hence more frequent (and more attrac
tive) model updates.":" ", . _,0o"

That would be reason enough for enter
prising high-tech companies to invest in
CIM. But a number of Americancorpora
tions are being encouraged for other,
more strategic, reasons to integrate their

"computerised manufacturing processes.
The Pentagon sees elM as a nifty way of
allowing manufacturing capacity to be
sprinkled lightly across the land, instead
of being concentrated heavily in targeted
areas along the Ohio Valley, parts of
Illinois and up through Michigan.

.The generals also see CIM plants-with
their rapid response and flexible, make
anything nature-as handy standby ca
pacity ready to be instantly repro
grammed to meet the military surge of it
national emergency. Apart from its costly
military stockpiles, the Pentagon has to
underwrite a good deal of redundant and
idle capacity among America's defence
contractors. That is a political luxury it
can no longer afford.

Pressure from other pans of Washing
ton is also helping to usher high-tech
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Lift-off for the airborne economy
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ot.:s)\ In SIT.;:::.\; mrrernenta: steps nns-cac
...,f rne American W2~ 0; gi"::a; cuantum
jea9~ every decade or so •. Jananese firms
have been able to homhard customers
v,'ith c barrage of nee models offering yet
bene, V31Ue. oualrrv and reuabiiirv.
Americcii': firms. -'DY com-as:.. have tradi
rionaliv mace cosmetic improvements ev
en' fe'w_Years, and the; brouzht out
co'~piete~odel overhauls once ;;.-decade
or so. That has made their products look
long in the tooth. then suddenly change
drarnatIcally-often for the worse while
design bugs and production wrinkles are
sorted out. ... ./

American technology has also tended
to be neared for use mainly at home (for
example. telephone system-so motor cars).
With its smaller domestic market. Japa
nese rechnoloav has been forced tc- iook
farther afield.-·The Stanford economist,
Mr Daniel Okimoto. makes the point that
though Japanese firms have excelled at
technologies tied closely to commodities
with huge export markets (for example,

. continuous casting in steel. emission-con
trol for motor cars, optical coatings for
camera lenses). lately they have begun to
do well in technologies for domestic use
too. Some examples include gamma in
terferon and Interleukin II in pharmaceu
ticals. digital switching and transmission
in telecommunications. And with their
breakthroughs in gallium arsenide semi
conductors, optoelectronics, supercera
mics and composite materials, the] apa
nese have shown themselves selectively
capable of innovating at the frontier of
knowledge as wen as anyone. --:-:.;.--

On the whole, however, Japanese firms
have been less successful with technol
ogies that are inherently complex, not
particularly predictable and dependent
upon ideas springing from basic research.
Making jet engines is one such technol
ogy. Designing air-traffic-control radars
is another. Developing computer-aided
design and manufacturing systems is a
third. And despite MIn's "targeting" of
lasers as a technology to be conquered,
little progress has been made here to
date-because not enough basic research
has been done in the necessary branch of
physics.

Such incidents point to serious prob
lems in Japan's educational system.
While Japanese youngsters out-perform
western school children in all meaningful
tests of mathematics and science, their
training stresses rate learning rather than
critical analysis and creative synthesis. At
university, their skills in problem-solving
are enhanced at the expense of their
abilities to conceptualise.

As faculty members, Japanese academ
ics are civil servants unable to fraternise
as paid consultants in industry during the.
summer vacation. So Japan has none of
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the cross-te rtihsation between basic re
search and commercia: deveionrnent !r-,ai.
characterises MIT and Rome ·12b. Stan
ford and Silicon Valley and a hundred
other campuses across America. Also.
because all tne leading universities in

Foreet about America's underground
economy of do-ir-vourselfers pushing.
hamburger cans. paint brushes and illicit
druas. Above the conventional econo
my" a star-spangled wealth launcher lift
ed off three or four years alZo--to take
advantage of the soaring "power and,
plummeting COst of microchips. the
breakup of the geriatric telephone mo
nopoly. the chimera of President Rea
gan's scace shield and. above all. the
[echnorogical collision of computing,
communications and office automation.
Meet America's exciting nev, airborne
economv.

The first thing to understand is that
nobodv is corte sure how well even
Ameri~a'~ conventional economy is per
forming. let alone its underground or
overaround components. The only items
reported properly seem to be imports
and unemployment. The trouble is that
the economy is changing so fast-from
old-fangled businesses based on metal
bashing and carting things around to
new-fangled ones that massage. transmit
and memorise scraps of information.
What is for sure, the leading economic
indicators-those" monthly headlines
that send shockwaves around the world's
financial markets-seriously underesti
mate some of the most important growth
sectors within the United States.

Because the statistics have not kept
pace with the way American business is
becoming internationalised, computer
ised and more service-oriented, the pic
ture the statisticians paint depicts an
economic landscape of a decade or two
ago. Here are some examples of lagging
statistical response:
• Companies are classified by industrial
sectors using definitions last updated in
1972, •
• Twenty years after computers swept
manual accounting into the dustbin, the
first price index for computers has just
been introduced-and is still incom
plete. Where America's computing costs
have been assumed to be fixed. hence
forth they will be deemed to fall (as they
have actually been doing) by at least
14% a year-adding nearly 1% to GNP.
e An archaic processing system for Jog
ging foreign trade, confronted with a
90% increase in imports over the past
decade, is ignoring America's growth in
foreign sales. A significant proportion
(some say 15-20%) of American exports
now goes unreported.
• Measures of family income, designed
in an age when welfare was a dirty word,
omit non-cash components such as cern-

Japan are state-owned and run rigidly by
a conservative central bureaucracv. ir is
diffrcult to allocate grants (by peer-re
view 1 to the most deservina researchers
ratn~r than the most senior.-

In the days when Japan could storm the

pany fringe benefits for professionals
- (pension rights. deferred income plans,

health and life insurance. etc! and in
kind government assistance for the pDor
(food stamps, rem subsidies. etc).
• Poverty is still defined by consump
tion patterns of the mid-1Y50s. when a
family of three spent a third of its income
on food. The same food basket todav
costs a fifth the ecuivalent familv"s
income.' . .

Don't snigger. Despite budgetary
cuts, the American statistical system is
still one of the best in the world. It5 only
real weakness is that-c-employmenr fig
ures aside-the statistics used for deter
mining. say, GNPor growth tend to be by
products of non-statistical agencies (such
as the Internal Revenue Service, the
Customs Service. Medicare and the De
partment of Agriculture). As such, they
are far from being as clean, complete or
timely as the experts would like._

Consider some recent anomalies
caused by the quickening pace of techno
logical change. With 70% of Americans
being employed in the service sector,
you might be tempted to categorise the
United States as essentially a service
based economy. It is. But you would not
think so from the Standard Industrial
Classification (SlC) used in generating
the input-output tables for measuring
GNP. This has 140 three-digit codes for
manufacturing firms, only 66 for ser
vices. Moreover, since the SIC system
was last revised in 1972, whole new
business activities (for example, video
rental, computer retailing, software re
tailing. discount broking , factory-owned
retail outlets) have sprung up, while
others have withered away.

Nuts and bolts, for instance. are in an
SIC category all of their own, employing a
grand total of just 46,000 people. Enve
lope makers. again with their own SIC
category, provide fewer than 25,000
jobs. Yet one SIC code in the service
sector alone, general medical and surgi
cal bospitals;: now covers some 23m
people. Lots of high-tech service busi
nesses-including computer stores and
software publishers and manufactur
ers-do not even qualify for their own
SIC codes yet."

There is no reason why all SIC catego
ries should be the same size. But the
imbalance exaggerates the importance of
traditional manufacturing at the expense
of services in the American economy.
Above all, it allows whole sections of
America's booming high-tech economy
to go unreported.
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High-tech products tend to have two
things in common: they fall -in price
rapidly as production builds up (they
possess steep learning curves) and they
get replaced fairly frequently (they have
short life cycles). The trend in high-tech is
towards things becoming steeper and
shorter. So the-competitive advantage of
being first to market is going increasingly
to outweigh almost everything else.

This spells an end to 'the traditional
low-risk .Iow-cost approach that Japanese:
companies have used so successfully to
date-s-coming in second with massive vol
ume and forward prices after others have
primed the market. Henceforth, Japa
nese firms are going to have to take the
same technological' risks-and pay the
same financial penalties-c-as everyone
else. And that puts the advantage decid
edly on the side of Yankee ingenuity . -,
i ~_'\(
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everv thouaht. Xanadu has evolved into
a roi:~il lnerarv nrocess: creannc ideas:
organising the ' thoughts. with- traces

Kay has developed to allow kids to showmg backtracks. alternative' versioas ..,.'
converse with the fantasy amplifier. The and jumps to cross-reterencec doca- ,~~,

rest of the ingredients are all technclogi- rnems: manipulaung the text: publrshing '
cally imaginable, just prohibitively ex- -the results; and Jogging a share of the
pensive and unwieldy for the time being. royalties to every other author cited.
But a decade ago the first personal' Every document in Xanadus database
computer was just-being built at can sid- has links to irs intellectual antecedents
erable exoense.Trs functional eouivalent and to others coverinu related TOmcS.
rodav costs less than $50. Stili oniv in his. .The linked references ~work like fOOt.
mid-sus. Mr Kay has ample time tc put a notes. excep: rna: Xanadu offers an
Dvnaocck in the hands of millions of electronic "window" throuzh which thev
youngsters with open minds and a sense can be accessed there and t~hen. Becam.e
of wonder still intact. the whole process works in a non-se-

Next. meet Mr Ted Nelson. gadfly. quential way. the inventor calls the out-
prophet and self-confessed computer put "hypertext':.._"~;_~

crackpot, with .a lifetime's obsession Mr Nelson looks forward to the day
wrapped up in -an enormous program when anybody can create what he or she
called (after Coleridge's unfinished wanrs-c-from recipes to research papers,
poem) Xanaduy.Boon or boondoggle:... sonnets to songs-c-and pm it into Xana-
nobody is quite sure. But the giant piece du's database and quote or cite anybody
of software for steering one's own else. Rovalties and sub-rovalties. moni-
thought processes (including alternative tared automatically by the '-host comput-
paths, mental backtracks and intellectual er, would be paid according to the
leaps) is hardly lacking in ambition or amount of time a user was on-line and
vision. . '.'.' reading a specific document. It sounds

Conceived originally by Mr Nelson' pretty wild at the moment, but hypertext
while a student at Harvard as simply a.· could be commonplace before the cen-
note-keep.ing program for preserving his tury is out.

side the big corporations. Since 1978,
American equity markers have raised $8
billion for start-ups in electronics alone
and a further $3.3 billion for new biotech
companies. Over the same period. Ja
pan's venture-capital investments in high
tech have totalled just $100m.

Lacking all these things, the "Japanese
have sought a substitute. This is one of
the main reasons for MITI'S special em
phasis "on collaborative research pro
jects-as in VLSI or fifth-generation com
puters. To Mr Gary Saxonhouse of the
University of Michigan, Japan's lauded
industrial policies are little more than a
substitute for the ingredients that Amcri
can companies enjoy from their vibrant
capital and lahour markets. " ·.-r·. ,i.·t.,.

As for MITJ'S infamous industrial tar
geting, many Japanese (as well as foreign
ers) have long doubted its effectiveness

. and believe it is now wholly inappropriate
anyway, All technologies have started
moving simply too fast to wait upon the
whim of bickering bureaucrats. It is not as
though Japanese civil servants have
shown themselves any better at picking
industrial winners than officials else
where; and none has bettered the invisi
ble hand of the marketplace.-

Apart from possessing vastly greater
resources of well-trained brains, more
diverse and flexible forms of finance, and
a bigger and more acquisitive domestic
market. America has one final, decisive
factor moving in its favour-the pace of
innovation itself.

_ ~,,-, :..:e;>-lQ;"~•.;."l.'-:'
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A glimpse or tWO at the future will dispel
any doubts about Yankee inzenuirv as it
probes toe- limits of tomorrow's technol
ogy. First, to Silicon Valley where MT
Alan KaY, refuaee from such technolcci
cal hotbeds as -DARPA, Stanford. Xerox
PARe and Atari, is nowadays visionary
at-large at Apple Computer. Building on
the lea-nine theories of John Dewey and
Jean Piai!e!. Mr Kav is trvine to create a
"iantasy~ ampiifie(~-a compute- with
enough powfti to outface the user's
senses. enough-memory to store library
loads of reference material. and enough
clever software to couple man's natural
desire for exploring fantasies with his
innate abilitv to learn from experiment.

Tne concept, called "Dvnabook",
combines the seductive power of both a
video game and a graffiti artist's spray
can with the cultural resources of a
library. museum, art gallery and concert
hall combined, Difficult to make? You
bet, especially if the whole gizmo has to
fit in a package no bigger than a notepad
and be cheapenough for every schoolkid
to own.", -~;'.";'<:t>;5;:';"'-'"

Smalltalk is the computer language Mr

Back to the future

industrial heights with foreign licences,
homegrown development and production

- excellence, the inadequacies of its educa
tional system and academic research
hardly mattered. But such shortcomings
are becoming Increasingly a problem as
high-tech competition intensifies~~~¥~"" '.

Nor can Japan call on its little firms to
provide the invigorating fillip of innova
tion such enterprises provide in the Unit
ed States. And with their lifetime employ
ment practices, Japan's big technology
based corporations rarely get a chance to
attract high-flying talent from outside.
Technological diffusion between small
firms and large corporations, and be
tween companies generally as engineers
swap jobs, is one of the more invigorating
forces for innovation in the United States.

Nor. also, is there an adequate, way in
Japan for financing risky innovation out-
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lndusti.,,· representatives listen to comments ot Department ot Commerce
Foreign nation experts at meeting on iruellectusl.property rights
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Intellectual Property:
Foreign Pirates Wotry U.S. Firms
Overseas companies are increasingly infringing patents, trademarks,

other intellectual property of U.S. drug and agrochemical firms; better

protection is now high-priority item in Washington
.;..

countries. But the underlying problem is the same.
./.~•. Overseas pirates are stealing the intellectual property

Rohm & Haas has a Brazilian patent on its acifluoren>: of u.s. companies.
herbicide, Blazer. When a Brazilian company started Increasingly, Ll.S, companies are finding it more'
producing the product, not only couldn't Rohm & difficult to stem the abuse of their intellectual proper-
Haas collect royalties, it couldn't even get the permits ty rights in many other countries. Most of the abuse
needed to export its own patented product to Brazil. A occurs in developing countries, where patent and trade-
$5 million market was closed to Rohm & Haas. mark laws are weak or don't exist at all. Ten develop-

Pirate companies in Taiwan are selling Bristol-Myers' ing nations have been identified as the major problem
antibiotics amikacin and cefadroxil. Since Bristol in- areas: Taiwan, South Korea, Thailand, Singapore,
troduced amikacin in Taiwan in 1976, five other com- Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Mexico, Brazil,
parries have started marketing imported amikacin and and India.
account for more than 40% of amikacin sales. Six But the intellectual property problem does not end
firms sell cefadroxil and command about 70% of the at those countries' borders. It extends to many other
market. Bristol won't even try to enforce its patents in countries, including some in the industrialized, west-
Taiwan because there's not much chance of success. ern world.

Different companies. Different products. Different Stories of fake designer.qeans, bogus watches, and
illegal copies of books, records, and
movies are well known. Not so
well known is that pirate opera
tors abroad skirt the intellectual
property rights of many U.S. COm
panies to crank out-computer soft
ware and chips, automotive and
airplane parts, machine parts, elec
tronic equipment, and even sophis
ticated medical equipment.

Quite a few chemicals can be
added to that list. Toiletries, per
fumes, and some rubber and plas
tics parts have been pirated. But
particularly hard-hit have been
agrochemicals and pharmaceuti
cals. "We find ourself with Some
strange bedfellows on this one,"
savs Edmund T. Pratt, chairman
and chief executive officer of
Pfizer.

It's difficult to put a precise dol
lar figure on the amount of sales
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Congressional hoppers are full of intellectual property legislation

• 5. 1543, Process Patent Amend
ment [Mathias (R.-Md.), JudicIarY]. Sim
Ilar to H.R. 1069, tt amends copyright
law to make tt a patent Infringement
to use. sell, or Import Into lhe U.S. a
product produced by a patented pr0

cess wIthoUt ~Of 1I1e ,;,Petenl'.
~. _186~..L~·l:~'<:·~~ij/~~~~~~,:

'Enfoi'i'~~";;

Belter international protection for the imported into the US.. and makes tt
inteIlectuel property rlgrts 01 U.S. COIl'>' unlawlulto sell or transport such goods
panies has become a popular cause In lhe U.S.
In official Washington. Ltterally ooz- • H.R. 3776, Intellectual Property
ens of bills dealing with lhe issue now Rights Protection & Enforcement Act
awett Congressional action. Here'. a [Moorhead (R.-Callf.), Judiciary].
~Ing (lhe legislator introducing the Amends patent law to prohlbtt sale,
bill and lhe lnltlal committee referral use, or Import of products ltrough
we In brackets~ ooauthorlzed use Of a patellt8d .•~

• JiA 1069, Process'PaIen! Amend- cess; 1911lOYeslhe "1njury"J
men! lMoorhead (R.-CaJR.), JudIcIary]. ments in sectioiI337 cases!I'
Amends copyright law lO make h an port practices); and &mends,!
Inbh~ of. palen! to 1188, sell, Iawtoprovlcle Ioi~r
or Import Into lhe U.S:. product pro- Industrla1deslgns of!lS9lUi!li1 cc
.~ by. patented process wIthoUt • KA'!31tiniellectllBf.
Ihuuthorl\Yof"patent1lo1der.:RightsProtectlon·~i..,:,,·,,~t

• HA 11246.l'atent Cooperation Mlm.), Ways & Means]..Mleni:lS"~
Treaty Autho~tiR",I~nmeler . TarlflAa Of 1930 to riImove:~,f.;"'!,
(D.-W!s.), JLdlclary).~ Chap- and "domestic industry" requlremeRIi'!R1
"'" 1r6f!he Patent Coopetation Treaty In eeetIonS37C8898. ':'1,,~;,jiA_~_

.; . and~. 1I1e ~. Tnode-" !.H.R. 4800, Trade .. lntema1loiial};<ill'..,Jtite.~_.,..-e->.._.,
mark~lO beoQme.,.l!llemation- Economlc Policy Reform Act [WrIgIl·. '~1'~T~j'"
'~prelimllliitY'~$UIhOrIty.(O.-Tex,),eeveral committees]. BasI-"~~iIt~

,," ~~~ILf~lglfTrade cally lhe omnibus trade blU pass9\\;~pfJP:ef~
" l~~'itP:-ofilct),:;W,m,• .Means].'fIICentIy by !he House, ttamends lI8O-: i 'Carlbbee,i111J$\i'J_",~Jt_~~ ... il!';iIIslrlbute 'tion 337 Of !he Tariff Act 01 1930 an!! :"Jishesl! fMlW]l11Joj''iii

. ,I; ~,~.J!l:~outslde,"""1ements several other reforms de- .;~ ...OfflceolJIlIlJil;
;,-,1h!\fJiII,.:fll<I\llra4~.voodsto :WIed to ~U.S.Jntelleetualc,llElI1IBIlYe,and~
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in only nine problem countries added up to a hefty
$230 million-a reasonable check on NACA's esti
mate.

Applying a Simple 6% annual growth rate to the
world agrochemical market, NACA pegs possible pi
racy losses last year at $138 million to $277 million.
But this assumes that pirates maintained the same
"operating rate" that they had in 1983. If instead the
U.S. is "on the front edge of an epidemic of piracy," as
NACA puts it, then the association's estimates are also
vastly understated.

NACA speculates, for instance, what might happen
if pirates took over the entire agrochemical market in
Brazil. In view of recent developments in the comput
er industry in Brazil. that is not too farfetched. If
Brazil permitted only local production of all ag chem
icals, NACA says that U.s. producers would lose more
than $200 million in that country alone.

As serious as these dollar losses mav be, the conse
quencesofintellectual propertv abuse' extend beyond
economics. Shoddy pirated products are health and
safety hazards. Cases of paper-thin brake linings, faulty
medical equipment, and dangerously off-specification
drugs have been documen ted. Bogus pesticides have
ruined en tire crops.

For good reason, then, protection of intellectual
property overseas has blossomed into a major trade

that U.s. companies lose to foreign intellectual prop
erty pirates. Like crime, intellectual property abuse is
too shadowy and too Widespread to come up with
solid numbers. Even the definition of "intellectual
property" is inexact, although it generally refers to
such things as patents, trademarks, copyright, trade
secrets, and industrial designs. For agrochemical and
pharmaceutical companies, patent infringement is by
far the biggest headache, although they have had
their share of trademark problems, too.

In 1982 the International Trade Commission esti
mated that intellectual property infringement cost Ll.S.
industries $5.5 billion per year in sales and cost the
nation 131,000 lost jobs. And that was only in five
industries. Assuming that figure is 'accurate, it un
doubtedly would be higher todav. Intellectual proper
ty pirates have become much more active since then
and thev certainlv affect more than five U.S. indus-
tries. - .

In a report it submitted last year to the Office of
the U'.S. Trade Representative (U5TR), the National
Agricultural Chemicals Association (NACA) came up
with some estimates for the agrochemical industry.
Working with 1983 data, NACA estimates that the
Ll.S. agrochemical industry probably lost $123 mil
lion to $246 million that year to pirate operations.
Losses uncovered in specific company case studies

'.~ 3.............. .. . -...... . .. .,~.~ ~~ ..__.v
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Baldrige (left!: proposed measures approved by President. Yeutter (center):
put rest of world on notice. Pratt: protection high up on priority list

policy issue in Washington, D.C. "We've pushed it
high up on the priority list," says Pratt.

Actually, the piracy problem has been around for
years. "We knew they were stealing our know-how,"
Pratt recalls, "but we lived with it." James R. Enyart,
Monsanto's director of international and government
affairs, says that Monsanto started feeling the pirates'
sting in the late 1970.. While discussing the problem
with some European counterparts, he too was told
that he would just have to live with it.

Barry MacTaggart, president of Pfizer International,
says that until recently many top managers didn't
take the problem seriously. "All too often, I hear that
countries with strong intellectual property laws ac
count for 80% of our [the drug industry) market," he
says. The inference, according to MacTaggart, is that
the remainder of the world market. where pirates
tend to operate, is not worth worrying about.

As losses to pirates mounted, that passive attitude
evaporated. Monsanto's Enyart; for one.wasnot may
"to live with It." He drafted a long-term program to
improve the protection of Monsanto's intellectual prop
erty. A big part of that program is to make the issue
more understandable: Educate the public and the gov
ernment. Make them realize just how costly a prob
lem «really is.

Many other companies and their trade associations
have joined the battle. In the chemical industry, NACA
has emerged as the lead spokesman for better protec
tion of intellectual property. The Pharmaceutical Man
ufacturers Association (PMA) is carrying the ball for
proprietary drug companies.

Many broad-based associations have become involved
in the issue. The International Anticounterfeiting Co
alition (IACC), for instance, unites about 150 private
sector groups to fight for better intellectual property
protection. The coalition lobbies for better laws, holds
educational events, and provides its members with
legal advice.

lACC, until recently based in San Francisco, has just
moved its headquarters closer to the action in
Washington, D.C. It also has hired a new executive
director-Richard M. Brennan, an old international
trade hand since his days with Union Carbide.

Also involved is the International Intellectual Prop
erty Alliance, whose members come from the publish
ing, recording, film, and software industries. In addi
tion, several major business groups-among them the
U.5. Chamber of Commerce, the National Association
of Manufacturers (NAM), and the influential Business
Roundtable-have put intellectual property issues on
their priority lists.

Brendan F. Somerville, NAM's director of innova
tion, technology, and science policy, says that much
of what these groups have been doing is to "raise the
consciousness level" about the intellectual property
problem. This is particularly true, he adds, among the
"movers and shakers" in government.

Apparently; they have been successful. Last year,
the President's Commission on Industrial Competi·
tiveness issued a special report on intellectual proper
ty rights. And earlier this year, a task force on intel
lectual property completed its report for the Advisory
Committee for Trade Negotiations. Within the laby
rinth of private-sector advisory groups established to
funnel advice on trade policy into USTR, a new one
has just been established-the Industrial Functional
Advisory Committee on Intellectual Property Rights
for Trade Policy Matters.

Literally dozens of bills have been introduced in
Congress recently dealing with some aspect of intel
lectual property. Some are process patent bills, de
Signed to prevent imports of products that are pro
duced by the unauthorized use of a patented process.

Others would strengthen section 337 of the Tariff
Act of 1930. Section 337 provides for relief from un
fair import practices and, although weak, has been
one of the few tools U.5, companies have had to fight
~ .._~~!C (/
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pirated imports. Section 337 cases require proof of
injury. The new bills would remove the injury re
quirement. Some would speed up the review investi
gation process at the International Trade Commission.

There are patent term restoration bills for agricul
tural chemicals, designed to add back the time that
U.S. patent holders lose as their products go through
an arduous and lengthy registration process. This is a
major legislative goal of NACA. A law passed in 1984
did the same thing for pharmaceuticals.

The Trade & Tariff Act of 1984 hinges generalized
system of preferences (GSP) treatment for developing
countries to intellectual property rights. Under GSP,
imports from a qualifying developing country enter
the U.S. duty-free. The 1984 act rec\lures the President
to consider whether those countries are providing
adequate protection for U.S. intellectual property in
all of his or her GSP decisions.

The major omnibus trade bills-H.R. 4800 recently
passed by the House and S. 1860 now being consid
ered in the Senate-contain several intellectual prop
erty provisions. And other legislative proposals have
been introduced to plug leaks in the Freedom of
Information Act.

The Department of Commerce has been active in
the intellectual property issue. Country specialists in
its International Trade Administration and experts
from the Patent & Trademark Office have been meet
ing with and holding seminars for officials in devel
oping countries. The goal: Advise them how their
intellectual property laws can be improved.

That's one of the carrot approaches. A good exam
ple of how the U.S. government can wield the stick is
the "301 case" that it concluded in July with South
Korea. Last fall, rather than wait for a complaint from
industry, as is typically the case, USTR self-initiated
an unfair business practices case under section 301 of
the 1974 Trade Act. After eight months of negotia
tions, South Korea agreed, among other things, to
provide comprehensive protection for patents, copy
rights, and trademarks. Had agreement not been
reached, President Reagan could have hit South Korea
with retaliatory trade measures. Pfizer's Pratt consid
ers the Korean 301 case "tremendously important."

In April, the Reagan Administration also unveiled
its own package of measures to improve protection of
U.S. )ntellectual property rights. The program, says
Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige, was rec
ommended by the President's trade strike fq!fe, en
dorsed by the Economic Policy Council, and approved
by the President. The package includes a legislative
proposal (the Intellectual Property Rights Improve
ment Act of 1986), the threat of additional section 301
investigations, and possible denial of GSP privileges.
Ll.S, trade representative Clayton Yeutter says that the
package "will put the rest of the world on notice that
the U.S. will not tolerate the piracy that has emerged
... in recent years."

The outlook for the Administration's legislative pro
posal is cloudy. Some sections, such as strengthening
section 337 (unfair import practices), process patent
prbtecnon, and extending the patent term for
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Horrorstories abound of how Intellectual property pirates overseas victimizeU.S. firms
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agrochemicals, stand a good chance of passing-if not
in the Administration bill in one of the many pieces
of duplicate legislation floating around Congress. Oth
er proposals, tying licensing arrangements to antitrust
considerations, are more doubtful.

But by far the most important part of the Adminis
tration's package concerns the proposed new round of
multilateral trade negotiations under the General
Agreement on Tariffs & Trade (GATT). This is noth
ing new. Ever since the U.S. proposed the new round
of trade talks, it has wanted to negotiate a multilateral
code or agreement covering all forms of intellectual
property.

According to Pratt, getting intellectual property
rights included on the GATT agenda is Virtually a
"must" from industry's point of view. The consensus
seems to be that, without it, there should be no new
round of trade talks.

Obviously, Us. companies and their trade associa
tions have managed to get Washington's attention on
the intellectual property issue. "For the first time, we
have the political will in the Us. government to do
something about it," says MacTaggart.

But why now, after so many years of trying? One
big reason is the devastating trade deficits the Ll.S.
has been racking up in recent years. Last year, the
deficit hit $132 billion on a customs basis and a
whopping $148 billion on a cost, insurance, and freight
basis.

Even the country's vaunted chemical trade surplus
slipped to $7.2 billion last year. It was more than $12
billion in 1980.

The usual explanations for the country's dismal trade
performance focus on such things as a strong dollar, a
strong domestic economy that sucks in imports, and
weak economies overseas that demand less U.S. ex
ports. All of these are less important than they were
only a short time ago.

But there's another reason that's more important
than it was only a short time ago. U.S. industries have
been losing their competitive edge in the internation
al marketplace. And. as the President's Commission
on Industrial Competitiveness points out, Ll.S, indus
trial competitiveness-both at home and abroad
depends increasingly on innovation. It may be the
one comparative advantage that the U.S. has left, and

. it should be protected.
Innovation, of course, smacks of research and de

velopment, technological breakthroughs, and know
how-e-all the things that make up intellectual proper
ty. And. as the commission also points out, "We have
sometimes lost sight of what it is we are protecting,
and how we can best protect it."

The "best way to protect it" certainly hasn't been by
relying on the many existing international agreements
that cover intellectual property rights. There are about
30 such major agreements, but they don't really offer
:m:u~l1protection.
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U.S.Patent S.T~~cjr'!WfQffice'sMichaeJ Kirk described improved protection
for intellectuaJ'j,.~ppej!ti#ght~~~_t_,~~minar in Indonesia earlier this year

There are no international laws covering intellectu
al property, only national laws. The national laws, of
course, are valid only in a particular country. And if a
country's laws are weak or nonexistent, as they often
are, then U.S. companies can't expect much in the way
of intellectual property protection. All the interna
tional agreements do is attempt to harmonize the
national laws. The effort leaves a lot to be desired.

As a result, patent standards vary widely from coun
try to country. Some countries, indeed, have no pat
ent laws at all or place unjustified restrictions on their
coverage. Indonesia, for instance, has no patent law.
Mexico has no patent coverage for chemicals and phar
maceuticals. Brazil, Argentina, and Colombia offer no
patents for selected industries. Costa Rica reserves the
right to nullify patents if the country thinks it's in the
national interest.

Often patent terms are inadequate, particularly in
developing countries. India allows seven years from
filing date or five years from the time the patent is
granted, whichever is shorter. Costa Rica has only one
year for food, agrochemical, and drug patents.

Compulsory licensing requirements are common
place. These require a company to "work" its patent
in the country within a short period of time. 1£ it
doesn't, the company may be forced to license the
patent to a domestic firm, usually at well below true
market value. Sometimes a company can lose its pat
ent entirely. Compulsory licensing requirements such
as these exist even in industrialized countries-for
instance, France and Canada.

Procedures for obtaining patents may differ and
those differences can create problems. The U.S., for
example, uses a "first to invent" rule. Some other
countries use the "first to file" rule. An awesome
array of procedural roadblocks are' available in some
countries to delay, possibly for many years, the granting
of a patent to a foreign company.

In addition to patented products, patented processes
are a headache, particularly to U.S.
drug and agrochemical companies.
In many countries, only the pro
cess. and not the product, is patent
able. Often, that process protec
tion is paper-thin. By making very
minor and meaningless changes
in the process, a domestic compa~

ny in another country can legally
skirt the process patent laws.

It's very hard, and often impos
sible, for a U.s. company to prove
process patent infringement in an
other country. The u.s. company
has the burden of proof, but has
no access to a competitor's plant
to come up with the proof.

MeanWhile, there are many oth
er drawbacks to the international
agreements on intellectual prop
erty rights. In most cases, too few
countries are party to the agree
ment, and the a~ment,of course,

doesn't apply in nonsigning countries. The agree
ments have no power of enforcement and no mecha
nism to settle disputes. Despite their number, the
scope of existing agreements is far too limited. Many
crucial areas remain unprotected. Computer chips and
developments in biotechnology are good examples. In
short, such international agreements have just not
kept pace with technology.

Thus it's not surprising that these shortcomings
have hurt the U.S. agrochemical and drug industries
particularly hard. Both sectors spend heavily on R&D.
Health and safety testing, registration, and market
development are expensive. NACA estimates that it
may take up to 10 years to develop a single new
pesticide and cost more than $40 million just to devel
op and register it. PMA goes one better-about $80
million to discover, test, and secure marketing ap
proval for a drug in the U.S.

Patents are the commercial lifeblood of these
research-based industries. To get an adequate return
on their extensive R&D outlays, agrochem and drug
companies naturally depend on patent protection
both in the U.s. and abroad. They rely on the time
during which an effective patent system gives them
an exclusive market position.

Because both industries are so internationally ori
ented, foreign as well as U.S. intellectual property
protection is vital. Without it, foreign pirate compa
nies that have invested nothing in R&D or develop
ment costs and have taken no risks can easily and
cheaply reproduce a U.S. product. They rush into the
market at cut-rate prices, cut into a U.S. company's
sales volume and profit margin, and threaten its re
turn on investment. According to NACA, pirate sales
in a foreign country can easily cut a U.S. company's
profit margins on a pesticide 20 to 40%.

Agrochemicals and pharmaceuticals are particularly
susceptible to overseas pirating, because foreign pi
rate operators are naturally attracted to the high,
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research-based selling prices that these products com
mand. Once the hard job of nursing the products
through the research labs and developing the markets
is out of the way, they are relatively easy to produce.
Companies in any country with a reasonably devel
oped fine chemical industry Can do the trick. Newly
emerging countries such as Taiwan and South Korea
fall into that category.

What's more, many of the emerging countries are
precisely the ones that have weak intellectual proper
ty laws. Thus, it's difficult-and often impossible
for Ll.S, companies to prevent foreign locals from
duplicating and selling an imitation product. Initially,
the pirates flood their local market, where it is diffi
cult for the U.S. originator to stop them. Later, they
may even export, usually to other developing coun
tries that also have only weak patent protection. B0
gus material may even find its way into industrialized
countries where the original product is patented. But,
because the pirates ship through a web of middlemen,
they are difficult to catch and prosecute.

There have been instances in which a Ll.S, company
has lost a foreign market completely. A country, for
instance, can shut out a U.S. export by denying an
import license, or by slapping an ultrahigh duty on
the product. If the U.S. company wants to produce its
product in the country, local officials may claim that
local pirate capacity is "sufficient for the needs of the
country" and deny permission. U.S. agrochem and
drug companies have run into just such problems in
Brazil, South Korea, and Mexico.

Another problem that U.s. research-intensive com
panies face is compulsory licensing. More than a few
countries, primarily developing countries, are quick
on the compulsory licensing trigger, forcing U.s. com
panies to license local companies long before they are
ready or willing to do so.

Compulsory licensing is embedded in the Paris Con
vention. It's there to compensate countries in case a
foreign patent holder doesn't "work" the patent in
that country. The problem is that some countries don't
consider imports as "working" the patent. Yet, it makes
no economic sense to build sophisticated and expen
sive chemical plants in each country merely to satisfy
the "working" requirement.

Several years ago, the so-called Group of 77 devel
oping countries, along with a few industrialized na
tions, including Canada, suggested some amendments
to the international patent agreements administered
by the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO). Among the suggestions: that compulsory li
censes automatically be granted for only 30 months
if a patent holder doesn't produce its product in the
country. Those compulsory licenses may be exclusive;
that is, the licensee may have the exclusive rights to
use the patent in a particular country. Meanwhile, the
original patentee would be denied use of its own
patent for two and a half years. The patent holder
would forfeit the patent entirely if it did not "work"
the patent in the country for five years.

Fortunately for U.S. companies, these proposals have
not been adopted yet. But they still are pending in

WIPO. According to some experts on intellectual prop
erty, the proposed compulsory licensing amendments
to the Paris Convention may have been the last straw
for Ll.S. technology-based companies, the develop
ment that put them in a fighting mood. But those
companies that gauge the issue with economics alone
are shortsighted.

Like so many other important issues, economic or
political, adequate protection of intellectual property
boils down to a squabble between developing and
developed countries. It is another in a long line of
so-called "north-south" confrontations-the haves vs.
the have-riots.

Philosophical differences lurk behind many of the
disputes over intellectual property rights. Many, if
not most, developing countries think that technology
developed in the industrialized world is prohibitive
ly, even unjustly, expensive. They argue that owners
of patents and other intellectual property, say, in the
U.s., use their rights to nurture monopolies. Then,
they contend, those companies charge unreasonably
high prices for that knowledge, either as costly prod
ucts or high-priced licensing arrangements. They of
ten place very severe restrictions on technology use.

To developing countries, such actions are just an
other in a long list of reasons why they can't crawl out
of their own poverty and modernize their industries.
They maintain that demand for better intellectual
property protection merely perpetuates the north-south
dispute.

Some developing nations go so far as to say that
knowledge, including that covered under intellectual
property rights, is the "common heritage of man
kind" and should be made available to everyone at
little or no cost. If that phrase sounds familiar, it's
because it is exactly the same one that the developing
world used in the United Nations Law of the Sea
Conference as they tried to gain access to the poten
tially valuable manganese nodules on the seabed.

Ll.S. companies naturally don't buy those arguments.
But those arguments are likely to playa pivotal role in
determining whether intellectual property will be on
the GATT agenda for its upcoming round of trade
talks. Hardline developing countries, led by Brazil
and India, have been battling the U.S. and other in
dustrialized nations over this for some time.

Later this month, when GATT ministers meet at
Punta del Este, Uruguay, to decide the fate of a new
multilateral trade negotiation, these hardline coun
tries are expected to submit their own draft ministeri
.al declaration. Conspicuously absent from that decla
ration will be the so-called "nontraditional" GATT
issues-c-inrellectual property rights, foreign invest
ment guidelines, and trade in services-that the U.S.
wants on the agenda.

So what Pratt says that U.s. industry wants most on
the trade agenda, that is, intellectual property rights,
is far from a fait accompli. If intellectual property
does not make it, it will be interesting to see how
strenuously U'.S. business will demand no trade talks
at all. It also will be interesting to see if the Adminis
tration has the political courage to heed the advice. [J
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The New American Challenge

The state can expropriate the means of production,
But when it does, it will find mostly sand, For the
producers, the entrepreneurs, 1;un for the light of liberty,

Mr_ Gilder is the author of "Wealth and
Poverty" and "The Spirit Of Enterprise,"
This is adapted from a recent speech tothe
London Conference 011 Taxes and Growth, '.
held jointly hy the A.dam Smith lnstit'!1ey '"
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money with them or se.,
always they take their mn.;
edge Is their crucial power.">;

The new Defi Americain Is thb.
form lowering the top federal rate to-,
on all Individuals and small busmesses.,
Make no mistake, this bill poses a devas
tating threat to all high-tax economies, As
the British prime minister, Margaret,
Thatcher, says, "With a top rate lower
thanBritain's bottom rate, the U,S, will at
tract still more of Britain's most produc- ' ..
tlve scientists and entrepreneurs." "

The price of government Is summed up
in Its tax rates, Governments compete for .,
a share of the global tax base, They have '"
to compete for that eliteof productive and
Inventive men and women who contribute -.
most tothe global economy and tax base, ,.,;
These key producers are disproportion
ately British, and British accents ring out
all over Silicon Valley today, Butentrepre
neurs from all high-taxed countries are In
creasingly willing to shop around for the
most favorable plaees to make their taxa-
blecontnbuttons. With theJetliner anddis· ...:
count fares, theydo noteven have tosepa
rate themselves from their homes and
families,
Immlgrants Critical to Success

Government has become a commodity,
and Ifyou look around you wlll find that It
is not exactly scarce or underpriced, In:
creaslngly, in the epoch of global capital
markets and rapid travel, workers and en",'.
trepreneurs will purchase their govern-"
ment services and abuses at the lowest "
possible price,"

Immigrantsare alreadyabsolutely crit· .,;
teal to the snccessof American high tech'
nology, Investors are alreadysending tIlelr
funds to the U.S. In great voiumes. Butyou
haven'tseen anything yet. In the next dec
ade, America will be a mecca lor all the
world's entrepreneurs and Investors.

Under this pressure, countries every"
where wlll begin lowering their tax rates to ,_
compete. The result will be an overwhelm,
ingsurge of global growth. We are moving"
toward a general triumph of capnansm.

power In the world has shifted massively
a~alnst ¥ite state andJii]ayor oUb~~ndl
yldua!. e tree great. breakthroug s In
computers, for exampie, all favor entre

. preneurs and small companies, _u._.u~
"'"- _.----

, Artificial Intelligence Is simply a new
form of software, which is chiefly a cre
ation of individuals or small groups and reo
quires virtually no capital. The silicon
compller movescontrol over the microchip
from large capltaHntenslve firms to any
designer with a salable idea. In conjunc
tion with other gains, parallel processing
allows tremendous advances of cornputa
ttonal power at small cost and without ex
pensively stretching the state of the art In
manufacturing processes. All ,'Iloll'.-elllW·
pren~gr •.to usethe power ofknowillill::tJo
economiz~._Qn...caplt!!! and enhance Its efn
cle!i.fy:::'mlxlng sand and Ideas to generate
Q~l'L\\'fallll and power,

The good news for entreprelleu!iJ!Q..w~
ever Is held news for socialism. The state
can dig Iron or pump 011, mobtllze man
power and manipulate currencies, tax and
spend, The state can expropriate the
means of production. But when It does, It
wlll find mostly sand. For the men of pro
duction, the entrepreneurs, run tor the
))g~n)TJm~J:1x.. -one wayor anoth~r. ~o~t

In the past, thedomination ofparticular
regions of the world Imparted great politi·
cal and economic power. Today not only
are the natural resources undertlieground
rapidly declining in value, but the compa
nies and capital above the ground can rap
idly leave. Capital markets are now
global; funds can move around the world,
rush down Ilber-optlc cabies and bounce
off satellltes at near the speed of light.
People can leave at the speed of a Boeing
747 or a Concorde. Companies can move in
weeks. Control of particular territories
Confers virtually no advantage In the pres-
ent era,. .

. , These changes collectively explain the
~allure of the policies and predlctlons of
Mr, servan-scnretber, The balance of

in prospect. But all logether they will In
crease computer efficiency by a factor of
thousands. Carver Mead of California In
stitute of Technology, perhaps the Indus
try's most penetrating analyst, predicts a
10,000-fold advance In the cost effective
ness of Information technology over the
next 10 years. The use of slllcon compliers
to create massively parallel chips to per
form feats of artificial Intelllgence will
transform the computer Industry and the
world economy,

The chief effect of these converging
technologies can be summed up In a sim
ple maxim, a hoary cliche. Knowledge Is
power. Today. however knowledge IS not
~U!.lDl~a Sonree of power It Is supremely.
t~e:..SQ\lrce of puwer.

The most Important Immediate effect,
already evident, is a drastic decline in the
value of natural resources. A computer
chip is made ofsand, oneof the most com
mon substances. While pots and pans are
80%, raw materials and automobiles 40%,
raw materials, an Integrated circuit Is iess
thao 2% raw materials. Within five years,
a Iew.pounds of fiber-optic cable, also
made essentially of sand, will carry as
milch Information as a ton of copper. In'
~ced, j~ slngle satp:Jlile now displaces many

The first Is artificial Intelligence. In the
past several years, scores of firms In the
U,S, have Introduced computer products
that manipulate symbols, deal with uncer
tainty, use rules and inferences to solve
practical problems, and simulate human
modes of intelllgence In expert systems, A
second major breakthrough Is the silicon
complier, This allows the complete design
of Integrated circuits on a computer, Now
anycomputer-literate person with a $50,000
work-station can author a major new Inte
grated circuit adapted to his needs, The
third key breakthrough is massively paral
lel processing, In which many computer
operations occur slmulianeously,

Anyone of these breakthroughs alone
would not bring the radical advances now

By GEOBG!'.: GILD~R

III !lit' late l!JljOs. Jean-Jacques Servan
\('lin'lIJl'r alerted the world to the Amerl·
(':~II Challenge, Le Defi Americain, in a
tJ11111i that became a world-wide bestseller.
As the L'Express editor saw it, the U.S.
""s Jallnciling a gigantic, new world Indus'
trial empire,spearheaded bymultinational
corporations, government research labs
.md Pentagon contractors, all guided and
suhsldized by Washington, To compete,
Europe would havetocreate a similar mil·
nury-tndustrtal complex led by govern
ment on the frontlers of high technology.

Soon, Enrope resounded with appeals
for new Industrial policies. But nothing
happened as Mr. Servan-Schrelber antlcl
patod, The parts of Europe where his poli
cies were adopted suffered the worst
slump of the post-World War II era. Since
the publication ofhis book, nonet new Jobs
have been created on the continent. Eu
rope fell ever further behind tn the very III'
IOrJ1JatIon technologies that were targeted

national lndustrtal policies.
The U.S, followed totally different poll

It deregulated finance, telecornmuni
cattons.nnd atr and ground transportation,

administration drastically
lowered rates across the board and In
HIS5 proposed a new top rate of 35%,
Dlre Predictions Misread Impact

These policies, beginning In 1978, led to
a massive upsurge ofentrepreneurship and
Innovation, Small-business starts nearly
donbled, to 640,000 In 1985 from 270,000 in
1978. Some 15 mll!lon new jobs resulted.

Now a newtax reformwlll bringthe top
rate to 28% on Individuals and smaller
businesses and to 34% on larger corpora
tions. Rather than Increase benefits for
couventlonal capital formation, the new
bill removes the investment tax credit.

Many Americans are predicting dire re
suits. Operating from the same assump
tions as Mr. Servan-Scnreiber, they expect
tlie American economy to become less
competltlve. In particular, they declare
that the new technologies demand more
government guidance rather than less.

All these prophesies drastlcally misread
the Impact, meaning and prospects of the
new mrorrnanon age. Contrary to some
analyses. the pace of progress In corn
puters is all the verge of a drastic acccler
atlon, through the COilvergence of three
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INSIGHTS

Engineering research and
international competitiveness
by Roland W.Schmitt
Senior Vice-President, Corporate R&D
General Electric

,
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Fundamental scientific knowledge
is one of America's most effective

forms of foreign aid. Unfortunately,
it's foreign aid for our strongest rivals.
The Japanese, for example, appreciate
our research efforts so much that their
industries spend two and a half times
as much money funding university and
nonprofit research laboratories out
side their own nation-mainly in the
U.S.-as they spend on such labora
tories at home. And Japan pays us
nearly ten times as much on patent
licenses and other forms of technology
imports as we pay them. That favor
able balance of trade in intellectual
property more than doubled 'in the
19705, the decade when all other bal
ance-of-payments figures with Japan
were moving in the opposite direction.

These numbers challenge the as
sumption that doing more of our own
research will improve our internation
al competitiveness. Japan's experience
shows that it is possible to succeed
technologically while relying on others
for fundamental knowledge and new
ideas. But instead of rushing off to
blindly imitate Japanese methods, we
might formulate better ways of direct
ing and using our own research.

Perhaps we're doing the right kinds
of basic research, but making it too
easy for OUr international rivals to get
their hands on the results. The appar
ent cure would be to put controls on the
movement ofour basic researchresults
across international boundaries. But
such a policy would be shortsighted.
Any conceivable method of slowing
down the flow of fundamental ideas
between us and our competitors would
severely damage our own creativity.

A second possibility is that our gov
ernment might be overinvesting in
basic research and underinvesting in
applied research. The cure would then
be to adjust the focus of our national

research effort, This would also be
shortsighted, Government must not
turn from a job it does well (supporting
basic research) to one it does poorly
(trying to anticipate markets in areas
where it is neither a consumer nor 8
producer).

I believe that a third conclusion is
most appropriate. We must build upon,
rather than abandon, one of our great
est strengths: our fundamental re
search capability. But we must also
make sure that we put our scientific
knowledge to use more quickly than
others do. We've got to increase our
efforts in engineering research-the
link between fundamental scientific
research and application.

The middle ground between science
and engineering, where the leading
edge of research meets the cutting
edge of application, is becoming more
critical than ever before. In fields
such as computer-integrated manu
facturing, communications systems,
very-large-scale integrated circuits,
advanced engineering materials, arti
tidal intelligence, supercomputers,
and biotechnology-where interna
tional competition is beginuing-the
strengths of engineering researchers
will especially be needed.

But although we need stronger and
wider bridges between the people do
ing engineering in industry and the
people teaching engineering and doing
research in universities, we have not
paid enough attention to designing and
building those bridges. Engineering re
searchers have traditionally come to
their trade with little encouragement
from the government, and few emerge
directly from the graduate schools.

In some ways, engineering research
ers resemble the Shakers-the reli
gious sect renowned for its fine furni
ture and practical inventions-who
thought procrestion a sin. Engineering

researchers similarly fail to regener
ate themselves, although more as a
matter ofcircumstance than of moral
ity. Young engineers are typically
trained in conventional engineering
programs, and even those headed for
careers in engineering research are
rarely exposed in school to the kinds of
working conditions or professional re
lations they will later encounter. In
contrast, scientists are usually trained
in laboratories very much like those in
which they will later work.

So there is not only a gap between
the generation of knowledge and the
application of knowledge but also a gap
between the apprenticeships of poten
tial engineering researchers and the
roles they will eventually fill.

In the past, we have relied on chance
to produce engineering researchers,
and have made no concerted effort to
creste institutions that focus on engi
neering research. We are now design.
ing such institutions .at our .unlver
sities, of which the EngineeringRe
search Centers are noteworthy exam
ples. These centers, to be established
initially at six universities, will focus
on areas of technology-e-such as robot
ics, microelectronics, telecommunica
tions, composite materials, artificial
intelligence, biotechnology, and com
pater-integrated manufacturing
that are crucial to the future of U.S.
industry. They will be supported by the
National Science Foundation, which
will provide $94.5 million in funding
over the next five years.

We often hear thst these centers will
be distinguished by three principal fea
tures: industrial support, interdisci
plinary scope, and research aimed at
utility. These descriptions are correct,
as far as they go, but they miss the
essence. "Industry support"-the
bridge established between universi
ties and industry-c-should carry much
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awaits in High Technology's Classi
fied Section. Here you'll reachboth
technicaland management types
whose Innovation andactionput
themat the top of today's hottest in
dustry. And whosebudgetsandbuy
ing patterns can put themat thetop
of your sales list.

High Technology's Classifieds of
fer a varietyof categories to effec
tively positionyour ad. At costeffi
cient ratesthat prompt frequent
insertion.

If you're ready to claim yourshare
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claim a spot in the High Technology
Classified Section. Forfurther
information, contactSallyAhern,
High Technology, Suite 1228,342
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And then
there were

none.

The list of already extinct animals
grows ... the great auk, the Texas gray
wolf, the Badlands bighorn,the sea mink.
the passenger pigeon ...

What happens if civilization
continues to slowly choke out wildlife
species by species?

Man cannot live on a planet unfit for
animals.

Join an organization that's doing
something about preserving our
endangered species. Get involved. Write

•

the National Wildlife Federation,
Department 105, 1412 16th
Street, NW. Washington,

--> -.;,< DC 20036.
'''. It's not too late.
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more than dollars. AB one university
.president put it: "Don't just send us
'your money, send us your critical prob
lems and people who understand
them." And sending problems does not
mean sending applied research prob
lems. The idea is not to create job shops
for industry but to do fundamental
research in the areas of engineering
practice being taken on by industry.
The centers should not be building
factory robots, for example, but gener
ating new understanding of the funda
mentals of robotic vision, touch, and
control; not programming expert sys
tems for use in diagnostics or repair,
but acquiring new understanding of
knowledge representation and devel
oping the fundamentals of artificial
intelligence; not building biotechnolo
gy production facilities, but devising
new unit-operations concepts for bio
logical processes.

The goal of industry-university in
teraction should be a two-way flow of
information. From industry to univer
sities should flow understanding of the
barrier problems that practice is run
ning into. From universities to in
dustry should flow the knowledge and
talent needed to overcome the funda
mental problems. The main point is
not to drive universities away from
fundamental research but to orient
them toward the areas of fundamental
research that are most needed by
industry.

The second important feature ofthe
Engineering Research Centers is their
cross-disciplinary nature. But let-us
strenuously avoid creating just anoth
er interdisciplinary program, which
more often than not simply means a
collection of specialists in different dis
ciplines sharing a roof or a secretary.
We need organizations whose shape is
dictated by the problem to be solved or
the type of result needed, not by the
disciplines involved.

I'm under no illusions about the dif
ficulty of realizing such a goal. The
problem-solving culture of engineering
practice is coming up against the disci
plinary culture of engineering science.
There will be mutual suspicion and
resistance to change, just as there al
ways is when cultures clash. But this
interaction of cultures can actually
strengthen the disciplinary base. Pro
grams that transcend disciplines can
enhance the excellence of disciplinary
research both by revitalizing estab
lished fields and by creating new ones.

Finally, and most difficultofall,let's
not take too narrow a view of the
connections between engineering re
search and innovation. We must em
bed engineering research in the total
processof innovation-from identify
ing the market all the way through
production, quality control, mainte
nance, and improvement of the first
product into a commercial success.

Moreover, these parts of the innova
tion process can't be separated into
watertight compartments. The separa
tion of marketing and engineering has
killed many promising innovations in
their early stages. Typically, the mar
keting people don't know enough
about the future possibilities of the
technology to ask the right questions of
the users, and the technologists don't
know enough about the users to make
the right demands of the technology.
For similar reasons, the separation of
engineeringand manufacturing can be
just as fatal.

B uilding this total process aware
ness into the work of the new insti

tutions should reflect the spirit of the
late George Low, president of Rensse
laer Polytechnic Institute and a pio
neer of the Engineering Research Cen
ter concept. To train engineers. he
believed, it wasn't enough just to put
them to work in the classroom and the
laboratory. They also had to experi
ence the frustration and the excite
ment of putting advanced technology
to work. In a program at RPlinvolving
composite materials, for example, the
students conceived Df a product COn
cept-a glider made of new compos-.
ites-and immersed themselves in all
the difficulties involved in getting a
product out the door. As the final
exam, they were required to test-fly
the glider themselves! The glider flew,
and so should the philosophy behind it.
The Engineering Research Centers
should get students used to the idea
that the engineer does research in or
der to do, not merely to know.

Let's create a golden age for engi
neering research by designing such
centers to forge links with industry
that carry not only money but also the
practical barrier problems that inspire
research; to be not merely interdisci
plinary but problem-oriented in a way
that transcends disciplines; and to im
bue students with an understanding of
the place of research in the entire pro
cess of innovation. 0
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Does the.Fear. .

", .Of Litigation
,'-1 f (Dampen the Drive

;':To Innovate?
l' .

.

~

I

.....~.,

By WILLIAM J. BROAD'
. . ,

S
OME scientists an<llegal experts are beglmjlng to ... ,
argue that fear of safety~related. litigation Is hold- .'
Ing back techolcal innovation in a variety of·
fields. . .. " . .

Although the dimensions of the problem are unknown
and probably unknowable, experts say the bUzzard of li
ability suits In the past decade has sent a chill through
fields as diverse as computer science, food processing:
and nuclear,englneerinl\o ... ,. " ' .. . . .

"The legal syStem's current message to scientls~ and
engineers is: Don't .lnn0vate,. don't experiment, don't be
venturesome, don't'goAJut en aHmb," said Peter W.
Huber, an attorney and. engine;er who has wrtten about
the problem. . ".... ..' '. . .

:.. However,some groupSconcerned withconShmeri~
question the severity of tIie problem, saying 'Its new vts-'..

iblllty seems part. of '.
__~__-'-I- campalgn tol weaken. II- .

"I' b ..' ,. -ability laws so corpora-
- t S ecomlng .tlons will have to worry
diffi ult t zet less about Pl1blie safety,, I IC . 0 ge and be able to .make
I . 'tal'. higher profits; .venture capl . As the debate heats up,

If idea legal expertsare tryingor new I eas, to probe the extent of the
! Id c problem even though Its
,Sal one symptoms' ..... foregone'"
i h ,. ist, I innovations - 'are by na-p YSICIS " ture d'ffieult to docu-
. ment- : The. National

Academy of Engineer
ing, a branch of the Gevernment-chartered, ,Private Na
tlonal Academy of Sciences in Wasl1in8ton, D.C, recently
held a symposium on the subject, and the Rand corpore-
tlon In California Is organizing a large study. . •:

"There's clearly a chilling effect," said Stephen l\f.
Matthews, a physiCISt at the Lawrence Livermore Na
tional LabOrato,ry in california who has worked on estab
IIshingnew commercial ventures. "It's becoming difficult
to get venture capital fO.r new ideas. People are afraid of \
potential liability." r:

Experts havelong agi"eedthatrisky products and dan
gerous procedures' should be banned from the market- !
place. Recently, however, some have begun to argue that
increased technical regulation and litigation designed tor Continuedon Page <:9
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.oesthe Fear of Litigation Inhibit Innovation?'
",-.,:

Product liability has
-forced companies to
be more careful,
·Ralph Nader says;

might turn to the "deep pockets" of
the university that spawned the idea.
Mr. Bremer said such fears were
causing universities to shy' away
from licensing patents/to small com
panies. The trend is especially trou
blesome, he said. since small busi
nesses are usually better than '.large
ones at nurturing Innovation,

"There's .some sincere questioning

-~, f,fntinued From Page Cl

.psomote safety can have hidden costs
in the form of stifled creativity and
abandoned ideas. The upshot, these
experts- say, is that products, pro-
cesses and large-scale technologies
may fail to be made as good. cheap
and safe as possible. Theysay tnnova
tion can be deterred when either in
ventors or developers have inordi
nate fears of being sued over new
products and technologies.

• 4A lot of people are interested in
the phenomenon; but no one has hard
data on its extent," said Deborah R.
Hensler, research director of Rand's,
Institute for Civil Justice. One exam
ple involves researchers _who-are
slowing efforts to test and market
computers with artificial intelllgence
because -of potential lawauua Their

-tear Is that new types of liability will
emerge for computers that diagnose
patients, run factories, and. perform
other complex tasks; "Some of the
state-of-the-art applications are not
going forward," she said.

. ,~_,: Dr. MatUlew8of the Livermore lab
" ~. said one of his own efforts to develop

an Inventlon with commercial poten
tial had recently failed at least in part
Recause of fears of nabillty suits.'

His, idea centered on a powerful
partlcle accelerator that is only about

six feet long. Livermore uses a simi
lar device for developing beam weap
oits, Dr. Matthews proposed modify
ing the accelerator so it could irradi
ate food products, killing insects. lar-

. vae and parasites that infest freshly
harvested fruit and vegetables. Such
irradiation could replace the chemi
cals used on many crops, thus elimi
nating the chance that" poisonous
fumigants might cling to produce.

But lawyers told potential investors
its development was too risky, he
said. "0ne of the factors they cited .
was liability." Dr. Matthews recalled.]
"It was too new, with no precedent to:
follow in a broad area of technology.
They were afraid we might build in a
liability that no one was aware ot," In
this case, liability. concern was only
one factor; the more general centro
versyover food irradiation, for exam
ple, also played a role•.

Worry for Universities·
A different kind of chill has been

feIt in universities across the country;
according to Howard W..Bremer, pat-:
ent counsel for the University of Wis
consin at Madison, which last year
devoted about $230 million in private
and FederaLfunds to scientific re
search. The fear, he said, focuses on
small businesses that want to buy li
censes to.university patents. If such .

'I companies should be sued. plaintiffs

-t.\.

•

-'

tan Institute for Policy Research in
New York, a non-profit, private group
that conducts economic research,
told the conference of the. National
Academy of,' Engineering that the
clash had been engendered by new in
terpretations oJ liability law and new
regulatory statutes over the past two
decades. ."Under the old regime,
which prevailed In this country for.
about a hundred years, the regula- i
tor's charter was that of an exorcist....
Dr. Huber said, "He 'identified estab
lished hazards and rooted them out
Now the. regulator acts as gatekeep- !

er, charged with blocking new tech-!
nologies .not known. to be. safe and

.with protecting us from the ominous
technological unknown!'
. ro many public-interest groups and
activists, this new role for regulators.

, is good since the technological risks
}of modem life are seen as greater

.' . , . . ' . thanIn the past. Almost everywhere,:
of ~hether we sh~uld lIce~se to small.. they say, .lurk invisible killers, Irom '
busmesses at all, he sald~ . radiation to asbestos. They'say trage-

Yet ~:mother problem can· OCCU!' dleasucn the chemical disaster-at
some experts. assert, wh~n .pubhc. Bhopal, India, and nuclear reactor.
safety regulations cr~ate mcentives fire at Chernobyl in' the Soviet Union
to keep bad tec~olo~es in ~e mar- must be avoided
ketplace hindenng Innovation. The. .
reason for'thIS, they say. Is that the Rise InLiability Suits
adoption ofa new, safer technology _ ."It's clearly in the-corporate inter..
implicitly involves acknowledgment est to limit liability," said Mike John
that the previous technology was not son, an .analyist for Public Citizen. a
as safe as possible.. '.' comsummer rights organization in

Nuclear reactors provide an exam- Washingtonj D.C., founded by Ralph
pie of "encouraged inferiority;" some. Nader-. "The principal impact of
experts assert. For instance, engi- product liability has been to terce

;, neers at the University o~ Texas ,in- 'companies to be more careful in their
: vented a simple and ettecnve solution products, not to limit innovation." ..
for the problem of leaky welds In the Indeed. the number of product 11
pipes of so~e reacto~s. It l!1volv~ a ability cases filed in Federalcourt.s.
new welding techmque 10 which for instance has rtsento 13,554m
powerful bursts of electricity are di- 1985from 1,579in 1975.Although most
rected into steel pipes that abut one. cases are settled before trial,the
another, fusing them with extremely: number of [ury awards has risen over
strong and unifo~m seams.' the past decade, and the cost of liabil-

I But the idea, little known outside or ity insurance has surged;
! engineering circles, has been ignored Experts have differing ideas about
, by the industry In the three or so what steps. If any shouldbe taken to
years since it was developed. . solve. the problem. Consumer' advo-

uIf you admit 'you have ~ solut,ion, cates say that the current system
then the regulatory agencies ml~t· should be kept largely intact, with the
force you to go back and retrofit," possible addltlon of special regula
said an englneer familiar with th~ tory incentives to he!p move safety
new technique, who spoke on condi- related innovations into the market-
tion that his name not beused. 'place. ,

Dr. Huber suggested that Federal
Judging Technology . regulatory agencies, not the courts,

According to Dr. Huber, who holds:· were' the .right place to weigh' risks
a doctorate ln engtneerlng from the and. benefits ot 'new technologies;
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- HAnd these agencies, should be en-

· nology and a degree from Harvard couraged-to exercise thiS,responsibtl
University Law School, the current ity through good hindsight, rather
clash of law and science boil&down-to than through bad foresight," he said. ,I,

a tight between' tecbnologtcal-optt- David G. Owen, professor of law at:
mists and pessimists. . .". . the University of South Carolina, told'

"The technical community usually the National Academy of Engineer..
judges that. new. technologies are lng that'one Issue will linger no mat
safer; cheaper and better for the con- ter what changes take place. "The en

ssumer.v he said. "But when you shift gineer must now and hereafter' give.
· into Federal regulation and the law, proper. respect to safety;" he said,:
you get suspicion of change. of inno- "The-current problems of product li~.
vation, of departures from the status ability law and insurance wiUin the

,quo. Lawyers tend to see risks; not: long run prove manageable tor engt-,
benefits. The law is basically hostile' neers and enterprises who treatj
to change and innovation." '. , . safety,not as a nuisance, but as an im-

I
' ,

Dr. Huber; 'a fellow'af· the Manhat-.·portantengineeringgoal.... .! ..



It BITS1~
OF

OWNERSHIP
Growing computer software sales
are forcing universities to rethink

theircopyright and patent policies

By IVARS PETERSON

Item: As a course assignment and using a
university's sophisticated computer
graphics system, three students create a
short animated film.The film wins a pres
tigious international award, and the stu
dents receive lucrativeoffersfromvarious
movie companies.But the questionofwho
holds the film's copyright - the students
or the university-stalls possible deals.

Item: A computer science professor de
velops a clever computer program that a
French company wants to use for research
purposes. University officials claim that
the professor has no right to sell or even
give the software to the company without
permission from the university.

Item: A graduate student writes a com
puter program as part of a large, ongoing
research project. He copyrights the pro
gram and refuses to let other researchers
In the department run the software until
they agree to pay him a fee for its use.

Item: A team of faculty members and stalf
programmers puts together a computer
program for handling library loans and
other functions. The program is so suc
cessful that several dozen copies are sold
to other libraries. Thousands of dollars
accumulate In a bank account while the
university tries to establish a policy for
handling the twin questions of computer
software ownership and the division of
royalties.

These incidents, all of which have ac
tually occurred at universities in the
United States, reflect some of the sticky
copyright issues now befuddling unlver
sity administrators, faculty, staff and stu
dents. Universities are starting to review
their "intellectual-property" policies,
covering everything from copyrighted
textbooks to patented inventions;to see
where computer softwarefits in.

The real issue is money. 'll"aditionally,
universities have allowed faculty memo
bers who write books and create works of
art to hold the copyright and keep any
money earned from sales. On the other
hand, most universities already enforce
patent policies that call for a share of In
come from inventions.

The debate stems from a 1980 federal
lawthat says computersoftware should be
protected by copyright rather than by pat.
ent, Manyuniversity administrators, not
Ing the lncreasing potential commercial
value of software developed at univer
sities. want to treat computer programs
like inventions. In opposltlon, some pro
lessors argue that software, tike any.other
copyrightable material, should belong to
the creator.

Most universities don't yet have a com
prehensive copyright policy, says Brian L
Hawkins of Drexel University in Philadel·
phia. "From the university's perspective.
there's been money in patent policy," he
says. "But copyrights, until software
emerged as a copyrightable entity, didn't
matter. Historically, there wasn't much
money in them,"

Now, universities are scrambling to
catch up with technology. The issues sur
laced early at placesJike Staoford Univer
sity, the California Institute of Technology
In Pasadena, Carnegie-Mellon University
(CMU)in Pittsburgh and the University of
Illinois at Urbana·Champaign, where
software development has a long history.
These and a few other institutions already
have policies In place or are about to im
plement new policies. In many cases, the
policies took years to develop. Bitter ar·
guments otten punctuated discussions.

One of the more contentious issues is
the concept ol"work for hire." Employees
of a business usually must agree as a con
dition of employment to assign to the
company all copyrights and patents. Even
without a signed agreement, compaofes
automatically own the copyright If the
work Is done on company time and with
companyresources.

The response of universities to this
issue has been mixed. Some university of·
ficials argue that ev~rything that takes
place at a university is properly "work for
hire" and really belongs to the Institution.
At a few universities, officials See the
software copyright debate as a chance to
gain greater control over everything tfuot

. faculty and staff produce.
Others contend that universities are not

like businesses. They say that a univer
sity's mission is the generation and dis
semination ofknowledge. Agreedy admin
istration and an overly restrictive
copyright or patent policy can Impede this
function. It can also polson theatrno-
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. Many fa,dOTS are
considered in de
termining who owns
andprofits from a .
piece ofsoftware
developed at a uni
versity, as shown in
this flowchart ac· .
companying the
new intellectual
property policy at
Carnegie-Mellon
University.
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sphere on a university campus.
Several universities are actually head

ing completely away from the work-Ior
hire concept. Some policies allow not only
faculty but even staff hired to write spe
cific computer programs to collect as
much as 60 percent of the income from
marketed.software, although the univer
sity holds the copyright.

"There are arguments on both sides of
that issue; says Thomas K. Wunderlich,
associate dean of research at Brown Uni
versity in Providence, RJ. "We're leaning
toward a nondiscriminatory policy that
says we'll treat faculty, stafl and students
alike. II there's going to be money made,
then there will be sharing whether within
the computer science department or
within the computer center itself,"

"This is a new fonn of incentive withIn
the academic Institution; says Hawkins,
"wherea differentsense ofcommunitycan
be created."

Most university software policies. how
ever, don't go this lar. Moreoften, if faculty
or staff are hired or assigned time to write
a program for a specific purpose, then the
university holds the copyright and the
creators involved usually don't share in
any income from marketing the software.

But establishing ownership can get
complicated. "There are so many different
scenarios under which creators can de
velop something; says CMUs Richard M.
Stem. The CMU document includes an in
tricate flowchart showing all the different.
possibilities.

Software itself also covers a broadspec
trum of creations - from "computer,
courseware." which is often little more
than a video textbook, to programs that
run scientific instruments and collect
data. Also Included are operating systems
for computers and microcode, which con
verts commands in a programming lan
guage into instructions in a ml
croprocessor chip.Some universities have
chosen to divide software Into two or
more categories, depending on whether
the software is more like a book or a pat
entable invention.

Another sticking point is the definition
01 "substantial use of university reo
sources" In deciding whether a university
holds a copyright. Brown University, in Its
proposed policy, takes a liberal approach.
In general, unless the university's large
"mainframe" computer is used exten
sively, the programmer holds the
copyright. Exceptions would occur when
research is sponsored by a government
agency, Industry or foundation and the
contract specifically requires the univer
sity to claim ownerShip of any software
produced for the project.

"'There are concerns about use 01 unl
verslty facilities; says Wunderlich, "but
you can't police everythlng," The task be
comes overwhelming with the prolifera·
tion 01 computers on campuses. "People
use computers the way they would turn on
a light switch; says Henry A. Scarton, a
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Three students at Ohio State University lastyear won severaltop internationalawards for
their three-minute, computer-animated film "Snoot andMutt/y.· However. determining
who owns the software that generated the images and who benefits from any proceeds
from its sale turns out to bea very difficult question to resolve. Now OSUhas a copyright
policy that in the future may help settle such disputes.

mechanical engineer at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in 'Jroy, N.Y. "Using a
computer is like having a pencil,"

Nevertheless, CMU, in a quest lor preci
lion, is one university that has tried to put
a dollar figure on "substantial use." In
CMU's policy, "extensive" use of university
facilities means that the programmer
would have had to spend more than $5,000
to buy or lease equipment and services
similar to those Used'at the university.

Wary 61potential accounting problems,
other schools have included a "substantial
use" clause but have chosen to leave it
undelined. At the Virginia Polytechnic In
stitute and State University (VPI) ,in
Blacksburg, a special committee settles
the matter.

Another touchy issue concerns the role
01 graduate and undergraduate students.
At places like Ohio State University (OSU)
in Columbus, the school has strongly
championed students' rights by encourag
ing students to copyright their work, in
cluding class assignments and disserta
tions. In general, a student's work helongs
to the student, unless the student has heen
hired lor a specific project or makes ex-
tensive use 01university lacilities. programming," says Kinzel, "the inability

Not all universities lollow this ap- to be assured access to programs lor 10
proach, partly because of differences in ture development has a significant damp
state laws governing contracts and related ing effect."
matters. VPllawyers recently studied the Several new and proposed intel
question as it applies in Virginia and con- lectual-property policies now try to ctr
cluded that a submitted class assignment, cumvent such problems. At Illinois, for
for instance. becomes the property of the example, users, to get access to major uni
professor involved. Students also cannot versity facilities, in effect agree to give the
claim a share in any university software university a royalty-free license to use,
they helped to develop unless the profes- within the university, any software devel
sor, in a written agreement, decides to give oped using the facilities.
them a percentage of any royalties. However, the best way to overcome

The ownership of work done by stu- these and other potential copyright prob
dents is a tricky question, says OStrs Gary lems is to come to some agreement before
L. Kinzel, who discussed the problem at a project starts. "Contrary to all the good
a.recent meeting in Boston on computers old academic traditions," says Dillon E.
in engineering. "Students rarely work on Mapother, associate vice chancellor for
a significant piece of software without research at Illinois, "there are certain
major supervision from a faculty areas where you've got to put things in
member," he says, "although the faculty writing ifyou want to avoid trouble:'
member mayor may not actually write "Potential conflicts can be avoided if
part of the code." reasonable written agreements are made

In his paper, Kinzel gives an example of with students prior to any software devel
what could happen: "An adviser works opment effort," says Kinzel. "Presumably,
with a student for several years and pro- an important aspect of, any such agree
vides many of the ·ideas for a software ment would be that the university should
package. The adviser may also arrange Ior > have use of any software developed and
computer support, financial support this use should include the right to modify
through a teaching assistantship and ad- the source code."
vice on the program development. At the More and more faculty members are
end of the project, the student may decide taking this approach, not only with stu
he would like to start a company based on dents but also in dealing with a univer
the program. He can then copyright the sity's administration. The eMU policy, in
program and deny the university access to fact, states that because "it ,is frequently
the source code. Technically, the student difficult to meaningfully assess risks, re
is within his rights because he alone did sources and potential rewards, negotiated
most of the actual programming." agreements are to be encouraged

Of course, because a copyright covers whenever possible:'
only the expression of an idea and not the "The purpose of a policy is to establish
idea itself, the prolessor is free to work the ground rules and to set the defaults
with another student to redo the program in a sense, the starting point for negotia
from scratch. "However, with research lions," says eMU's Stern. "Wenever really
that is highly associated with computer attempted to consider every possible
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scenario in detail." He adds, "I think it
would be loolish to try to do something
like that."

Although a few universities have intel
lectual-property policies that include
computer software, most are just starting
to wrestle with the problem. And new is
sues keep coming up.

"I don't think the debate on this is over,"
says Scarton, "If anything, it's only begin
ning." Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
started debating the issue several years
ago but still has no policy. Now,a laculty
committee has proposed that a modified
version of CMU's policy be implemented.
"CMU did a very nice job," says Searton,
"but their policy is a little bulky.Wetried to
streamline it a little bit."

Although policies like those at CMU and
Stanford University are being used as
models. the issues are complicated
enough that universities are generally tak
ing somewhat different approaches.
"There's not a right way or a wrong way,"
says Brown's 'Wunderlich. You need to look
for "a path of least resistance" to get a
policy through at any particular university,
he says.

Even universities that have policies see
that changes are needed. Both the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology and
Stanford, which have had patent and
copyright policies for years, are tinkering
with their schemes. Commenting on OSU's
recently adopted "interim policy:' James
B. Wilkens of OSU'spatent and copyright
office says, "This field is sufficiently com- '
plex that in two years we probably will find
that we want to make a fewchanges:'

"The main point is that if you adopt a
policy that .alienates the original authors
[of a copyrightable piece of work]," says
Mapother, "the property that you claim is
largely without value." 0
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The Max-Planck-Society has celebrated its 75th birthday with
its third Nobel Prize in 3 years and brightprospects) but
tensions remain over its relationship to German universities

Germany's 75 Years of
Free Enterprise Science

Munich

TH E core ideaof the modernresearch
university-that teaching and re
search thrive best if carried out in

close proximity-was conceived by the Ger
manscientistWilhelmvon Hwnboldt in the
early 19th century. It is therefore ironic that
Germany's foremost organization for the
support of basic research, the Max-Planck
Society (MPG), was created deliberately to
free scientists from the heavy burden,of
teaching and administration that the pursuit
of Humboldt's ideals had imposed on uni
versities.

Currently celebrating its 75th birthday,
the Max Planck's network of independent
research institutes remains the envy of scien
tists throughout the world. Although the
society has been contending with serious
budget difficulties and tensions in its rela
tions with German universities in recent
years, it enjoys what research institutions in
few other countries have been able. to
achieve: substantial public funding with al
most complete scientificand administrative
autonomy.

The society's scientific reputation was re
confirmed last month bv the award of the
Nobel Prize in physics--ebared with Gerd
Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer of IBM-to
Ernst Ruska, the 79-year·old inventorofthe
electron microscope and formerly the direc
tor of MPG's Eritz-Haber-Instirute in Ber
lin. Ruska is the MPG's 23rd Nobel prize
winnersince its foundation, andthe third in
three successive years.

The publiciry that has "surrounded both
this stringofsuccesses andthe current birth
.iav celebrations will, it is hoped, help break.
a funding deadlock that has held the Max
Planck-Society's budget constant at about
S500 million a yearfor more than a decade.
At the beginning of October, the Hinder
(state) governments, which provide almost
half the public financing, agreed to support
a real budget increase of 3.5% next year.
However, the MPG had been hoping for an
increase of 5%, as well as an additional $10
million over the next 5 years tor scientific
equipment.

14- NOVE\1BER 1986

The Max-Planck-Society did not get its
present name (suggested by British scientist
Sir Henry Dale) until 1948. It began in
Berlin in 19Il as the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ge
sellschaft, and originated from a joint pro
posal by a group of scientists andindustrial
ists who argued that advanced research was
sufficiently important to receive public fund
ing but to remain separate. from the con
straints of the university world.

Despite the manychanges thathavetaken
place in the worldofscienceoverthe past75
years, the philosophy of the Max-Planck
Society is largely unchanged. As a result, it
remains an essentially elitist and conserva
tive (some even use the word "feudal")
organization, wedded to the idea that a
nation's industry can prosper through the
careful nurturing of basic science, but run
with the traditional German emphasis on
organizational efficiency and discipline.

The scientific activities of its 60 research
institutes and project groups cover topics
from nuclear physics through molecular ge-

Max Planck. Presided over the Kaiser
Wlihelm-Gesellschaft in the 1930's and
immediateZv after World War II. The
orgallizatioll was namedafter him in 1948.

netics and coal research to the study of
patent law. In size, they range from the
1000 scientists and technicians employed in
the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics
at Garching near Munich; to others-such
asthe new-mathematics institute in Bonn-e
with no more than, a dozen people- on the
staff. .

Whatever an institute's size, its scientific
autonomy is jealously guarded. The 200
scientific directors who are responsible for
the individual research, programs are each
carefully selected. Once appointed, howev
er, they are free to appoint their own staff and
choose their own research topics. But they
have to rejustify their support every 7 years.

Accountability is primarily scientific,
Each institute is regularly scrutinized by an
international teamofvisiting scientists, who
report directly to the Max-Planck-Society
president. The reports perform a double
function, not merely checking on. the quality
of the work being performed, but also, says
one administrator, "making us trustworthy
on the political scene."

According to the current president, chem
ist Heinz Staab of the Max Planck Institute
for Medical Research in Heidelberg, this
independence has been made possible be
cause the society's supporthas always come
from two separate sources, each of which
has tended to neutralize the influence of the
other,leaving the MPG freeto determine its
own policies.

"There hasalways been a balance ofpow·
er," says Staab. Initially it was between
government andprivate sponsorship; now it
is between the federal and state govern
ments. "The research has neverbeen depen
dent on just one of these groups," he adds.

_In addition,Max Planck scientistsworkin
an environment that reflects what one offi
cial describes as the "higher bourgeois" val
ues of the early years of the century. This
means, for example, that there has never
been much reluctance to engage in research
of explicit value to the private sector (pro
vided individual topics remain set by the
scientists themselves).

At the same time, it also meansthat there
has been a conscious effort to isolate the
content of research from political debates.
During World War II, this led to some
murky dealings with the Nazi regime, which

u later prompted the United Statesto propose
~ that all the research institutes be disbanded
~ (they were saved after intervention by the
~ British).
J In principle, however, the resulthas been
<3 to create a protected system of free enter-

prise science that is unique in the industrial
ized world: Scientists with a proven track
record are provided considerable flexibility
and freedom to innovate. "It is very effi-
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tWOE SEE this as
landmark

legislation,' says a
Commerce Department
official. 'It seems so
obvious and so much in
th -ational interest.'

gue that one reason the American tech
nological edgehas beenslipping is that un
like other countries, the U.s-. has been un
able to narrow the gap between basic and
applied research. That. they say, is why
the U.S. still wins plenty of Nobel prizes
but no longer seems able to build a decent
automobile.
Congressional Action

Prodded by Congress, federal labora
tories have been trying' to promote their
inventions in recent years. ·with varying
degrees of enthusiasm and success. A 1980
law required the laboratories to appoint
part-time officers to encourage technOlogy
transfer. Another law passed the same
year permittedsomelaboratories-but not

all-to do cooperative research with out
side entities such as universities and small
businesses. And legislation in recentyears
allows federal laboratoriesto get exclusive
rights to inventions and license them
keeping some of the revenue.

Still, the bureaucracy remains night
marish, and progresshas beenslow. Glenn
Kuswa, technology transfer manager at
the Department of Energy's Sandia Na
tional Laboratories in Albuquerque. N.M.,
describesthe arduous journeyan invention
takes from his laboratory to the market.
"It's checked for classification, and if it's
notclassified, it's sent to the local DOE of·
fice to see if a search for licensing should
be made. Then it goes to Washington lor
e....aluation. and if it looks promising. we
write a disclosure. and it goes to a patent
attorney and gees sent off to the patent ot
nee, The end result is a patent that is
owned by DOE, If the Inventor wantsto,he
can ask lor license rights." Mr. Kuswa
adds that from the time the inventor asks
for a license until the product is developed
is usually more than a year.

" '

Bill Aims to Ease Transfer of Technology
iFrom Federal Laboratories to Businesses.

And that's Just ooe laboratory owned
by oneagency; rulesandprocedures differ
at laboratories owned by the Defense De
partment, NASA, the National Institutes of
Health and other branches of the govern
ment. "It's going to take a while to turn
this dinosaur around," Mr. Lanham says.

The new bill would grant blanket au
thority to all federal laboratories to set up
cooperative research-and-development
agreements with businesses. It would pro
vide money to expand a communications
system linking federal laboratories. giving
businesses centralized access to a smor
gasbord of government research. It would
raise the status of technology transfer offi
cers and make their positions fuil-time.
Perhaps most important. it would reward
government researchers whose inventions
are licensed, requiring the laboratories to
give them either 15%oflicense revenue or
a fixed minimum payment.
Optimism at Labs

Olllcialsat thelaborato.ries areoptimis
tic about the bill. "There bas been a slow
change, but now it almost looks Uke we
mightbe on an exponential change curve,"
Mr. Lanham says.

But there are some problems that the'
bill can't address. There Is, for instance,
the basic difference in the culturesof sci
entists and businessmen, SCientlsts gener
allydisseminatetheir findings as widely as
possible; businessmen keep tnformation
secret to make '!"'ney. "There is a leeilnl:
that the growth ofscience takesplaceby a
vigorous exchange of information among
scientists, and anything that inhibits that
exchange is detrimental," says James
Wyckoff, liaison officer for state and local
governmental affairs at the National Bu
reau of Standards in Gaithersburg, Md.

And some of the agencies running fed·
eral laboratories fear that injecting a dose
of entrepreneurship could divert re
searchers' attention from larger national
goals and cause laboratories to compete
with one another. "The question is: What
is the mission of the labs? Is it to de
velop near-term technologies for develop
ment. or to focus on long-term research.
national security and so forth?" says Vid
BeIdaV5. executive director of the Technol
ogy Transfer Society, Indtanapohs.

.By TIMOTHY'K: SMITH
Staff RepctrterofTH£ WALL STREET SQlJRJrriAL

Cllfford HesselHne's experience as a
V.S. gove-rnment scientist was classic. He
did some research on toxins. published reo
suIts that caught the eye of industrialists
with a problem, and won a government ci
tation for saving- an industry.

ThE' citation was-the Third Order of the
Rising Sun. bestowed on behalfof the Em
peror of Japan. in recognition of Mr. Hes
seltine's service to Japan's soy-sauce
bre-wing industry.

The taxpayer-funded research done in
the 700 or So federal laboratoriesshould be
a rich mine of ideas that V.S. businesses
can develop into new technologies. But it
hasn't worked that way. Most American
companies shun the iaboratones. and the
technology that comes out of them usu
ally goes to Ioreign countnes,

"Private companies do' not take sen
ously looking for new technology" at the
federal laboratories. says Cllfford Lan
ham, executive secretary of the Federal
Laboratory Consortium for Technology
Transfer, an umbrella group.
Problems on Both Ends

The 'transfer of terhnology from the
U.S. government to corporations is rife
with problems on both ends. Finding and
developing basic research at companies
rarely commands a priority as high as
quarterly PIofits. And at the government
laboratories, red tape and legal obstacles
prevent most inventions with, commercial
potential from ever gelling out the door,

"The labs spend about $18 billion a
year" on research. says Bruce Merrifield.
the Commerce Department's assistant sec
retary for productivity. technology and in
novation. "I would say that -about 95<7c of
(their work! has not been been available
for commercial development. ,.

But that may soon change. A House
Senate conference panel. yesterday com
pleted negotiations on a bill that would
make it easier for companies to exploit
government research. primarily by remov
ingadministrative hurdles and giving labo
ratories incentives to commercialize their
ideas. The legislation now goes to the
House and the Senate for final votes. and
sources on Capitol Hill say its chances for
passage are good.

"We see this as landmark legislation."
Mr. Merrifield says. "It seems so obvious

I,and so much in the national interest."
. He and otner proponents of tht' bill ar-
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horn, a former Commerce Department
lawyer who now represents technology-ex
porting companies.

The board could operate alongside an
other dispute-resolving mechanism that
the White House established in 1984, Mr.
Smart said. Thissystem provides for arbi
tration of interagency disputes by the Na
tional Security Council. A National Acad
emy of Sciences study released'last week
advised the Reagan administration to
strengthen this process. II •
U.S. to seek Allied Help I w-==s'"

Mr.Smart said the administration is de
termined to remove unnecessary burdens
on U.S. exporters. He said the administra
tion plans to seek greater cooperation on
export-control issues between the U.S. and
its allies.He also said the U.S. willtry at a
meeting next month of the Cqprdinating
Committee onMultilateralExportControls
to enlist allied help in uriling nonaligned
nations to cooperate more fully in export
controls. Cocom; as the,Paris-based body
is called. is made.Jl~."of. the U.S., Japan
and '5 NorthAtlaJ!lil:e TreatY Organization

.~t~ll allies; f!/t;'

By EDUARDO LACHICA
StaffReporter O/THE WALLSTREE'I' JOURNAL

WASHINGTON - The Commerce De
partment is seeking the reactivation of a
cabinet-level panel to help unsnarl bureau
cratic disputes over the extent to which the
U.S. should control exports of strategic
goods.

Bruce Smart, undersecretary of com
merce for international trade. said the de
partment urged the White House to recon
stitute the Export Administration Review
Board to avert delays and inaction on ex
port-hcensing issues. The, problems, a
sourceof frustration to U.S.exporters, re
sult from disagreements between the Pen
tagon-which generally takes a hard-line
approach to export-licensing issues-and
the Commerce Department, whtch,puts
relatively greater emphasis on promoting
exports.

The Export Administration Review
. Board was created by President Kennedy
in 1961, but it "hasn't beenused effectively
in recent years," Mr. Smart said. During
the past twoyears, COmmerce DeJ1Drirnent
aides argued, the Pentagon ofll!IF,sta\Ied
board~tiun un ~po~cunttm

But they said other agenctes, feb..l,-.un; uft:1:" i -;~:E, -{

lacked strength to "persuade th\J.f White·
House to set aside Pentagon oblliCtions;
were reluctant to take their case'Hoi'ithe
president. . ...•. ;;;,},
. Under the new commerce DellalllJlenb' .
proposal, the Pentagon or any other dis
senter from a boarddecision would have to
bear the burdenofproofin appealinga de
cision to the White House.
Move to Restore 'Balance'

The board is led by the secretary of
commerceand made up of the secretaries
of defense, state and energy.

In anothermoveto restore "balance" to
the panel's decision-making, the Com
merce Department proposal would rein
state the treasury secretary as a member
of the board. The treasury seat Wl\S elimi
nated duringa Carter administration reor
ganization. The Commerce Department
contends it should be restored because of
the profound impact export controls have
on the U.S. trade balance.

A revived board could take up a num
ber of export-control revisions that the
Commerce Departmentproposed last year.
These include a proposal to eliminate ex
port controls on foreign products contain
ing U.S. components if the value of those
parts doesn't exceed 20% of the value of
the entire products. Another suchproposal
that has languished since last year was
to waive licensingrequirements for foreign
buyers whose reliability can be certified.
Skepticism Over Plan

Some U.S. exporterswereskepticalthat
the Commerce Department'splan to resur-,
rect the board would help. "If the Com
merce Departmentand the Pentagoncan't
resolve their differences head-to-head, I
don't know how bringing in a roomful of
other neople will help," said Eric Hirsh-

lEstimated 2projections
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plunged of the 1973-74 Arah oil embargo and with
f slightly 47.7% in 1911,. the previous. peak.

The rate of increasethis :tear may mod
erate slightly from last year, when there

'i! prices was .considerable inventory-building by
orts too" "U,s. refiners. Even so, industry estimates

, "of 1967 imgj10t volumes range between 6.5
leum Ex- million,and seven million barrels a day, as
lintaining de'l\llDdinC~s and there is an acceler
n produc- ating decline in domestic production.
e of $IS a Turnabout In Demand
, the. U.S. U.S. petroleumdemand began mcreas
rre than ill ing last year after falling for several
million a years. According to industryestimates, pe
il-if only troleum demand averaged slightly under
the same 16.2 million barrels a day in 1986, up nearly

3% from the 1985 level. 011 economists ex
pect that. barring a recession, demandwill
rise again this year. 'perhaps at a lower
rate of increase. A 2% gain in 1987, the
generally anticipated increase, would add
an additional 300,000 barrels a day to im
port requirements.

But even if demandwere to remain flat
this year, imports still would have to in
crease because of fallingdomestic produc
tion. Afterholding steady or rising for four
years, domestic oil outputbegan dropping
shortly after prices collapsed in early 1986
as U.S. producers began closing marginal
wells. Lately, the declines have begun to
snowball as a result of severe cutbacks in
exploration and development spending by
the oil companies.

Last year, as oil prices plunged, the
American Petroleum Institute estimated
that $15 oil would wipe out domestic pro
duction of 900,000 barrels a day within a
year's time. But in just nine months, a de
cline of 800,000 barrels a day already has
occurred, says Edward H. Murphy, API's
director of statistics.

For all of 1986, domestic crude-oil pro
duction averaged8.7 million barrels a day,
down 300.000 barrels a day from the 1985
average. Natural gas liquids. which can be
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Lessons of the VCR Revolution
How U.S. Industry Failed to Make American Ingenuity Pay Off

in the ability to develop new ideas
into products and to manufacture
them to the high standards tbat
we've come to expect from the Jap
anese:'

The VCR is an example.
In the early '70s several compa

nies in the United States. Holland
and Japan unveiled VCR prototype's ,
with great fanfare, Industrial-sized
video recorders were already com
mon in television studios, and the
key to the home market seemed to
be scalingdown size, cost and com
plexity of operation, Most of the
problems seemed near solution
when the prototypes were demon
strated,

One hitch, it developed, was that
the cassette would record only one
bour of program. Market research
showed that people wanted to get
two bours on a tape, enough to
record a movie, Cartri-Vision,
named when cassettes were cart
ridges, was a one-hour machinethat
industry analysts say failed for that
reason and because the recorder
came built into a 25·incb TV set.

Despite the Japanese and Dutch
activity 10 VCR development, the
AmEil'itan lirmlaid n6ttnlhk of
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RUDE AWAKENINGS
THE CHALLENGE OF" THE: GlOtlAL ECONOMV

the heart 01 this country's eroding
economic position, While tbere rs
evidence that American innovation
mav have lost some vigor and that
other nations are gaining tast, many
experts believe the United States is
still the world leader ir. scientific
and technological innovation,

"The problem is not so much with
• American innovation." said Harvey

Brooks. a specialist in technology
and public policy at Harvard Uni
versity. "Our scientists and engi
neers still lead the world in tbe
ongmatlon of new ideas, The prob
lem is wnat tiappens .after' that
POIOt. Where we're falling behind IS

By Boyce Rensberger
\\,'-I""lIl01: I' ...... ! :lUll \\~:,.:-

Secajld ofa series

The videocassette recorder IS all

American invention, conceived in
the 1960, by' Ampex and RCA, Tb.
first VCR lor hom. use to reach the
U.S. market. if. 1971. was the
American-made Cartri-Vi::;IOIl.

By the mid·197(J" however, ev
ery American manufacturer had
judged the VCR a flop and had left
the business.

Today nor one American compa
ny makes VCRs, Ali of the 13,2 mil
han units sold in the united States
last yea:--;j6.000 every day for a
total of $5,9 bithon-s-were made In

Japan or Kore.,
Ever. RCA, once a proud, paten',

holdmg pioneer ot the new technor
DRY. i~ now Simply a middleman.
buying Japanese.vCRs and reselling
them under Its own label.

Tne story of the VCR, according
to many experts, illustrates some of
tnt reasons why Amencan industry
I~ iosma Its global competitiveness.

'Itch,llieri;,btf1(i'pojJUlili rl6tiofiihilt
a loss 0:' mnovauve capacity hes at
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It isilluminating to comj:lare{hem_ i '
I cumstancas that attend the growth of
I[ new associations between universities

and industrial patrons with those that

I
attended the growth of the new (at the
time) relationships bet ween univer-

I slues andtheir government patrons. It
· is illumimiting because the contrast is
! "0 sharp as to be shocking. One will .
· search the record in vain from }!l45 to

I
i about 1%5 forevidence ofthe.kind of
I concern about the impact ofgovern-I ment patronage that is represented by
; the Pajaro Dunes meeting rCalifornia.
I March 27. 1~S2J. by tens ofother meet-
lings. anel by the carload of published
i material on the subject of universities
I and business. ......

Can it be that association with in
dustry either threatens or promises. ,;.
greater change in universities orinsci-·;',.
ence than was occasioned b, govern-,/'
merits role ~ Toask the question isas;~~~{

good as to answer it, It isimprobable,?'f'
. . . that anything coming out ofindus,,,,,
trial sponsorship can approach the furi~./

damental transformation ofAmerican .
universities and American science that
began with World War II and con
tinued with the peacetime growthof,
federal programs.

Can it be. then. that dealing with
business presents greater danger tAl
important academic and scientific val
ues than did dealing with government!; "
Is the prospect of profit, in other .. /:{fit
words. a greater inducement tAlcom-';!;;:;¥'
promise than were the benetit..-..-per-f;~i}
sonal and institutional-that came .•..:<{

·with government money? Well.per-. . ..' .. .
·haps for some people that isthe case, should encourage our beliefin.theabil
but it is hard to imagine a set of ~hal- - ity ofpeople to learn from experience.
lenges to long-held values greater than Difficult and searching questi~

• those that grew out of the conditions about the dangers ofbusinegsinvolve-
attached to government funding. . mentin university-based research

The secl'ec~:imposed by classi1iedllJive been rai¥d b~' (;Ilngress, tlIell1e:-... ...; -.:.;
research wasmore complete, mllre ~iaandthefaculties, administrators .. RobertM.Rose~1!il,whoorganized
.constraining and more long-lasting and trusteesofuniversities-.". ...;.....l'aiaroO"nesforStanrord Universit)·, is
thanllll~'t,hing that is likely to Bow' .. . ..... A large numberof inStitutions have. '. no'" ~il!e,,~CIl'the Association of
from proprietlU')' considerations. and. ,u!1dertaken reviews of policies ~o\·em-"~,,,rj~Yl:live.l'l!jties. Preceding por
orderinggfthe research agenda. was ..........• ing faC\llt~consuiting'l:Qntlie:t,s ll1'in-. .' .'tio~.fJ'l)m.~~!"t.M, Rost;~zweil. "Th~
surely influenced in importantwaysilr .·terest, patentslllld licensing, secrecy . J'ajaropj.(~,~9.~ere!,eelnPaf'tners In

priorities derived from outsi~~ the 'in researchan4 a variety ofothertQp"(Il,"'~~.~I!~flmft!:A NatIonal

logic?fsciencei~U: ()~~~u1d~......ics~b¥~l)~ ..ithb~ill!!$l1"i,f:/l!'lillJlrE:l!/:c"f:or::::reJW.
man~ examples.ilut tlle on~cl()~tt();'fij~rels an..~preeed~nte<lam<lU.ll~CIf>.lIsed ,!'jt.h~I..ion ofthe Universityof
cur~n~ concet;ns ab!>uttlle cOJDlIle1" ...•••.•.•·F~()u!!'l1~ belli!!' ~~\'0ted.t() t1'I~.l?()~S}:·;i; .~~ylf8ltiaPress.1b order. eontaet
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Bv Ed Rooers
THE WASH1NGTON TIMES

Prestigious scientists and
scholars who support President
Reagan's policies expressed shock
vestci-oav that Dixv Lee Ray, former
AUlrnic- Ene-rg)"' C(lmrnission
chairman.:f' .,. _.. l.._. ~I- - :he
: '

The :-l ;;·jl::': ~ :"rid ,hey Lad
le-arned that !\!~: s Ray, 71. who has
-crvc-d on the Natic.nal Science
Foundation .snd as governor of the
.-::-ne of \ra.-hincton, ,,·'..>C h"lnCT

t-,:":ed flnt.--Py Dr Rflherl0. HUDier
.1[.. 3~ a SHTi Dieg" r,~<;;r'~rrh evs-r-n-

~
"He- probably is a worthy young

man, but I do not believe that he is in
the same league with Dr. Dixy Lee
Ray:' Frederick Seitz, president of
the Xational Acedcmv of Sciences
From 196:? to 1969. said in an inter
view

"J was a little suprised when I
lead _""iI-{'(lne nushinc his. ca::jj·

d,,,-, ve-r RoY: ','" '''::0 ,,,d. "TO,.]
led ;,':V it' a pn":Li~:n~ <;U~j';':lU:' 1[:3.:

f'Lrr,::)-", I'll ~~ h~·-.1)g p.i-h-d or: pcliri
cal ~rf'.mj~ r-ather tl.a- (1;-: ~cit'ntlfic
gF,~~ds:'

i-; : '_'r; Tu.tle. 1.'.-. '.l.:.'_ per-
~(J;-;il(-: director. wh:::, ,;~i-..C"d about
the :-;:. icmists suspicion tr-,a; c politi
cal deal was underway. had a One
word comment: '·Pri..p~skrous!"

";\n decision has been made: I ex
peer one will be me de sf;\Jrtl):" .;\11:
Tunle ~id in a te}t-;:Jhone imen·iew.
Hf' ·,l,.·0l11d nnl di~clJi~ tht- rl1i:lTtcr fur
ther.

The W'hil<: Hen.!::>c ?,nn,,:..nced ycs
l...~rday that as;:n.lphysic~~l Richard
~~(l11D:-.r)n will ser\'e as inkrirn direc
10,- (if the \\"hite Hnuse scicnct offIce
until a new penr.anent ~·.~iL'nce ad·
\'iSCl- is cho!'cn. Mr. Jnhr:son, 58, is
...·,Jrrently a~si:'lant director for
~.pace science end techno;ogy iIi the
\\'hiic H0use ~ci(-nce offiCe.

}\lr Seiiz ~(-jid he, Ed\\-ard Teller,
Lnv.'·jj ~s- tht' fa~her of the H-bomb,

and Mire Todorovich. execnu ...·e di
rector of Scientists and Engi:lC2rs
for Secure Ener-av, had re-com
mended Miss Ray f;;~ the science ad"
viser post months ago.

Commenrinz on sneculauon that
1\-1r. Hunter is heing ~fa\'ored for the
job, Mr. Seitz said, "I ViTIU1G certainly
like to be further enliehienec as to
what quality he possesses, he-ides
perhaps friendship among Republi
car: puliticians. that would make him
a superior candidate to a woman of
such recognized scientific
achievement, who has had exper
ience in government."

Mr. Teller was in the Mideast and
could not be reached for comment.

"J guess what we are afraid of is
haying another unknown who
spends three years learning the
post:' Air. Seitz said. "He might be a
splendid person, but there's a
chance he might be new to the Wash
ington scene and new to the scienti
fie community as a whole,"

ThtTC was some criticism of
I ;"'.'-'::'" A Keyworth, who resigned
?:~ :ht> president's: science adviser
Dec 31 :hecauseofhis inexperience.
ern I ....·~ Said he usee the appointment
to L'C": on-the-job traming for his pri
-. a.c .v.roer, He has formed <; con
sul; ing firm that will advise busi
nesses on how to establish
intelligence-gathering systems,

New York University professor
emeritus Sidney Hook, who gave the
prestigious Jefferson Lecture be
fore the National Endowment for the
Huma.'1ities two years ago, also ex
pressed COncern about Miss Ray be
ing bypassed.

"1\1\' astonishment is due to the
fClCIthat Dr. Ray is hcing pa~:sE'dover
\\ithout any public e\idE:nce that the
person who seems to have the inside
track to thi5 post has scientific and
adminislrative merits," Mr. Hook
said.

"h; !\ir. T;Jr..Je a Republican trying
help cn .. ,~her RepuDlican from San
Dir:..'.eo,n he asked. "The interest of

the country transcends the interest
of San Die"go Republicans, I'm sur
prised. J don't think the president is
aware 0: th~~ sircarion.'

Mr Hook. widely known in the sci"
entific community, althouah his
field i.5 philosophy. was asked i; any
scientists. oppose the selec,j()n 'Jf
J\E~s Ray for the job.

"Any scientist might on pCJ;;;i.:al
grounds. People who don't lil:e ;1-::3
administration don't like Rc:i'~:bli·

cans and don't like atomic en::>rg:y:
Mr. Hock said.

Ernest W. Lefever. president of
the Ethics and Public Policy Center
and a friend of Miss Ray, said'she
recently told him that the position of
presidential science adviser is the
only one that would.-oring her back
to Washington,

"She's proud to announce that
she's 71 years old and says, 'I'm too
old to change my honest, plain
American ways: "Mr. Lefever said.

"She thinks the president would
be well served by having a fearless.
courageous hones! person and loyal
person, next to him. and th:..t·s \'.-h~

she's interested in this position," he
said.

Mr. Lefever said he pcr~(;i1aJJ~ he
Iicves the job require-s rneturu; and
a broad range of experience.

"That's my answer to puuir.c in
these youngsters," Mr. Lefever said.

Lt. Gen. Daniel O. Graham. direc
tor of High Frontier - a pr-ivate 0;-

ganizarion that promotes Pr{·~·ijLn:

Reagan's proposed Stratl'~ic Df'"
fense Initiative - said Cilh~T Mi~s

Ray or 1\.1.r. Humer would ht' acc::.:pl
able whim.

"Dixy Lee is an old f r,uH:::· he:
said. "She is a great surr:..rner 0:
SDI. But I knov,: that HUnLler ;:,~" h:~

head screwed on right, h,u F:p'~)ert

Hunter is also a suppori.er of 5-D1. S(\

from my point of Yiew they'r(- s,ill
getting a good guy,

·'\\'hat I was worried abour \"as
gening a non-supponer- of SDJ in
there_"

_;,;:-,-"-""~,_,,,,,-,-,,,,,.,,,,,,,_,,,,,_,,,,,,,,,,,").<>.,,,~ __,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,~.,,,;--6'*..; _" ""-_.""",~='"",,,,",,~*,_'~ ">~"""''-'-'''''--''=~'-''-''''''''~~~>Io'l'''''''''''-·~.;tl',.~••,,,,,,,~_..~,,,,_..,~
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Tl...v crd this end, "3,084 general
sc-<:<Incihr;. schools; 409 preschool
estab'ishaients: 10 institutions of
higher learning; IDS special secon
dary schools, vocation and tech
nical schools; 4,275 public librar
ies, clubs, people's theaters,
cultural and rest gardens and mu
seums are taking part in the athe
ist educatio:

":',;;fi

":,1)0
;'t<:;" ,:,5,"

Assistant Artorne
Herrington said yes;
had hoped to keep a
to New York's sleazi
trier of Times Square

or d' But since she was
...eone y.mmersion . Ursula Meese, wi
Sen. Ted Kennedy has joined' G eral Edwin Meesi

the Senate Judiciary Subcommit- ker, Wife of Treast
tee on Patents Copyrights and Jame Baker; and E
'Irademarks. There is no training wife 0 Education Sec
course.for membership, and Mr. Benne ,the ~e,,: Yo
Kennedy found himself listening Depart ent msister
to the complex and arcane inside , along.
details of the ways in which televi-. Youn
sian stations pay for the music ",,'..":'<1 ers,m
they play, a subject on whichh~.<· dled in
had no previous knowlegeor aero",; esca!'e
onstrated interest. "'""'.' ',:~,.'<' ,,' : the SIde

Sen. Charles McC. M~thi~"ni'i:;\ •..• day nig t as the gro
thought-he'd help',,?uh:'We'r~~~'\i;:~ '::imd 0 r members of
Ing to.give:you!! B,y,tlst;w"i20trii!:'}! ;'I'anel nchild safety, ,
senator;' he intoned. "Ictal Immer.•.'. "'cente ed on 42nd Stn
sion," Replied Mr. Kennedy with a"i tan. . -
grin,"I just hope you bring me ... e city's "street

(' 'up."~ 'k'"" w s numbered in t.\ /' e panel wastoldbo Jii[ who said some of th'
, peddle drugs were. 1

.ullets f::ms
coach,

KevinLoughery, decked out in a
bt-iaht nink sweater and betting

fists" Tuesday night at
Rosecroft Raceway. They won
dered if he shouldn't be holed up
somewhere reviewing films for
the upcoming playoff series with
the Philadelphia 76ers.

But their concern was assuaged
somewhat as the rumor spread
that Mr. Loughery was just getting
usedto betting on the long shot.

=~,"~~~~~~~1~!i;.~~,%j:~,·,:~" ~)~.:i'l,~ S
S9me\Vashingtol1 E

~_'_ ....;.'...t .I-.';'.f-;""'';''''~ ... ''''''''''

It ain't us
Mergers.ncquisitions and di

vestitures are not without conse-:
quences. Standard Oil Company 0
Ohio (SOHIO) learned some of th
hazards when it bought Gulf sta
tions in Florida and seven
Southeastern states. "We've had
bomb threats, people cutting up

, their credit cards and-sending
them back, one smail homb that

:: ,,:w~nt offina .$tat~o.QinKentucky,"
""smd SaRlO spokesman David ..

Franasiak: The problem? As part
of the deal, oSOHIO retained the ...
Gulf logo ori the stations.

The Gnlflogoll)adetJiem a tar
get of gra5s-roots.mger.at Chev-

So, sue..::mc:,e=---__
President Reagan said it made

him feel better to see so many law
yers present when he signed the
proclamation, of Law Day yester
day. "You make me feel very good
in case Mr. Qaddafi brings legal
action against me."

:!'~~- '

'\"(t!'kof JI.IstlCf:t'
---":A;ib;~~ador Ed;:<~rd L. Rowny,
special presidentialadviser for
arms control, is scheduled to ad
dress the Cardinal Mindszenty
Foundation conference on Satur
day in Chevy Chase. His topic is
"Peace is the Work of Justice," an
important theme to Cardinal
Mindszenty that recursInmajor
papers issued by the Roman' .
Catholic Church. An aideto Mr.
Rowney said the ambassador:
would speak about his belief that
"we cannot avoid the grim real
ities of the world.' Peace can only
be maintained'by effective deter
ren ts while .:we negotiate."

ByMark Tapscott
THE WASHINGTOt--: TIMES

..Dole adviser says Senate leader ~~tim>J~S
• • .'i'" .S' ,'. ,.", .. also showed that Mr..J

IS more 'conservative•.tljipj Bush ..'~~!~~!~~£~
pressed frustration that his votiii.;·~'osF1:~ti~s, but incJudesdiffer-Mr.· Bush got a 70 perc
record has not received more care:: "'I.enee" that willlikely be magnified "' .. A rating compiled

. ful- and favorable - analysis f,oDl ':as the 1988 cmnjlaign intensifies. .,.;,:SlO,:al Quarterly of iSU

A strategist advising Sen. Robert conservative politicalleaders. ;.;<5;?':1'" ".,Using the ratings ofsew:al!'W0i;~?\~Sltion'!"kenby .the
Dole on how to win the 1988 Repub- .. ',;~;;>;~,~I can't change my voting I'eCOrd;'.;:-'i{,:"organizations·~ho chose ko/~s~~~;::~1L~ngre~slOnalcoalitior
lican presidential nomination says Mr. Dole said. "I just want people'iii "'the two men sh",!so1De1D~.~ffl.<[\f.i;0!,:Ool~WIth. a88 pe

7rcelthe Kansas Republican IS about 10 .Iookat itIt'sbeen therefor20years..r",-enees. ' ". ..• ' .'·:,:,,';k?,NIt·_'Bush WIth a 11"
percent more conservative than his Bus~hasn't had a vote since 19::W,;'?;.JIn 1970, for example,!&Po~~ got.;?,;,a,~g the same peric
strongest competitor, Vice Pres- ,exceptfor four,t,ie-breakiilgvotes}i1:;fa71percent mark from the'~"B:fj?,nYiewed from the (
ident George Bush. .the'Sena~!' ,,,,\:,.:;;{.,., !:;~)i{j'(~"forCoristit1JtionljlAction-:-; ,ii'.;;;~Pectiv~ ,of American

Mr.-J)ole, the Senate Majority .... Mr. Dole chalJengedhiscn':;"iiJj.il''Conservativeorga~jz''1i()~}'''Ir.,Bu~:lI;'.;,i;ratic )\;c'tion, a lib'
Leader, is laying a careful founda- look carefully at what Mr. Bush >,1:Ota 7Spereentra!in8:;:.j; .•mB:;:;7's?group, Mr. Dole and. ]
lion for a long-haul campaign de- stood for as a congressman. . ,i:" 'But,aespite 'thesiJIliliir'evaJ.:.,· peared closer philosop
signed to outshine competitors who "Ifpeople are going to lIl,,?sureJ\.,uati0nsitheACAtallY~howsthat;Mr;.. While Mr. Dole rece
sp~tandfall in the polls. . B and C, they. ought to measure Dole voted forap!p-bu5ing measure . rating oflO and Mr. Bu

In ~erms ofBush and Dole, It against something other than what while Mr. Bushlo?k tl.'e ACA.poSl-· 7, they parted company
'looks like pole ~s ~~U! 10 per.oent someone says they will do," said Mr. tion and vot~d..agamS!lt." . ' .", tant anti-busing vote.
mor~ conservative, said D?nald J. Dole, who was elected to the.House ~r. Dole joined WIth ~e ACA.m Th AD b ked 1 '
Devine, a veteran conservative cam- in 1960 and won a Senate seat ,in votmgtoupholdthen.:.PresldentNlX- e A ~Cb . It
paign strategist who spent four 1968. on's veto of an appropriations bill to remove ann- yusmg I

rears.working in the Reagan admin- A spokesman for the vice pres- funding the HeaItIJ' Ed~cation and ~.~~~ La~r-~wa
lstratIon. ident, who served in the House for Welfare Department while Mr.Bush,J' 1 ,. r. us 0p

"The normal perceptual map pro- two terms but lost a 1970 bid for the voted to override the veto.' , -. arnenfuJlents.
pIe have of where the candidates are Senate, said voting record c0mpari- On a third vote, Mr. Dole sup- The two men also par
'::an be Ll1accu~ate and ... what this sons "prove once and for all that ported the ACA position in uphold· on the Nixon admirJst
shows is that Dole should be accept- Bush has a 'conservative voting re- ing the veto of a bill calling for in~. ade1phiaPlan that eS:'-31
able to conservatives;· Mr. De-:..ine cord?' c.rea::.eC! hQspItal construction while 'hiring quotas in the om
said. Alook at thE: votin2 records of the Mr, Bush voted against the veto. dustry, with Mr. Dole!

Last week, at a luncheon at The two men dU1'"in2 thf" tfmt"the\' shared Over the 1967 to 1970 period, the plan and Mr. Bush joinI, \~lashington Times, Mr. Dole ex- in Congres.s__ ~~~,~J:~c~ ~~~~~,m_tPL~.AC~~~_~~g -"aid Mr. Dole voted.right in sunnortoLit
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Prepared by Willis H. Shapley, Albert
H. Teich, Stephen D. Nelson, and June
Wiaz, Research & Development, FY
1986 reports that the total amount
recommended for R&D in FY 1986 is
$60.3 billion. Of this, 72 percent is for
national defense R&D and 28 percent
is for non-defense R&D: Defense R&D
would increase 22.6 percent over FY
1985; non-defense R&D would remain
almost exactly the same, in total, in
current dollars. In constant dollar
terms, based on the Administration's
forecast of about 4 percent inflation in
FY 1986, defense R&D would have
"real growth" of 17.8 percent, while
non-defense R&D, in total, would
decline about 4.4 percent.

However, projections through FY
1990 show that while defense R&D
should continue growing by about 12
percent per year (in current dollars),
non-defense R&D shows a decrease
averaging over 7 percent per year. The
report observes that while some
people believe funds could readily be
found for necessary non-defense R&D
by capping the increases in defense
R&D spending, this approach "will
have to contend with the strong
policy support for the defense build
up the administration has repeatedly
demonstrated and the fact that so
many other non-defense programs, as
well as deficit reduction, will be
powerful competitors for any 'savings'
in defense."

For example, nine Stanford University
professors, Including three Nobel
laureates, have warned the Senate and
House appropriations subcommittees
that the Administration's budget cuts
will place the U.S. in a non
competitive position in fields
dependent on sophisticated new
instrumentation. In urging Congress to
restore support for NIH biomedical
research technology to the level
originally mandated by Congress, they
wrote that, "especially alarming-are-the
disproportionate and selective cuts in
instrumentation programs."

5 report, as well as the nine
tlumes in the series and other
f the AAAS Budget and Policy
re available from the AAAS
ce, 1515 Massachusetts Ave.,
tshington, DC 20005.

~
Military R&D Spending
Hit As Excessive
The U.S. "is overspending on military'
R&D and underspending in civilian
R&D," Colorado's Governor Richard
D. Lamm told the Industrial Research
Institute's Annual Meeting in May.
While acknowledging the importance
of a strong defense, Gov. Lamm
observed that 70 percent of all U.S.
government R&D funds now go to the
development 'of destructive weapons.
Spending for civilian research is 1.9
percent of GNP, compared with 2.6
percent for West Germany and 2.5
percent for Japan.

In voicing his concern, the admittedly
outspoken Governor was also
reflecting a recent study by the Center
for Defense Information in
Washington, D.C. That study,
authored by Brian McCartan,' found
that military research produces few
profitable payoffs for civilian R&D. It
warned that the current emphasis on
military research is diverting attention
from commercial technology, where
the U.S. world lead is narrowing.

In his keynote address to the IRI
meeting, Gov. Lamm illustrated this
issue with the following examples:

• The Air Force spends more on
nuclear missile R&D than the entire
research budget of General Motors, the
largest corporate R&D spender.

• In 1983 the Defense Department
spent more on B-1 bomber R&D than
the total research budget for the U.S.
steel industry.

• A 90 percent increase in military
R&D spending is anticipated between
1983 and 1987.

• Military funds spent on "the
technology base"-the area of greatest
commercial application-grew only 34
percent from 1980 to 1984, while
R&D on strategic nuclear weapons
iricreased over 350 percent. -

• One-third of ali U.S. engineers and
scientists are involved in military
projects, while there is a shortage in
the commercial sector, especially of
computer specialists.

Insisting that there is not much spin
off to the commercial sector from
military R&D, Gov. Lamm warned that
this imbalance will have "profound
consequences" for the future of the
American economy, which he sees as
already deteriorating seriously. The
growth in military R&D spending will
further disrupt our economy, bringing
on larger trade deficits, slower growth
and personnel shortages, he asserted.

Improving Access To
ederal Technologies

A major new source of federally
funded technology may open to
private development if two new bills
introduced by Senator Robert Dole
(R-Kan.) become law. S. 64 would
allow large company contractors as
well as university and small business
contractors to retain title to federally
funded inventions. 5; 65 is aimed at
federally owned and operated
laboratories such as the National
Institutes of Health, the National
Bureau of Standards, and hundreds of
other laboratories on which the
Government currently expends
something on the order of $13 billion
a year for research.

Federal agencies have authority to
grant exclusive licenses in inventions
after publication of notice in the
Federal Register. There is, however,
uncertainty over the authority of
agencies to enter into collaborative
research arrangements with industry
and to agree, in advance, to license or
assign rights to the industrial partner in
inventions that might emerge from the
collaboration. S. 65 would remove this
uncertainty and specifically authorize
such Government-industry
arrangements.

Other features of S. 65 are designed to
create positive incentives for
government operated laboratories to
pursue industrial support and
collaboration. The incentives include
retention of income by the
laboratories and payment of royalties
to the inventor. (Currently, all
revenues are returned to the Treasury.)
Since many of these labs are not set
up or authorized to carry their
research beyond the basic or applied
stages, there is a real potential' for
industrial firms to collaborate in areas
of interest to them and then to move
inventions from Federal laboratories to 3
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What Our Organization Can Learn From the Historians: A corporate historian finds
that the alternatiues bypassed in the 19005 'may be just what todays R&D organizations
need in order to meet the challenges ahead.

Encouraging "Little C" and "Big C" "Creativity": Thomas A. Luckenbach asserts that
"guts, imagination, determination, and patience" are all it takes/or large companies to
be entrepreneurial.

The Art of Research: In bis IRI Acbieuement Award Address, John E. Franz explains toby
he considers scientific research more of an art than a science.

MANUFACTURING'S CHALLENGE TO R&D

R&D Is Key To the Future at General Motors Manufacturing: Robert]. Eaton
describes tbe neu: technologies with u-bicb GAl hopes to out-innotate and out-implement its
competitors.

Unlimited Opportunities in the Rust Bowl: James F. Lardner retbinles bon- RE-D should
be organized today and ubat its/Deus and objectives should he.

Research and Manufacturing Share a Common World: Tom H. Barrett says tbat
making R&D accountable for its actions has enabled it to attain its prominent position at
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company.

In the Factory of the Future, Innovation Is Productivity: Joel D. Goldhar argues for
"economies of scope" factories in which uatue is added to products in ways that are deeply
embedded in new manufacturing processes.

What It Takes for Large Organizations To Be Innovative: Roger S. Ahlbrandt, Jr. and
Andrew R. Blair find that managers and R&D management scholars are coming to agree
on bou large organizations can organize for effective implementation of technological
innouation .

The Need for Strategic Balance in R&D Project Portfolios: Norman R. Baker, Stephen
G. Green and Alden S. Bean analyze differences between product and process innovations
uncovered in two empirical studies of 21 1 R&D projects at 21 companies.

Why Management Style Has To Change: Michael Maccoby and Harvey Brooks urge
R&D managers to learn (0 manage a neu: kind of employee and to change their conception
of tbe production systems tbey design in tbeir laboratories.
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News and Views of the Current
Research Management Scene
M. F. Wolff, Editor

Companies To Spend 9%
More on R&D in 1986 ..
The National Science Foundation
estimates that company-funded R&D
expenditures will reach $58 billion in
1986, a 9 percent increase over 1985.
This estimate is based on information
from 74 corporate R&D officials
queried in the spring of 1985. Their
firms account for an estimated 53 ~

percent of all company-funded R&D
expenditures, and include 17 of the
top 20 R&D spenders.

More than in previous years, the
company officials who were surveyed
expressed considerable uncertainty
about the economic outlook for 1986.
Although they considered R&D
spending necessary to protect profits
and market share, they were hesitant
about forecasting a final figure for
1986 R&D expenditures because sales
and other economic variables ;..J.Jere
showing no clear direction in'
mid-1985.

The 1986 projection compares With a- .
12 percent growth (in current dollars)
in 1985. This decrease mirrors the
drop in R&D spending growth forecast
in the IRrs R&D trends survey for
1986 (Research Management, January
February 1986, pp. 12-13).
Respondents to the NSF survey
attributed it to expectations of lower
profit growth and budget constraints.

According to the annual NSF survey,
companies spent almost 548 million of
their own funds on R&D projects in
1984, the most recent year that actual
NSF survey data are available.

Between 1974 and 1984 the average
annual percentage increase in R&D
expenditures in constant dollars was
5.3 percent. Company R&D officials
predict a slightly higher average annual
constant-dollar growth rate of 5.9
percent for the period 1984 to 1986
with greater growth in 1985 than in
1986.

R&D spokesmen attributed the 19H5
increase in R&D spending to a strong
commitment to R& D as a means of
protecting profits and market share.
and an increased focus on process- .
oriented R&D to improve productivity'
and competitiveness. There is abo
iQcreased emphasis on the rapid
transfer of new techno~om the

_labs to the opera~on
effective researcn project management.-f. Each of the six major R&D-perfo,rming
industries projects increases through
1986, averaging annually from 14
percent in machinery to 8 percent in
professional and scientific instruments.

• The machinery industry increase is
fueled by a 14-percem average annual ,
increase in the computer segment, NSF
reports. This reflects increases in ,
computer R&D of almost 16 percent in
1985 and 12 percent in 1986. The
industry as a whole is dominated by
the computer segment's 70-percent
share of machinery R&D and
tentatively expects increases of almost
15 percent in 1985 and 11 percent in
1986.

R&D directors in machine tool. farm
equipment, and robotic companies
blamed poor sales-especially overseas
where the dollar remains strong-for
the limits on their R&D budgets. A
typical explanation: "Due to the
pressure of imports on both sales and
margins on our product lines, we were
forced to make two budget reductions.
.. The opportunity for new and

improved manufacturing equipment is
._great, but the risks....JOJ;12}0ll:e-even
_greater_~~causs of the strong dollar."

• The aircraft industry projects
increases in company-funded spending
of 11 percent in 1985 and 10 percent
in 1986. These increases are in sharp
contrast to the l l-percent decrease in
company-funded R&D in 1983 which
followed the 1982 decline in sales and
profits in the aircraft industry. R&D
directors anticipate a continuation of
the current recovery in worldwide
sales through 1986.'

• The electrical equipment industry'
projects R&D spending increases of
almost 12 percent in 1985 and 8
percent in 1986. The communications
sector is leading the industry With a
14-percent increase in 1985 and an
B-percem increase in 1986, spurred by
developments in computer
technology, photonic transmission of
information, and new opportunities as
a result of the deregulation of the
communications industry.

• Tbe chemicals industry predicts
R&D spending increase.'> of 10 percent

In both 1985 and] 986. Drugs and
medicines companies lead the
increases, predicting 12-percem
growth in 1985 and an additional 13
percent in ]986 as they work on virus
treatments, biotechnology and projects
that affect areas as diverse as
agriculture, livestock, energy, and the
environment. Some companies are
purchasing licenses to duplicate
processes of other firms and are using
the technology to quicken the pace of
their own R&D. From 1984 to 1986,
the average annual increase of almost
13 percent by drugs and medicines
companies is lower than the previous
growth rate of 17 percent from 1980
to 1984, as the availability of funds
from sales and profits for R&D is
constrained by the strength of the
dollar, NSF finds.

• The motor nebicles industry
expects to increase its R&D outlays
almost 9 percent in 1985 and 7
percent in 1986. R&D officials in this
industry believe that economic times
are better for them now vis-a-vis two
or three years ago and thatjhc
remo\'al of import restraints is, the
qrivjol2 force for R&D !O meet quality
and product goals. Two other reasons
gwenf6flncreased R&D spending
were domestic competition and
attempts to improve profitability by
diversifying into fields such as
robotics, automation, and aerospace.

• Tbe instruments industry' projects
increases in R&D spending of 8
percent in both 1985 and 1986. These
estimates are well below the 17
percent predicted a year ago as
companies now have lower
expectations of domestic and foreign
sales. Medical equipment companies
have modified their R&D spending
plans since hospital administrators
have cut budgets for major equipment
purchases.

ERTA's Influence

In response to a question on how the
tax credit or its impending termination
affected their spending plans for 1985
and 1986, 30 percent of the
companies in this year's survey
(compared with 1984's 33 percent and
1983 's 37 percent) reported that the
temporary tax credit had favorably ~

influenced their R&D budgets. Among §
the companies increasing their R&D as ~

a result of the tax credit, officials §
mentioned that they financed certain / ~

R&D projects in their 1985 budgets / / 'E
deliberately to use the tax credits J,/ ~
before they expire. .' &
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AboUI 1u percent of the R&D directors
said that thcv expected the termination
of the tax credit to decrease the funds
thai would have been availahle for
their 1986 budgets. Many R&D
officials recommended extending or
making permanent the tax credit for
incremental increases in R&D so that a
credit could be used to best advantage
in long-range budget planning. Several
R&D directors mentioned that because
of the short-term nature of the credit,
there was no incentive for their
companies to develop an accounting
mechanism to channel directly back to
the R&D department the moneys
saved on taxes as a result of the R&D
credit.

... While Total Spending
May Reach $117 Billion
Battelle's annual forecast sees
expenditures in calendar year 1986 for
U.S. R&D reaching $116.8 billion. This
represents <I. 9.5 percent increase over
the S106.6 billion NSF estimates was
to be actually spent for R&D in 1985.

whuc pan of the increase will be
absorbed by continued inflation
(estimated at 4.9 percent for R&D in
1986), Battelle forecasts a real increase
in R&D expenditures of 4.4 percent.
This is slightly higher than the ten-year
average rate of 4.0 percent in real
R&D effort experienced since 1975.

Industrial funding for R&D will
account for 49.8 percent of the total.
Industrial support is forecast to be
$58.2 billion, up 9.3 percent from
1985.

Battelle sees an increase of 9.6 percent
in federal support for R&D, with
funding expected to be $54.5 billion.
This is 46.7 percent of total
expenditures for 1986.

Funding by academic institutions is
expected to be 2.2 percent of the
total, while other nonprofit
organizations will account for 1.3
percent.

The report notes that during the past
decade real industrial R&D support
has increased at an average
compounded rate of 5 percent per
year, while federal support has
increased at 3 percent on average.
Prior to 1979 government supported
more R&D than industry did.

Performers of Research

As far as actual performance of R&D
goes, Battelle reports that industry will
remain dominant in 1986, with
performance expected to rise to more
than $85 billion, or 73 percent of ail

researc-h performe-d Thi -, c(Jmpare.;.
with 514 billion tl2 percent. each fOI
the federal govcmmcru and fur
academic institutionx. and almost 3
percent for other nonprofit
organizations

The Battelle forecast, prepared by Jules
.J. Duga and \X'. Halder Fisher of the
Columbus (Ohio) Division, also
estimates that overall costs for all R&D
will increase 4.9 percent this year.
Government will experience a 3.1
percent increase, industry 4.6 percent,
colleges and universities, 9.2 percent,
and other nonproflts, 6.5 percent.
From 1972-1985, COStS of all R&D, as
an average, are estimated to have risen
by 163.2 percent.

The report concludes that over the
past few years, federal support tended
to shift toward more "development"
and less basic and applied "research."
However, within the category of basic
and applied research, there is a small-e
but perhaps signiflcant-c-continuing
trend toward increasing the basic
research component.

In addition, industrial support of basic
research is expected to increase,
largely through cooperative programs
between universities and consortia. of
industries.

$$
Ask $1 Billion To \
Bolster Universities
The best way for the Federal
government to enhance the nation's
ability to compete in the international
marketplace is to increase its support
of university research and education,
Roland \X'. Schmitt, General Electric
senior vice president for corporate
research and development, told the
New York Science Policy Association
recently.

That observation by GE's research
director, who is currently chairman of
the National Science Board, came in <I.

speech calling for a reallocation of
some $1 billion in existing Federal
R&D monies for that purpose. Citing
statistics that indicate a serious decline
in the resources available to
universities, Schmitt called for a
reallocation of Federal funds to help
universities overcome the major

problems they face in the areas of
"equipment, facilities, and attracting
and keeping outstanding faculty
members."

"The first-rate minds in our
universities represent one of our
nation's most valuable resources,"
Schmitt pointed out. "By
strengthening that resource, we
strengthen the generation of
knowledge and make our nation's
industries more competitive," he
continued.

Schmitt warned that the Federal R&D
system' 'is not providing an adequate
science and engineering base for
international competitiveness. There
was a time when all the United States
needed to do to win victories in the
international marketplace was to show
up. That time is long past-as we have
learned in such fields as consumer
electronics, compact automobiles,
machine tools, and steel, and as we are
learning now in the integrated circuit
business. There are a lot of reasons
other than technology explaining the
poor showing of the U.S. in these
fields, but technology's role is crucial
in correcting it," he stated.

"A main source of science and
technology is our university research
and education system." Schmitt
poimed out. "But that system is under
more strain today than at any time
since worto war 11. In the past, there
would have been an easy answer to
this problem-apply more money. Bur
today that strain coincides with an era
of enormous deficits and tightening
budgets. \'(-'e cannot depend on
increased spending to strengthen our
R&D system. Instead, we have to
reorder priorities within the national
R&D effort," he said.

Among the statistics Schmitt cited in
presenting his case for shifting more
R&D funding to university research
were the following:

• A recent National Science
Foundation study found that only
about one-sixth of academic research
equipment could be called state-of-the
an, while about one-fifth of it was
obsolete and about one-third of it was
more than ten years old.

• Studies estimate that between $ 5
biJIion and $20 billion will be needed
during the next decade just to upgrade
university facilities for science and
engineering-that is, buildings and I
fixed equipment.

• Ph.D. production is not keeping.
pace with the nation's needs. U.S.
universities annually award about
3,000 Ph.D. degrees in engineering-c. 3
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some 500 fewer than they did back in
1972. Meanwhile, the share of those
engineering Ph.D.s going to foreign
nationals has increased from one
quarter in 1970 to more than half
today.

• In 1984, 590 persons received
Ph.D.s in electrical and electronic
engineering in the U.S., compared
with 787 in 1973. Forty percent of
them were foreigners on temporary
visas.

• The American Society for
Engineering Education estimates
university engineering faculties are in
total more than 20 percent below the
number needed to get student-faculty
ratios back to where they were in the
19605.

• Only 7 percent of U.S.
undergraduates major in engineering,
compared with 17 percent in Japan.

Schmitt said that current Federal R&D
policies fall far short of meeting the
pressing needs of universities. He
called for a reallocation of S1 billion
Within the package of Federal
spending for science and technology
from applied R&D to the support of
university research and education.
"This sum would begin to make a
dent in those growing facilities,
equipment, and faculty problems,"
he said.

The GE executive said such monies
could also be used to accelerate and
extend initiatives such as the National
Science Foundation's Engineering
Research Center Program, which will
fund new interdisciplinary programs in
engineering research and education at
various universities throughout the
country.

Schmitt suggested that this is more
than a matter of merely directing
money at universities. "Funding of
university efforts will be coupled with
some reshaping of the way many
university scientists and engineers
choose research targets and train their
students," he said. Research on topics
imponant for industrial competitiveness
can be as intellectually exciting as
other research, he pointed OU1.

Reshaping research priorities simply
means widening the sphere of research

with special emphasis on those
problems that combine fundamental
significance with payoff to society, he
said.

Seek To Amend
Stevenson-Wydler Act
Amending the Stevenson-\X/ydler
Technology Innovation Act of 1980 is
one of 11 legislative initiatives the
Republican Task Force on High
Technology Initiatives intends to
pursue during this session of Congress
in order to make U.S. industries more
competitive in world markets. The
Task Force wants to amend the Act
"to streamline and make uniform the
procedures used by federal and
national laboratories for entering into
cooperative R&D agreements with
private and local government entities.
and provide greater monetary
incentives for laboratories and their
employees to transfer their
technologies to the private sector."

The Task Force's recommendations
were released at a recent press
conference as part of a 25-page report
on industrial competitiveness.

"American workers and companies
face an enormous competitive
challenge today," said Task Force
chairman Rep. Ed Zschau (R-CA), J.

former Silicon Valley entrepreneur.
"Rather than using protectionism to
run from the competition, we believe
that America should rise up and meet
the competitive challenge, \\"e can be
the best if government provides a
sound economic environment for
innovation and entrepreneurship."

Five of the 11 recommendations are
.~

~ken from the 1985 report of the
President's Commission on Industrial
Competitiveness. The initiatives
address a broad range of issues
including~form, sc~policy,

worker retraining, the.-Er~eQom of
Information Act, and trade law reform.
One Il1ltiaove is to ma~~&D tax
credit permanent and broaden its
applicability to cover computer
software and start-up companies.

Warn Against Talent
Draining "Megaprojects"
The United States' R&D enterprise is in

danger of becoming overloaded by
"megaprotects" like the Strategic
Defense Initiative which require
significant amounts of scientific and
engineering talent. Edward E. David,
Jr. warned the annual meeting of the
National Conference on the
Advancement of Research last fall.

David, a former Presidential Science
Adviser and former president of Exxon
Research, said in his keynote address
that such megaprojects represent "an
opportunity, a temptation and an
intoxicating elixir." They draw
scientific and technological talent away
from other endeavors, without prior
assessment being made of the
consequences to the programs which
lose the talent; often, they draw away
the brightest and the best, David said.
He suggested that the government has
a re-ponsrbrlnv to sustain the R&D
enterprise so that it can meet the de
mands which the nation places on it.

Subsequent speakers and discussants
presented different views on three
emerging trends affecting the
management of R&D: Large
government R&D initiatives such as
SDI; Federal emphasis on the support
of basic research; and improving U.S.
international technological
competitiveness through cooperation
among different sectors.

For example, it was observed that
while the FS. is at the frontiers of
basic science, the development of
processes and products from U.S.
inventions is often left to others. with
the result that the commercial
advantage goes to our trading
competitors. In light of this,
participants questioned whether, if
there is a limit on available funding.
the U.S. should continue to strengthen
what it is best at-namely. basic
scientific research-or whether it
should reprogram resources into areas
where our efforts appear lacking. such
as developing more process
technology and improving technology
transfer to Lt.S. industry.

There was sharp disagreement a,', 10
whether or not there is a shortage of
R&D manpower in the lJ .5. Some
thought that there is a distribution
problem, with -not enough engineers
in some fields and an over-supply in
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Aerospace engineering departments on many campuses are facing faculty
shortages, uncertain research support, and inadequate funding to operate and
maintain their research support, according 10 a National Research Council
committee. The committee asks NASA to increase its support of campus research
efforts that address "long-term fundamental problems whose solutions are likely
ro have lasting impact."

No dramatic increase -in demand for technical employees was expected for
the next couple of months in a year-end report by the consulting firm of
Deutsch. Shea and Evans. The firm's High Technology Recruitment Index stood
at 99 for November. 1985, the lowest single month level in 2lf.2 years.

Applications are being accepted for the June 1986 class of MIT's
Management of Technology Program, Contact Jane Morse, MIT Sloan School, 50
Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA 02139.

Board on Mathematical Sciences Education has been established by the
National Research Council to 'assess math instruction in the U.S. and serve as a
resource 10 state and local school districts, In helping to implement
improvements, it will work with federal, state and local agencies, and business
and industry. The new board was formed in response to numerous national
studies which revealed declines in test scores on standardized exams, lowered
graduation requirements in math, and severe shortages of qualified math teachers
in some states. .
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others; others felt there was an
absolute shortage of U.S. engineers
and scientists. However, there was a
consensus about the need for more,
higher quality manpower in all
categories and at all levels of training.

There was agreement that the
university infrastructure for scientific
R&D is in bad shape. If the
government wishes academic research
and training facilities to be available to
meet pressing national needs, then
prompt and positive action must be
taken to remedy the years of neglect
of the universities physical facilities.

David challenged the meeting' 'to
foster closer connections between
basic research and commercial
technology, in the interest of higher
productivity, greater competitiveness,
and more jobs."

Top Computer Scientists
Debate Need For
Supercomputers
Not all scientists are enamored with
the new supercomputers. Questions
concerning the need for
supercomputer technology arose at a
recent roundtable discussion held at
the University of Maryland among
three top computer scientists. MIT
professor Joseph 'ccctzenbaum. who
has been building and designing
computers since 1950 and was a
member of the General Electric team
that built the first computer banking
system, disputed the views held by
supercomputer supporters Kenneth
\X"ilson, professor of physical science
at Cornell University and recipient of
the 1982 Nobel Prize in physics, and
Joan Centrella, associate professor of
physics at Drexel University and guest
scientist at Cray Research, Inc.

The three scientists discussed the need
for supercomputers at a symposium
sponsored by the Scientists' Institute
for Public Information (SJPI), the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, and the
Association of American Universities.

Both wuson and Centrella staunchly
defended continued development and

USl:" of supercomputers. pointing to its
practical use in the field."; of
meteorology. hvdrodvnarnics. and
relativity Centrella stressed the
importance of the computers in the
understanding of scientific theory.
"Supercomputers can help us
understand the relationship of theory
to experimental data and the use of
experimental data to put limits on the
theoretical models," she explained.
She described how supercomputer
simulations have helped scientists
understand how wind shears develop.

'crtlson emphasized the revolutionary
impact supercomputers will have in
the field of engineering. He is director
of the supercomputer program at
Cornell University, one of four
university centers selected by the
National Science Foundation to share
$200 million over the next five years
on supercomputer research.
Supercomputers will also help the U,S.
economy expand, he pointed out, by
making possible the development of
new materials,

\X'hile he agreed with \,\'ilson and
Centrella that supercomputers could
greatly accelerate scientific research,
werzenbaum asked. "Whats the rush?
The discoveries we would make with
supercomputers we ~vould make
anyway; it would JUS! take longer." He
raised objections to the vast amount of
money being spent on supercomputers,
at a time when resources are so scarce.

BRIEFS

"Supercomputers will be used to
simulate nuclear events," he said, "and
this is a mistaken priority, Is it science
we're worried about or our economy?
Do we really need new products, or
do we just want them?"

Meanwhile, the vast computational
power offered by such machines as
the eRAY~II is arousing interest in the
industrial research community (see
"Improving R&D Effectiveness Via
Computers," Research Management,
July-August 1985, pp. 19-21). In June,
the Industrial Research Institute and
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory will
hold a two-day workshop for research
executives to explore what such
computing power may mean for the
chemical, aerospace, materials and
other industries, Observing that it's
easy to fall behind in such a fast
moving technology, Harry Paxton, a
professor at Carnegie-Mellon
University and one of the workshop
organizers, warned that it's time our
own industries become familiar with
the options that will exist for them
with supercomputers.

A transcript of the SIPI roundtable
discussion can be obtained from Jayne
F. Cerone, Scientist's Institute for
Public Information, Dept. NR, 355
Lexington Ave., New York, I\TY 10017,
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Sen: Sam Nunn (D-Ga,), ranking
minority member on the Armed
Services Committee, said the in
crease in terrorism has made fund
ing for U.S. intelligence activities a
top priority. Rep. Dave McCurdy

. (D-Okla;), called on' Democrats to
support continued adherence to the
unratified SALT II treaty and to
back the mobile, lightweight, sin
gle-warhead Minuteman missile as
a solution to the vulnerability of
land-based nuclear weapons. ....--t...

n.the domestic front, Gov. Mi
chael .S, Dukakis of Massachusetts
called'for the federal government to
put up seed money to create 15 to
20 regional Centers of Technolog
ical Exceflence, where local indus.
try, academic and research institu
tions coulddevelop ways to improve
regional economies. He also urged
creation of federal Economic De
velopment BlockGrants that would
be targeted to economically dis~.
tressed regions. '.

In .addition, Dukakis called on
Democrats to make an issue of tax
evasion, saying the federal govern
meritshould follow the example of
Massachusetts and other states and
crackdown on tax cheats., '

By Paul Taylor report intended to serve not as for-
W,l~hiugtOl\P<l,tSl.llfWritef mal party platform but,as a state..

ment of values and policygoals.
ATLANTA, May 3-The Dem- In a foreign policy speech to the

ocratic Policy Commission com- panel today, Sen. Joseph R. Biden
pleted a harmonious two-day ses- Jr. (D-Del.) called on his party to
sion here today, listening to its find a "common-sense" middle
leaders call for the party to rid itself ground between "the ideological
of "the paralysis of the Vietnam demons of both the right and the
syndrome" abroad and to adopt aD left."
industrial olicy at home QUIlt "The right is mobilized by sim-
aronn .. federa Iv' (uQlIed regjQwl plicity, but the left is immobilized by
rtsearchcand-development center§. complexity," Biden said. "There are

'I he panel also heard proposals people in our own party ... who
for more federal funding for day see a potential Vietnam in every hot
care, Head Start, college loans and spot in the Third World, and their
other programs for families with doctrinaire prescription is that the
children. consequences of action are always

The year-old comrmssion, more undesirable than the conse-
chaired by former Utah governor quences of inaction."
Scott M. Matheson, is made up of Biden said the test of whether
100 elected officials, most of them the United States should resort to
at the state and local level. Next the use of force shouldbe based not
month, it will present to the Dem- on ideology, but on two questions:
ocratic National Committee a final "Is it right, and will it work?"

Party 1bld to End Its 'Vietnam Syndrome'

"

Democrats Plot Course
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People like y r. who appreciate the better things in lif
and can aft them.
Highland's P is theultimate in ocean front living. wit
spacious. . apanments, with breathtaking views of th
azure A • or thefascinating. ever-changing
intracoastal aterway.
Only forty- ve discriminating buyers will enjoy the
quiet conve ience and charm of Highland's Place.
You could one of them. Act now-during our
construcri period. (Occupancy, Fait 1986.)
Patricia . Laverick, our Sales Director, can
acquain au with the many special fea¥
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! area5 for long r---iy.iS or undergoing mas-

Isive cleanup efforts.
The Livermore computer model, which

I attempts to reconstruct the initial mo
ments of the accident. estimates that 40';',
of the lighter elements in the reactor, in
cluding cesium. and iodine, blew skyward
in a very hot fireball after the plant ex
ploded shortly after midnight April 26,

Heat carried the plume of debris up to
20,000 feet and then the cesium, iodine and
other noxious contaminants were carried
to the northwest over Byelorussia, Poland,
Lithuania and Latvia toward Sweden in the
form of a "fine aerosol," Mr. Knox said.

'Kiev Was Very Fortunate'
"Kiev was very fortunate," said Mr.

Knox, because the initial direction of the
wind carried the bulk of the debris from
the reactor away from the city-the third
largest in the Soviet Union. An additional
10%of the lighter, noxious elements of the
reactor, he said, has been distributed by
the continued smoldering of the reactor
and some of that, Mr. Knox estimates, has
blown southward over Kiev.

Soviet authorities.he said, may have to
develop pians to wash down buildings and

I streets in entire villages before they are
I safe for long-term habitation.

In its statement yesterday, the U.S.
task force monitoring the Soviet accident

id it was "plausible" that large amounts
of)molten uranium fuel may be lying on

e floor of the reactor.
The problem posed by the molten reac

tor fuel bas been dubbed the "China syn
drome" by nuclear engineers because of
disputes over how far the mass of glowing

etal would burn into the ground.

Co d Cool in Earth
K _ Dance, president of GATechnolo-

gies In ,the only U.S. company that has
. design commercial power reactor with

Ia graphite are. said his company has esti
mated the allen fuel may burn through

1 the cement nd eventually cool off a few
i fe-et below it in the earth,
II "The so- lled China svndrorne was

nice to talk a ut,' said Mr .Dance, but he
said the phe omenom might be a rela

, tively safe so ution for the problem be-
cause the gro d would block the radia-

Continued From Page 3
countant who has been working with a
group of investors in San Antonio, Texas.

"If this bill is passed, we are sure it wi1l
be amended in a period of two years after
75% of the entire construction industry is
out of work," said John Barron, executive
vice president of Trump Organization, the
giant New York-based developer.

Uncertainty in real estate could have
. serious ramifications for troubled thrifts.

"This doesn't bode well for the thrifts. And
if it's bad for the thrifts, it is certainly bad
for the Federal Savings and Loan Insur
ance Corp.," said Kenneth Leventhal. a
managing partner of Kenneth Leventhal,
an accounting mg l .

Angeles. aid, "This is very, very seri-
ous."
, nture Capital Finns

Venture capital firms are also ~ght·
ened thai the proposed tax overhaul 'IoQ1l
wipe out much of the investment in ne
companies, because capital gains would no
longer be favored by a huge break under
current tax law. Long-term gains are now
taxed at a top rate of 20o/c, compared wlth
the top rate of 500/( for ordinary income.

The Senate panel's bill would treat all
individual income the same, and there
would be even less incentive to take risks
because the top mdivfdual tax rate would
fall to vcr". reducing the tax benefits in the
event of losses.'

"They're going to do away "nth capital
formation .... The newer industries.
which aren't paying dividends, won't be
able to get capital. That's what happened
in the '70s, It seems we've got to relearn
these lessons every 10 years," said Kevin
C. Landry, managing partner at TA Asso
ciates, a Boston-based venture can:~C'..1
finn. .

Stanley E. Pratt, chairman of Venture
Economics Inc .. a Wellesley. Mass-based
consulting finn and publisher of Venture
Capital Journal, says he is worried that the
bill will discourage new entrepreneurs,
most of whom come from large corpora
tions. He says their employers are trying
to discourage them from starting their 0\\11

venture. Now the new tax plan "kills in
centive to go out and be innovative and do
anything," he says.

However. high-technology companies
are split over the proposal. ,They would
benefit from the lower tax rates and
wouldn't lose heavily from the repeal of
the investment tax credit. They also would
keep their favorite tax preference-the reo
search and development credit.

Individual Retirement Accounts
n the financial markets, the proposed

ph of tax breaks for individual reo
tirement ac opIe
('nvp..:cPrl ~~flth_e:,.,_~':'.':'5,;,n ... T\l,,~,..,"::',;':'".'\.' l-.

Tax Measure's Impact
On Industries Varies;
Some-May Be Hurt

"'C' •• 'f. .~:;:e::" ,. <,
) mg outo.o.; :x· jr ..",g ,.,_,r,;I<.lS of i.me .
',1 Alexander Lyashko, the premier of the

Ukraine, toid the reporters that 84.000 peo-

I
ple have been evacuated from areas
around the four-unit Chernobyl plant and
that people living from six to 18 miles

79,310

105,619
;, -r t.hwest Nuclear
E:-krgy Co.

SQV""ee, Nvdear~ Commil3iml

8. Turi<ey Point
(Miami, Fla.)
Florida Power & Light Co.' 88,000

9. Duane Amolcl
(Cedar Rapids, Iowa)
Iowa Electric
Power & Light Co.

7. Beaver VaHey
;S;;~~'J-i"'gP()rt. Pa.)
Duquesne Light Co. 105,000
---- ._--_.~

they going to say, 'I don't want to get radi
ated. I'm taking off'?"

Before the Chernobyl accident. Massa
chusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis and sea
brook officials had appeared close to a
compromise that would have addressed the
governor's major concern-evacuating
nearby beaches. The proposed compro
mise: Shut the plant in the summer until
bunkers would be built in the sand. But
now the governor has pulled back, saying
he wants to study the implications of the
Chernobvl accident.

Oyster Creek also has a beach problem,
in part because the prevailing winds would
probably blow a radioactive cloud dire-ctly
over some 20,000 sunbathers. But rather
than the use of bankers, the current plan
is to keep the main bridge open no matter
what. Emerg-ency sirens would jolt sup
bathers tc attention. S~J.tE' police would
prevent people outside the lG·miJf evacua
tion radius from leaving until the others.
had been evacuated. Stalled cars would
pushed off the bridge into the water.

Much depends on a time I)' forecas of
where radioactivity released by an a ci
dent will spread. Engineers at GPU re
eenUy developed a computer program hat
has cut to 15 minutes from 25 the ime
needed to project the direction of a dio
acuve cloud. The engineers can also eter
JJ1l.JIt- exactly what rarnoacuve g;: and
elements are In that cloud in Just.. min'
utes, compared with 90 minutes ore.
Data woold be fed to the computers y up
to 12 mobile monitoring teams. in uding
one at sea.

John Sullivan. Oyster Creek's opera
tions director, adds that the cent 1 room
is more dependable now that C U has
hired an airline industry consult t to in
stall "cockpit team training.' which
teaches plant controllers to work together i

smoothly during an emergency.
"Even a technically compet t person

can screw it up if he lacks eadership
skills," Mr. Sullivan says. As a esult, can'
trollers at the Oyster Creek pi I now are
screened to avoid those with rsonality
traits that could prove dang ous in an
emergency, such as inability t get along
with others and boisterousne .

Ithe~~~i~sn:~~hcd~:do~~gJ~ncYan ~~i~~:
I cise at the Tennessee Va1ley A thority's

BrO""S Ferry plant in Alabama last NO'
vember, a technician from the labama
Bureau of Radiological Health sq irted a
TVA employee-playing an i lured
farmer-with technetium, a radio tive
liquid. "Apparently this was his idea 0 in
jecting some realism into the dri1l," sa
Joseph Gilliland, a spokesman for the
NRC. which SUbsequently reprimanded the
Alabama agency. Six people were contami
nated, but no one suffered lasting injury.
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~

. Rep: EaFalc-; I;;Ci floati~--; ofbiII .
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The U.S. Constitution has estab
lished, at least in principle, the idea
of.generic technologies, under the
concept of "Internal Improvements."
These have included public projects
like roads, canals, dams, waterway

. navigability, and beach erosion
'control. Without them, the country
" could hardly have 'embarked on its
1 pre- and post-Civil War industrial

revolution More lately, Internal Im
provements cameto il1clll.de funding

') for sewage treatment plants; air pol-
,',h1t\9n c01\trol, ~tom\~ energy, and
'nev, drug.developmentand testing.

. In the newthinkingyfnternal Im
provements would include buttress

..)ing the development of engineering
>;pm)~iples that.the .totali tyofindus
'lrynee,ds to regain parity with Ja

, .p~n's. technological dynamism.
yOn Capitol }~il1 agroup of Con

".t >'Y>" 19ressmenled by Rep.Tohn ]. Lafalce
the Reagan Administr~tiontJ>~t,thls"(D.~N.y'.),chairman,of.the, House
is jn~ust:ry./s:rqJe,_,)nst~-ad/':Jh~ )~~-:,: SD:b.committee _Q.Il ECOn?V,1ic Stabi
get would be ind!!s.triestll~mselves, 'Hzarion.vhave floated a bill, H.R.
through rheconceptknownas.ge- 4.361, the Advanced Technology
neric technology, a term coined .' Foundation ActrThe bill,opposed
some years ago at the National Bu- bythe Administration, wasjustsent
,:e21.1 of Standards.andurged on C~n- , . to the House Committee on Banking,
gress by the Carter Administration. Finance & Urban Affairs after hear
"Generic technology development ings held last month. Under this
and technology diffusion to U.S. proposed legislation, ATFwauld be
firms are primary needs for strength- an independent agency like 'NSF
erring the international position of and would establish; throughloans
American industry," OTA says.. and grants, centers for the develop-

To begin, OTA suggestsremov- ment of these "generic tech11010
.ing engineering research from the gies." The bill doesn't specify what
mainstream of National Science these technologies would be, put
Foundation directorates to form", examples, accordingto OTAi would
separate entity inside or outside the' include digital systems design, ap
agency. As justification, it says in- plied research 0IlIIlic;roelectronic
dustrial technology "has no home devices, auto engine combustion
within the federal government," and processes, automobile safety. tech
that only 10% of NSF's, budget is nology, control system models for
applied to engineering research. robot arms, engiI)~~ring design,
Andthat amount has only remote' lubrication,. wear,' and strudural
relevance to.thedevelopmentof tech- integrity.
nologies geared toward solving im- Some generic technology centers,
mediate problems facing industry. privately supported, do already exist.

Washington sees outpouring
of studies and Itearings on
innovation policy; rethinking
of federal role in diffusing
know-how to industry urged

Ideas about the federal role in devel
opment of-a national innovation
policy continue. to simmer like a
pot of stew. In the economic policy
field, there still may be some idle
remnants of- a '~R~aganQmics/"l:mt

what is lackingis aUReagatechn~cs"
that would involve the government
as a partner with industry! in.diffus
ing important, fundam,nt,\l tech
nology throughout industry.

"There is little lln.anirnity,'J de
clares IBM chief scientist Lewis M.
Branscomb, "on the effect of cur
rent R&D policies and activities. and
even less on what kinds of federal
actions will actually help. Few peo
ple in government have either the
information or the management -en:- '
vironment required to operate a pro
gram of technology development.for
commercial use."

Lately Washington has seen a
fresh outpouring of studies,con
ferences, and hearings on technolo
gy policy in an advanced economy
and a competitive world. One of
the leoding generators of ideas on
the subject is Congress' Office of
Technology Assessment. In one of
its unofficial staff memorandums
just completed by senior analyst
John Alic for the House Committee
on Banking, Finance & Urban Af
fairs, OTA has sounded a call for a
rethinking of the government role
in diffusing technological know
how to business and industry.

The market target would not be
consumer, for OTA agrees with

,-,e,
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Semiconductor Research Corp. is
one; Microelectronics & Computer
Technology Corp. is another. And,
of course, there is what might be
called an "invisible college" of ge
neric technologists, including engi
neers employed by the National Bu
reau of Standards, the private Ameri
can National Standards Institute,
academic engineering departments,
and the many testing laboratories
around the country.

Not to be ignored is the role of
the state universities in providing,
on the agricultural model, techno
logical extension services to small
and large businesses in their states.
NSF, rather quietly, has established
a number of cooperative research
centers and small business innova
tion centers housed in universities.
Under these programs, the agency
provides modest startup funds for
these centers on the condition that
industry will come in and keep them
going.

What-exists then, is a more or less
unorganized smattering of technol
ogy transfer activities around the
country, all in search of a guiding
principle. H.R. 4361 is an effort to
establish such a principle. The bill
would authorize $500 million over
the first four years to fund such
centers through ATF and would es
tablish a Federal Industrial Exten
sion Service that would provide
grants and loans to states for tech
nology transfer programs. The most
obvious model for this activity
would be the I25-year-old Agricul
tural Extension Service and land
grant research system.

What seems to be needed, OTA
indicates, is a more cohesive sense
of what these centers, whoever sup
ports them, should be doing. "Be
cause technical know-how is em
bodied in people," the OTA memo
randum says, "a company may not
even know that it is missing a piece
of the puzzle: No one with the
needed perspective can be found
within the organization. The need
is generally to bring the right kind
of knowledge to a given problem.
The important role of government
would be to coordinate and link
the network of centers already doing
this sort of thing, while providing
partial funding for these centers."

Wil Lepkowski, Washington
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Federal Alert ;,:,':' . :;: ":tra~tors, establishes a ~nlsm to safe-
. ,. .:•..•" ." ,., guard contrectonl' rights to prop I tary data· .

newlegislation:'" ." referred to Armad Services. r e . ,.

SENATE

Business. S. 2447-:-Specter(R.:-Pa.).L1mlts
the deductions a corporate shareholder that.
acquiresanother corporation can takeJcxttie
dividends received from the acqulred.cor:
pcratlom reterred to Plnence.. '

S. 2448-Specter (R.-Pa.). Makeslt unlawful
forany persantomake"8,npffer:. fo/Illare
than 20%afanequlty:clliSs,afacornpany'~
stocktJ~lessthe offererIst~',I~s.u,eCOfttle
eecurltyor th~ offer Isa'cas~'()ff~r f<?f:.·a(lo.f
the..0IJtstanding ..sbares<?!.~h~ :,~q\Jl'tYJclal.'S;'
referred to',Sanking," tia.Li~in~ .. ~·,iJr".itn .. Af';~;

. fairs. ' " c- .. " ,<,

Research. S. 2525~Quayle(R.:lnd.).

Clarifies the status of fundamental-eng,l;
neeringresearch within NS~,rnClkes.,~ngl-:"

neerlnq e<iucatian an··agencY,. Priarity;re:
terred to Labor .a: Human Resources;

HOUSE

Business. H.R. 4940-Wyden (O:-Ora.).
Eliminates states' ability talrnP~ ~unltalY

tax-s-treatinq a company'sworldwlde:~ln': ::'
corneas a.slnqle unlt and' taldng:a'13har6'o{ .
thewhole.un.lt's •Income•. ra~r"t~,.ttl.13.in",
come generated jlJS~:Withl~},~~t.e70il',
businessactivity that 'i""'"'" outside lhe U.S.;'
referred to·JUdlciary,'Ways &':Means;:.\", ,':,

',' ..... ,-... , "'·':,·:::::~~.~:,;'::~_X:~:· ,.'.
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